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iiiAbstratMagneti ativity in ool stars is a widely observed phenomenon, however it is still far frombeing understood. How fundamental stellar parameters like mass and rotational period quan-titatively ause a stellar magneti �eld whih manifests itself in features suh as spots, �aresand high-energy oronal emission is a lively area of researh in solar and stellar astrophysis.Espeially for planet-hosting stars, stellar ativity pro�les are very interesting as exoplanets area�eted by high-energy radiation, both at the time of planet formation as well as during thefurther lifetime of a star-planet system. In extreme ases, the atmosphere of a planet very loseto its host star an be strongly heated by the stellar X-ray and EUV emission and �nally esapethe planet's gravitational attration, so that the atmosphere of the planet evaporates over time.Theoretially, planets an also a�et their host star's magneti ativity. In analogy to pro-esses in binary stars whih lead to enhaned - both overall and periodially varying - ativitylevels, also giant planets might in�uene the stellar ativity by tidal or magneti interation pro-esses, however on a weaker level than in binaries. Some indiations for suh interations existfrom hromospheri measurements in stars with Hot Jupiters. In this thesis I investigate the mag-neti ativity of planet-hosting stars and espeially possible e�ets from star-planet interationswith an emphasis on stellar oronae in X-rays.I tested a omplete sample of all known planet-hosting stars within 30 p distane fromthe Sun for orrelations of stellar X-ray properties with planetary parameters. A signi�antorrelation exists between the stellar X-ray luminosity and the produt of planetary mass andinverse semimajor axis. However, this ould be traed bak to a seletion e�et introdued byplanetary detetion methods. For stars in the solar neighborhood, planets are mainly detetedby radial veloity shifts in the stellar spetra. This detetion method introdues several trendsin samples of planet-hosting stars whih are investigated in detail in this thesis. On top of theseseletion e�ets, no signi�ant other orrelations whih ould be interpreted as manifestations ofstar-planet interations were present in the sample.I also monitored the hromospheri and oronal ativity of a promising individual star-planetsystem over several months. This system onsists of υ Andromedae, a ool main-sequene star,a Hot Jupiter and three more planets in wider orbits. Contrary to earlier �ndings by otherauthors, the star did not show planet-indued ativity variations, but displayed variability withthe stellar rotation period instead.The star 51 Pegasi also hosts a Hot Jupiter; atually, it is the �rst exoplanet whih wasever deteted. In a detailed analysis of this star's oronal emission, I show that the star is ina Maunder minimum state, haraterized by a very low oronal temperature of less than onemillion degrees and a persistent low ativity level in oronal and hromospheri emission oversixteen years. The Hot Jupiter apparently does not enhane stellar ativity in this system. Ialso present an analysis of the planet-hosting star τ Bootis, for whih indiations for a very shortativity yle of only one year duration have been published reently. The star rotates quiklyompared to other stars of the same age, whih might be due to a �spin-up� aused by its giantplanet. My X-ray data that is available up to now suggests that a possible ativity yle islonger than thought so far; however, more data will be olleted in 2011 and 2012 to allow amore detailed insight into this star's ativity.
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vZusammenfassungDie magnetishe Aktivität kühler Sterne ist ein wohlbekanntes, aber dennoh im Detailunverstandenes Phänomen. Wie genau fundamentale stellare Eigenshaften wie Masse undRotationsperiode das stellare Magnetfeld beein�ussen, das sih z. B. durh Fleken, Eruptionenund hohenergetishe Strahlung äuÿert, ist Gegenstand aktueller Forshung. Gerade bei plane-tentragenden Sternen ist die stellare Aktivität besonders interessant, da Planeten sowohl währendihrer Entstehung als auh während der weiteren Entwiklung des Stern-Planeten-Systems vonder stellaren Röntgen- und EUV-Strahlug beein�usst werden. Bei Planeten in extrem engenUmlaufbahnen kann die Planetenatmosphäre sogar so stark aufgeheizt werden, dass sie derGravitation des Planeten ent�ieht und mit der Zeit verdampft.Theoretish können auh Planeten die Aktivität ihres Zentralsterns beein�ussen. Ähnlihwie bei Binärsternen, die starke Aktivität - sowohl insgesamt wie auh periodish veränder-lih - zeigen, könnten massive Planeten durh magnetishe oder Gezeiten-Interaktion die stel-lare Aktivität steigern, allerdings in vergleihsweise geringerem Ausmaÿ. Einige Hinweise aufsolhe Interaktionen wurden in der hromosphärishen Emission von Sternen mit "Hot Jupiters"gefunden. In dieser Arbeit untersuhe ih die magnetishe Aktivität von planetentragen-den Sternen und insbesondere möglihe Auswirkungen von Stern-Planeten-Interaktionen, mitHauptaugenmerk auf die koronale Röntgenemission der Zentralsterne.Dazu habe ih ein vollständiges Sample aller bekannten planetentragenden Sterne innerhalbvon 30 p Distanz von der Sonne auf Korrelationen zwishen den stellaren Röntgeneigenshaftenund Planetenparametern untersuht. Dabei zeigte sih eine signi�kante Korrelation derRöntgenleuhtkraft mit dem Produkt aus Planetenmasse und inverser groÿer Halbahse.Diese Korrelation konnte jedoh auf Auswahle�ekte zurükgeführt werden, die von derPlanetendetektion herrühren. Bei Sternen in der solaren Nahbarshaft werden Planeten haupt-sählih durh Radialgeshwindigkeitsshwankungen in den stellaren Spektren detektiert. DiesesVerfahren verursaht vershiedene Trends in den Samples von planetentragenden Sternen, diein dieser Arbeit im Detail untersuht werden. Zusätzlih zu diesen Auswahle�ekten konntenkeine anderen signi�kanten Korrelationen nahgewiesen werden, die sih auf Stern-Planeten-Interaktionen hätten zurükführen lassen.Zusätzlih habe ih die koronale und hromosphärishe Aktivität eines besonders vielver-sprehenden einzelnen Stern-Planeten-Systems über mehrere Monate analysiert. Dasentsprehende System besteht aus dem kühlen Hauptreihenstern υ Andromedae, einem HotJupiter sowie drei weiteren Planeten in gröÿeren Umlaufbahnen. Im Gegensatz zu früherenStudien anderer Autoren zeigte der Stern keine planeteninduzierten Aktivitätsshwankungen,sondern Variabilität mit der stellaren Rotationsperiode.Der Stern 51 Pegasi wird vom ersten jemals entdekten Planeten, ebenfalls ein Hot Jupiter,umkreist. Durh eine umfassende Analyse der koronalen Emission dieses Sterns konnte ih nah-weisen, dass der Stern sih in einem Maunder-Minimum-Zustand be�ndet, der sih durh einesehr geringe koronale Temperatur von weniger als einer Million Grad und langfristig durh eineextrem niedrige hromosphärishe und koronale Aktivität auszeihnet. Der Planet verstärkt diestellare Aktivität in diesem System o�enbar niht. Zusätzlih zeige ih die Ergebnisse einerUntersuhung des planetentragenden Sterns τ Bootis, für den von anderen Autoren Hinweiseauf einen sehr kurzen Aktivitätszyklus von nur einem Jahr Dauer gefunden wurden. DieserStern rotiert shnell im Vergleih zu anderen Sternen gleihen Alters; es könnte in dem Systemein "Spin-up" durh den massiven Planeten stattgefunden haben. Meine bisher aufgenomme-nen Daten weisen jedoh darauf hin, dass ein mögliher Aktivitätszyklus länger ist als bisherangenommen. Weitere Beobahtungen sind für 2011 und 2012 geplant, die genauere Einblike indie Aktivität dieses Sterns liefern werden.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1
Chapter 1IntrodutionCompared to the lifespan of a person, thebeginning of modern astronomy starting withthe invention of the telesope around 1600seems long ago. Yet, it is just a blink of aneye in the history of the universe. Two mil-lion years ago, the �rst human beings evolved;500 million years ago, the �rst animals on landame into existene. Four billion years ago,the �rst single-ell life forms on earth devel-oped by mehanisms still unknown. Not muhearlier, around 4.6 billion years ago, the Sunand its planets formed from a loud of gas anddust. The zero-point of the osmi timesale is13.7 billion years ago, when the universe itselfis thought to have ome into existene from aspae-time singularity known as the Big Bang.In this grand perspetive, my thesis fouseson the interplay of stars and their planets, sowe will start by having a loser look at howstars and planets form, and then at how theydevelop over time.1.1 The birth of a starThe spae between stars is not empty, but �lledwith interstellar material onsisting mostly ofool dust and gas. In suh a loud, the kinetipressure of the partiles from thermal motionand the gravitational attration work againsteah other. If the mass of the loud is highenough, gravity will overome the kineti pres-sure and the loud will ollapse. For a homo-geneous loud with density ρ and temperature
T , this happens at the Jeans mass MJ ∝

√

T 3

ρ .The gravitational ollapse an also be triggeredby events that ause density �utuations, suhas louds olliding or a nearby supernova ex-

plosion, so that the ollapse may start at muhlower masses than the Jeans mass.A entral ore forms in the ollapsing loud;the released gravitational energy is radiatedaway, and �nally, the ore ontration stopswhen the ore beomes optially thik to its in-frared radiation. The outer layers of the loudkeep falling onto the star, produing most ofthe protostar's luminosity. However, a randomloud starting to ollapse will most likely notbe exatly spherially symmetri; together withsome motion present before the start of the ol-lapse, the loud will have a net angular momen-tum.For louds with large angular momentum,no entral ore forms, but the material onen-trates in a toroidal shape, leading to the for-mation of a multiple star system. In loudswith lower angular momentum whih form en-tral ores, the surrounding matter that keepsfalling onto the entral part of the objet hasto onserve angular momentum. It annot falldiretly towards the enter, but forms a disk ro-tating around the ore. The disk dissolves withtime as the material in the disk forms plan-ets, aretes onto the protostar or is blown outof the system by radiation pressure and stellarwinds.The formation of planets in the diskstarts with the oagulation of dust partiles.However, it is still a major unsolved questionhow exatly these planetary seeds an avoidfragmentation again at the so-alled "meterbarrier" to beome larger planetesimals; thisis the size range where oagulation beomestoo weak to make larger grains stik togetherwhen they ollide. After - by some not entirelylear proess - larger planetesimals are formed,



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: The Hertzsprung-Russel diagram,depiting the diagonal main sequene as well asthe later stages in a stellar life, giants, super-giants and white dwarfs. (piture redit: ESO)they grow further by gravitationally attrat-ing smaller roks in their viinity. Aordingto the ore-aretion model, they will olletsurrounding gas and beome gas giants if theirroky ores are heavy enough. Planetary migra-tion in the disk and ejetion of larger objets bygravitational interations will our until a sta-ble on�guration is reahed, suh as we observein our solar system nowadays.In the solar system today, more than 99% ofthe angular momentum is ontained within theorbital motions of Jupiter and Saturn, while themass of the system is almost exlusively on-entrated in the Sun. This is largely due to thespin-down of the Sun (see also setion 2.3.5),but even when the Sun was rotating muhfaster, already a non-negligible part of the an-gular momentum was stored in the orbital mo-tions of the massive planets.1.2 The main sequeneWhen the irumstellar disk has dissolved, thestar enters a stage alled the main sequene. Inthis phase, the emission of the star is poweredby nulear fusion of hydrogen and not gravi-

tational ontration any more. More massivestars are hotter and therefore have a bluisholor in the optial, while the low-mass starshave lower surfae temperature and therefore aredder spetrum. In the Hertzsprung-Russel di-agram (HRD), where the absolute stellar lumi-nosity is plotted as a funtion of olor (or tem-perature, or mass), the main sequene formsa diagonal line from the upper left where thebright and hot stars are loated to the lowerright, where the Sun and stars of even lowermass reside (Fig. 1.1).The nulear proess by whih hydrogen istransformed to helium di�ers for low- and high-mass stars. Stars with masses below 1.5M⊙burn hydrogen mainly through the proton-proton hain, a proess whih an start at tem-peratures of about four million Kelvin in thestellar ore. For stars with higher masses theore temperatures are higher, so that the moree�ient CNO yle will take plae in whih ar-bon, nitrogen and oxygen at as "atalysts" forthe hydrogen burning.The type of the fusion mehanism also af-fets the inner struture of hot and ool stars.For both regimes, the ore is the hottest part ofthe star and the photosphere (the visible outerlayer) the oolest. Whenever steep tempera-ture gradients are present, energy will be trans-ferred by onvetion. If the temperature gra-dient is �atter, a rising bubble of hot plasmaan exhange heat with the surroundings quikenough to ool down and not rise any further.In hot stars, the CNO yle auses a steep tem-perature gradient in the stellar ore, so that aonvetive zone forms that is surrounded by anouter radiative zone, where radiative transferis su�ient to transport energy to the photo-sphere. In ool stars, however, the energy pro-dued by the proton-proton hain an still bee�iently transported away by radiative trans-fer. Convetion then only ours in the outerlayers of the star. In very low-mass stars, noinner radiative ore is present at all, so thatthese stars with masses below 0.3M⊙ are fullyonvetive.The two regimes of stars with inner on-vetive zones as opposed to stars with outeronvetion zones are also alled hot and ool



1.3. THE DEATH OF A STAR 3stars or early-type and late-type stars. The lat-ter naming onvention is atually a historialmisunderstanding: in the nineteenth entury,stars were thought to start as hot and there-fore �early� stars and then to evolve into ooler�late� stars (Helmholtz 1856; Thomson 'LordKelvin' 1862).Hot and ool stars also di�er in their abilityto produe magneti �elds. The Sun as a oolstar displays many features like sunspots andan ativity yle whih are onneted to a spe-ial proess of magneti �eld generation whihtransfers kineti into magneti energy, the so-alled magneti dynamo. Although this meha-nism is not entirely understood, it seems that asolar-like dynamo requires an outer onvetionzone and di�erential rotation (see setion 2.2).Related dynamo mehanisms may be at work infully onvetive stars. Hot stars with an outerradiative zone annot support this kind of a dy-namo proess. However, strong magneti �eldshave been deteted for a speial group of A andB stars whih are strongly enrihed in ertainelements; these Ap/Bp stars an display �abun-dane pathes� on their surfae. How thesestars obtain their magneti �eld is under de-bate; onserved fossil �elds whih stem fromthe interstellar medium are a possibility, butalso some dynamo proesses in the onvetiveore are disussed.As high-mass stars are brighter, they useup their hydrogen "fuel" faster than low-massstars. The Sun, for example, will spend 10 Gyron the main sequene, while O type stars,whih are brighter than the Sun by a fatorof > 30000, will leave the main sequene afteronly 10 Myr of hydrogen burning. This fat anbe used to estimate the age of stellar lusters,as in old lusters, the upper part of the mainsequene will be depopulated already (Fig. 1.2).1.3 The death of a starAs stars age and use up their hydrogen, theywill start burning heavier elements, startingwith helium. As a onsequene, the olor-luminosity relation hanges and the stars evolveaway from the main sequene. The �nal stageof a star again depends on its initial mass: stars

Figure 1.2: Hertzsprung-Russel diagram for thePleiades, a young luster (top), and M 67, anold luster (bottom). The massive stars in M 67have evolved away from the main sequene(Hansen-Ruiz & van Leeuwen 1997; Carraroet al. 1994).with less than 0.5M⊙ will not be able to startnulear burning of helium, and just slowly godim and ollapse.Stars of a medium mass range between 0.5and 2.5 solar masses will �rst shrink as thehydrogen runs low until the ore tempraturebeomes high enough to start burning helium.In this initial "helium �ash", the star movesup in the HRD to the giant branh, as itnow produes an in�ated outer layer aroundits ore. After a phase of stable helium burn-ing in the ore and hydrogen burning in a shellsurrounding it, oxygen and arbon will au-mulate in the ore as the produts of heliumburning. These elements will never ignite in



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONsuh stars as the temperature does not be-ome high enough, instead the hydrogen- andhelium burning shells expand outwards; thisstage is alled the asymptoti giant branh.The helium-shell burning does not happen in asmooth proess, but rather in "�ts and starts",ausing the star to undergo pulsations. In one�nal pulse, the star will ejet its outer layersas a planetary nebula, while the inner part ol-lapses until the eletron degeneray pressure,a onsequene of the Pauli exlusion priniple,halts the shrinkage. This �nal state is alled awhite dwarf, a hot and dense objet whih oolsslowly and makes its way to the lower left areaof the HRD.Stars with larger mass evolve di�erently, be-ause the inner ore onsisting of oxygen andarbon whih ould not be ignited in lower-mass stars will here undergo nulear fusion andform heavier elements, produing neon, silionand �nally iron. This way, an onion-like innerstruture of burning shells will develop, withthe heaviest elements at the enter. However,the fusion of iron does not produe energy anymore, it onsumes it instead. This is ritialfor the star: when the silion whih forms theiron is depleted, there is not enough energy pro-dued any more to support the star against itsown gravity, and the star will rapidly ollapseonto itself, expelling parts of its matter in an ex-plosion. This proess, whih an be observed inform of a supernova, is so violent that protonsand eletrons in the ollapsing ore form neu-trons, and only the neutron degeneray pres-sure stops the ontration. The entral remain-der of suh a supernova is a neutron star, or, ifthe mass of the ollapsing ore is even larger, ablak hole. The plasma ejeted in a supernovaenrihes the interstellar medium with heavy el-ements and in turn feeds the formation of newstars again.



CHAPTER 2. STELLAR ACTIVITY 5
Chapter 2Stellar ativityWhat is stellar ativity? Basially all phe-nomena that do not �t into the piture of a staras a �quietly� burning ball of plasma. Naively,one would expet a star to have a hot orewhere the nulear reations take plae, andouter layers whih beome subsequently ooler.However, observations of the Sun show thatabove its optial "surfae", the photospherewith a typial temperature of ∼ 6000 K, fur-ther layers exist. The hromosphere, namedfor its reddish olor visible in solar elipses, ex-tends to a height of a. 2000 km above thephotosphere and reahes temperatures up to
20000 K. At larger heights, the transition regionand �nally the orona follow, where tempera-tures of several million K are present. In the so-lar atmosphere, violent energeti proesses takeplae (see Fig. 2.1). Phenemenologially, oneobserves features suh as sun spots, plagues,prominenes and oronal mass ejetions.This kind of ativity is spei� for ool starswhih have an outer onvetion zone and aretherefore able to host some sort of magneti dy-namo. Magneti �elds in hot Ap/Bp stars dif-fer fundamentally from this as they are mostlyonstant large-sale �elds. In ontrast, it is ex-atly the spatial �ne struture and variabilitythat produes the variety of atmospheri phe-nomena we observe in solar-like stars whih areat the fous of my thesis.In a historial perspetive, today's under-standing of the relevane of stellar magneti�elds and the ubiquity of magneti phenom-ena in late-type stars was preluded by a longseries of insights starting more than two thou-sand years ago.

Figure 2.1: View of the Sun in the extreme ul-traviolet, showing hot spots and a large promi-nene (piture redit: SOHO, ESA/NASA).2.1 Historial reords of solarativityThe �rst written reord of observed sunspotsdates bak into the fourth entury BC, bythe hinese astronomer Gan De; other earlysunspot detetions of whih we have reords to-day were performed not only in China, but alsoby Arabi and European observers (see Temple(1988)). The advent of the telesope in the six-teenth entury made more detailed studies pos-sible, foremost of all the disovery of Jupiter'smoons by Galilei in 1610, heralding the end ofthe geoentri view of the universe. Solar a-tivity as observed in sunspot numbers was re-ognized as a yli phenomenon 150 years ago(Shwabe 1844; Wolf 1856). A few years laterSpörer (1865) found that not only the num-
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Figure 2.2: Butter�y diagram, �rst introduedby Maunder, showing the number (lower panel)and latitude (upper panel) of sunspots dur-ing several solar ativity yles (piture redit:NASA).ber, but also the latitude of sunspots follows aneleven-year yle. The mean latitude at whihsolar sunspots appear dereases from the startof an ativity yle to its end, whih is depitedin the famous butter�y diagram (see Fig. 2.2).In 1908, the magneti �eld of sunspots wasdisovered by Hale, who observed Zeeman split-ting of photospheri spetral lines in sunspotspetra (Hale 1908). This led to the formula-tion of the polarity rule, whih desribes the re-versal of the solar magneti �eld polarity fromone ativity yle to the next. This is ob-served in the (swithing) magneti polarities ofsunspot pairs on the northern and southern so-lar hemisphere. Later on, also the global mag-neti �eld of the Sun was reognized to undergopolarity reversals (Babok 1959). Thus the in-sight emerged that the true yle of the Sun isa 22-year magneti yle, of whih the 11-yearativity yle is just an easily observable man-ifestation.2.2 The magneti yleHow does the Sun produe a magneti �eldwith swithing polarity? We know from pho-tospheri magnetograms that during sunspotminimum the magneti �eld is in a mainlypoloidal (nearly axisymmetri) on�guration,whih beomes mainly toroidal during sunspot

Figure 2.3: A shematial view of the αΩ dy-namo (Love 1999), depiting the Ω e�et in pi-tures a- and the α e�et in pitures d-f.maximum, and then turns into a poloidal on-�guration again, but with opposite polarity. So,a suessful model needs to inlude two meha-nisms: how a poloidal �eld an be transformedinto a toroidal one, and a toroidal �eld into apoloidal.It turns out that the �rst part of the prob-lem an be solved in quite a forward way. TheSun displays di�erential rotation with regardto latitude on the surfae as well as to radialdistane from its enter. For the di�erentialrotation at the surfae, rotational periods of
≈ 25.3 d at the equator and ≈ 31.3 d at alatitude of 60◦ have been measured (see forexample Snodgrass (1984); Piere & Lopresto(1984); Komm et al. (1993)). Assuming thata poloidal �eld is present, the di�erential rota-tion will ause the magneti �eld lines to windup around the rotational axis (see Fig. 2.3 a-).Overall, the wound-up �eld lines then yield alarge-sale toroidal �eld; this is alled the Ω ef-fet.The seond part, transferring this toroidal�eld bak into a poloidal on�guration, is moredi�ult. The lassial model by Parker (1955)explains this by plasma "blobs" rising in thesolar onvetion zone. They expand as theyreah layers of lower density and start to rotatedue to the Coriolis fore. The magneti �eld



2.2. THE MAGNETIC CYCLE 7lines ontained within them beome twisted asthey rise to the surfae, so that small mag-neti loops perpendiular to the previous on-�guration are produed, whih will yield apoloidal �eld on�guration on a global saleagain (see Fig. 2.3 d-f). This is alled the
α e�et, giving the name αΩ dynamo to thismodel. There are several modi�ations of thisidea; the Babok-Leighton model (Babok1961; Leighton 1969) forms the poloidal �eldby transforming a small perentage of the mag-neti �eld of large sunspot pairs into a netdipole moment. Other models inlude the Sun'smeridional �ow whih transports plasma slowlyfrom the equator to the poles at the surfae andbak to the equator at deeper layers. In mod-ern models (Durney 1995; Dikpati & Gilman2001; Browning et al. 2006), the toroidal �uxsystem is not loated in the onvetion zone it-self, but at the taholine (the layer betweenthe approximately uniformly rotating radiativeore and the di�erentially rotating onvetionzone).Another type of dynamo mehanisms whihan also be applied to fully onvetive stars areturbulent dynamos. In these kinds of models,the relevant quantities suh as the magneti andeletri �eld, the veloity and the urrent den-sity are split into a mean �eld omponent and a�utuating omponent whih is zero on average(Krause & Raedler 1980). In doing this, one re-moves the dependeny on small-sale struturesin the magneti �eld and is able to alulateproperties of the large-sale �eld. This formal-ism yields a detailed derivation of the α e�et,whih is driven by turbulent motions in the stel-lar plasma; the α e�et had been derived beforeby Parker (1955), but that explanation was re-strited to heuristi arguments. The mean �eldmodel allows dynamos whih do not neessarilyrely on a ombination of the α and Ω e�et, butan also transform toroidal and poloidal �eldsinto eah other purely by α e�ets. Suh meh-anisms are alled α2 dynamos.However, there is no quantitative losedmodel yet whih reliably desribes the solar y-le with respet to the main observable e�etssuh as sunspot appearane, the butter�y dia-gram, yle duration and strength of individual

Figure 2.4: The solar orona as seenwith SOHO in the extreme ultraviolet overone omplete ativity yle (piture redit:ESA/NASA).
upoming yles.A suessful model would also have to ex-plain apparent "hiatus" phases of the solaryle. The most prominent of these phaseswas the Maunder Minimum lasting from 1645to 1700, when the Sun showed extremely fewsunspots. Eddy (1976) showed that this wasa true quantitative e�et and not the resultof some historial seletion e�et. Other suhminima were less extreme, for example theSpörer minimum from 1460-1550, as inferredfrom arbon-14 analysis in tree rings, and theDalton minimum from 1790-1830.Even very reently, debates arose whetherthe very pronouned ativity minimum of thesolar yle persisting in 2008 and 2009, whensunspot numbers dropped to a hundred-yearlow, might be the beginning of a new long-termminimum state. In 2010, however, the solarativity level rose again, and in February 2011,the �rst very powerful solar �are (ategorized asan X lass �are) of the new yle ourred. Thisvividly shows that the urrent understanding ofsolar, let alone stellar, ativity is still limited.



8 CHAPTER 2. STELLAR ACTIVITY2.3 Observing magneti ativ-ity in starsTypial ativity features of the Sun suh assunspots and �ares are linked to its magneti�eld. Sunspots appear when loops of mag-neti �eld lines piere the solar surfae, prevent-ing pathes of the photosphere from onvet-ing downwards and fresh material from �oat-ing upwards, so that these pathes ool and be-ome darker than their surroundings. Flaresare thought to happen when these magnetiloops tangle up from photospheri motions oftheir footpoints (the sunspots) and �nally re-onnet in order to transit to a state of lowerenergy. Eletrons are aelerated downwardsalong the magneti �eld lines and ollide intothe deeper atmospheri layers, ausing them toheat up and to evaporate partly into the orona.One of the very basi onsequenes of thesolar magneti �eld is the existene of a hro-mosphere and a orona itself, as these outerthin layers of the stellar atmospheres need tobe heated to the observed temperatures of
. 20000 K for the hromosphere and several
106 K for the orona. For a long time it was de-bated if this heating proess is of predominantlyaousti or magneti nature. By now, the si-enti� onsensus is that the hromosphere isheated by a ombination of "basal" aoustiheating in the lower layers and dominant mag-neti heating in the middle and upper layers(Priest 1982). The orona atually has no on-stant "quiesent" base level of X-ray emission.How the orona is heated exatly is still one ofthe outstanding problems in solar and stellarastrophysis; in any ase, magneti �elds haveto play an important role in the heating proess,as observations show that oronal lighturvesan be simulated as superpositions of �ares ofdi�erent sizes (Kopp & Poletto 1993), pointingtowards a �are-related heating.When observing stars other than the Sun,features on the stellar surfae usually annot beresolved angularly. Therefore ativity is usuallymeasured in disk-integrated quantities. Thetwo most widely used ativity indiators arehromospheri Ca ii H and K line emission andoronal X-ray emission; other methods try to

Figure 2.5: Ca ii H and K line pro�le of a starwith approximately the same mass as the Sun(HD 59967 from the UVES spetral atlas1).The emission features in the line ores, markedby grey boxes, are learly visible.reonstrut spot patterns or measure the stel-lar magneti �eld itself.2.3.1 Chromospheri ativityThe onnetion of emission in the Ca ii reso-nane lines and magneti ativity is somewhatintriate. These lines owe their extensive useto the fat that they are easily observable inthe blue part of the visible part of solar spe-trum, and produe remarkable absorption lines(Fig. 2.5); emission in the line ores is promi-nent for example in solar ative regions.The Ca ii H and K lines arise from a om-bination of di�erent e�ets. The absorptionpro�le of Ca ii H and K lines from the photo-sphere has a broad triangular shape. Caliumions present in the hromosphere produe emis-sion features again if hromospheri tempera-tures are su�iently high. The soure fun-tion, whih is the ratio of emission to absorptionper unit volume, of Ca ii (or any other ionizedmetal) is ollisionally ontrolled at these tem-peratures, while the soure funtions of neu-tral metals are in general radiatively ontrolled(Thomas 1957). This means that Ca ii emis-sion is a good traer of hromospheri temper-ature, as the higher energy level is mainly pop-ulated by ollisions with other partiles. Thedouble peak of the emission stems from self-1www.s.eso.org/santiago/uvespop/�eld_stars_uptonow.html



2.3. OBSERVING MAGNETIC ACTIVITY IN STARS 9absorption in higher hromospheri layers. So,Ca ii emission is a proxy for hromospheri tem-perature; as the hromosphere is mostly mag-netially heated, it is also a proxy for magnetiativity. However, also in the absene of a-tivity features, a small amount of emission inthe line ores is present. This basal emission isprobably aused by a low level of aousti heat-ing in the hromosphere, whih makes an abso-lute alibration of Ca ii emission and magnetiativity problemati, espeially for low-ativitystars.Most other hromospheri spetral lines liein the ultraviolet, making measurements moredi�ult sine they annot be observed withground-based telesopes; exeptions are the Hαline in the optial and the Ca ii infrared triplet.2.3.2 Photospheri measurementsThere are several observational methods togather information on stellar magneti ativityfrom photospheri measurements.One of them is the reonstrution ofspot distributions on the stellar surfae fromlighturve analysis or Doppler Imaging. Inlighturve reonstrutions, one uses long-termlighturves as they are for example routinelyolleted by spae-based planet-searh missionssuh as Kepler or CoRoT. Spots on the hoststar will ause periodi �utuations of the stel-lar brightness. If the star is rotating su�ientlyfast, so that the typial lifetime of a spot ismuh longer than the rotational period, onean model the stellar surfae from the modula-tions of its lighturve (theoretial groundworkby Wild (1989, 1991)). Even modulations dur-ing planetary transits an be used to "san" thestellar surfae more losely (Pont et al. 2007;Wolter et al. 2009). However, suh reonstru-tions are not unique, and onstraints suh asmaximum entropy riteria have to be used.In Doppler Imaging, one uses the modu-lation that a spot auses in absorption linesto reonstrut the stellar surfae (Vogt et al.(1987); for a review see Strassmeier (2002)).In a rotationally broadened absorption line, adark spot auses deviations from the mean linepro�le in the blue or red wing, depending onits urrent position on the stellar hemisphere

rotating towards or away from the observer.This is similar to the Rossiter-MLaughlin ef-fet aused by planetary transits in stellar spe-tra. Again, the reonstrution needs additionalassumptions sine there are no unique solu-tions.Another method uses the magneti Zeemansplitting of photospheri spetral lines whihauses spetral line broadening in unpolarizedlight; more detailed information an be ex-trated from polarized light, as the Zeemansplitting manifests itself in di�erent line pro-�les depending on the polarization. This anbe measured with a spetropolarimeter, whihbasially onsists of a polarimeter whih splitsthe beam into di�erently polarized omponentsbefore it is fed into a normal high-resolutionspetrograph. In priniple, this method allowsa reonstrution of the stellar magneti �eld(Donati et al. 1997; Piskunov & Kohukhov2002). However, the Zeeman signals are typi-ally very small, and in addition to the ususallynon-unique solutions one derives from suh al-ulations, the theoretial formalism for reon-struting the magneti �eld is muh more om-pliated than for reonstruting spot patterns.Still, gaining information on the magneti �elditself and not only its proxies from spots orhromospheri and oronal emission an yieldvaluable insights into stellar magnetospheresthat annot be ahieved otherwise.2.3.3 Coronal ativityThe observational proxy for stellar ativity thatis predominantly used in this thesis is oronalX-ray emission.As we know from solar observations in theextreme UV, the solar orona is omposed ofmagneti loops (see Fig. 2.6). These oronalloops are �lled with hot, thin plasma with tem-peratures of one million Kelvin and more, emit-ting at X-ray energies (> 100 eV). One usuallyextrapolates this onept to stars other thanthe Sun, even if we annot resolve X-ray stru-tures on these stars with urrent instrumenta-tion. However, also in stars there are manyindiations that oronal loops of di�erent sizesare the building bloks of the orona, see se-tion 2.3.5.
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Figure 2.6: Highly strutured oronal loops onthe Sun, imaged in an extreme UV passbandthat traks temperatures of≈ 1−2MK (pitureredit: TRACE / NASA).

Figure 2.7: Merged X-ray spetrum of ProximaCentauri, obtained with XMM-Newton's RGSspetrographs. The strongest spetral lines arefrom oxygen, iron and neon.A oronal spetrum di�ers from the usualphotospheri and hromospheri spetra whihare dominated by absorption lines, sine thethe hot plasma of the orona is optially thin.Ions are exited by ollisions with eletrons andde-exited by radiation, i.e. X-ray emission.At typial oronal temperatures of 1 − 5 MKfor stars with low to moderate ativity, most

of the emission is through spetral lines (seeFig. 2.7). At higher temperatures, thermalbremsstrahlung beomes relevant and forms aontinuum in addition to the spetral linespresent.2.3.4 X-ray instrumentationX-ray photons an travel through the Earth'satmosphere only for a few meters before theyare absorbed. This is good for lifeforms onEarth, sine they are proteted from high-energy radiation from spae, but di�ult forX-ray astronomy: any astronomial X-ray ob-servation has to be performed from spae.There have been several spae-based mis-sions to observe the Sun or stars in X-rays.To mention a few spae observatories used forsolar oronal researh, there was the Skylabspae station (1973-1979), the Yohkoh X-raytelesope (1991-2005), the Transition RegionAnd Coronal Explorer TRACE, monitoring so-lar UV and extreme UV emission (1998-2010),the Solar And Heliospheri Observatory SOHOwhih operates in the extreme UV (sine 1995),and operating sine 2010, the Solar dynami ob-servatory SDO, whih observes the Sun in theextreme UV with very high spatial and tempo-ral resolution.Stellar X-ray astronomy had an amazingbreakthrough with the Einstein satellite (1978-1981), whih deteted hundreds of stars in X-rays, while only a handful of extremely a-tive objets had been deteted with earlier mis-sions. The German Röntgensatellit ROSAT(1990-1999) yielded more than 50000 dete-tions of stellar oronae in its all-sky surveyand pointed observations. Some other X-raymissions were BeppoSax, EXOSAT, RXTE andASCA. Today, the main workhorses for X-ray astronomy are ESA's X-ray Multi-MirrorMissionXMM-Newton and NASA's ChandraX-ray observatory, both launhed in 1999. Thesetwo X-ray missions are omplementary in thesense that Chandra (Weisskopf et al. 2000) isoptimized for high angular resolution, whileXMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001) has supe-rior sensitivity in most of the aessible energyranges.As X-ray photons are not re�eted by ordi-



2.3. OBSERVING MAGNETIC ACTIVITY IN STARS 11nary mirrors, the X-ray observatories use tele-sopes of the Wolter type. X-rays an only bere�eted at grazing inident angles; thereforeWolter telesopes have a shape that reminds ofa hampagne glass, onsisting of nested metalliparaboloidal and hyperboloidal mirrors. Theneessity of a grazing angle makes the e�e-tive area of these telesopes small ompared toan optial ground-based teleope. For XMM-Newton, the maximum e�etive area for a singledetetor is a. 1300 m2, for Chandra it is a.
700 m2 (for omparison, the largest mirrors ofthe VLT have a size of a. 500000 m2).The detetors used on board of XMM-Newton and Chandra are largely similar to eahother. Both use CCD detetors and gratingspetrometers; additionally, XMM-Newton hasan optial monitor, while Chandra has a miro-hannel plate detetor for X-rays, the HRC.The CCD detetors yield X-ray images fromwhih X-ray spetra of moderate energy res-olution (FWHM typially around 80 eV) anbe extrated. The novelty ompared to ear-lier X-ray missions is that both observatorieshave grating spetrometers with resolutions ofup to ∆λ/λ ≈ 1000. This allows to identify andquantify emission in individual spetral lines ofstellar X-ray spetra, making detailed analy-ses of temperatures, emission measures and alsooronal densities possible.2.3.5 X-ray properties of ool starsOur urrent understanding of stellar X-rayemission is that ool stars, meaning stars withouter onvetion zones, exhibit ativity featuresthat resemble the Sun's, but there are alsoproperties that are unknown from solar behav-ior.For ool stars, there is a lear orrelation ofstellar rotation and X-ray ativity, suggestinga solar-like dynamo is at work in these stars.The X-ray ativity level is usually measured bythe quantity logLX/Lbol, whih spans a rangeof −3 to −7 in the 0.2 − 10 keV energy bandfor stars with oronae. The rotation-ativityrelation, more onveniently expressed as a rela-tion of X-ray ativity and Rossby number whihdepends on stellar rotation and the onvetiveturnover time, (super)saturates for very fast ro-

tators; reasons for this may be the saturationof the dynamo itself, the saturation of stellarsurfae �lling with ative regions, or e�ets ofstrong entrifugal fores on oronal loops.The reason for this rotation-ativity rela-tionship is in fat a relationship of stellar ageand ativity. Young stars start out as fast ro-tators with rotation periods of often less than aday, but with time, they slow down by magnetibreaking. This omes from the fat that oolstars drive ionized winds. This plasma movesoutwards along large-sale or open stellar mag-neti �eld lines, ausing the star to spin downas the angular momentum is onserved. This isniely illustrated by an ie sater performing apirouette, who will slow down when strethingout his or her arms.There is apparently no quiesent, onstantlevel of X-ray emission for stars (or the Sun).Typial stellar X-ray lighturves show a onsid-erable amount of short-, medium- and longtermvariability, and it has been shown (Kopp &Poletto 1993) that typial X-ray lighturves anbe formed by a superposition of few large �aresand an inreasingly larger number of small�ares ("nano�ares"). There seems to be a min-imal surfae �ux for ool stars (Shmitt 1997)that oinides with the X-ray surfae �ux of asolar oronal hole. This indiates that very in-ative stars might be overed mostly by oronalholes, with very few losed oronal loops of sig-ni�ant size.Stellar X-ray �ares an be muh more ener-geti than �ares observed on the Sun. Flareswith emitted energies orders of magnitudeslarger than solar �ares have been observed, es-peially for young stars (Preibish et al. 1995;Tsuboi et al. 1998). For some stellar �ares, theNeupert e�et whih was �rst reognized forthe Sun (Neupert 1968) has been deteted. Itstates that �ares are �rst deteted in the ra-dio, optial, or hard X-ray regime before a risein soft X-ray emission is observed. The time-integrated lighturve of these wavelengths thenis proportional to the rising part of the soft X-ray lighturve. Radio, optial and hard X-rayemission trae the aelerated eletrons ausinghromospheri evaporation, while the plasmaevaporated into the orona inreases the ex-



12 CHAPTER 2. STELLAR ACTIVITYisting oronal emission measure and thereforethe soft X-ray luminosity. However, not all�ares follow this standard piture; �ares with-out preeding radio emission or non-mathinglighurve pro�les have been observed as well.Understanding stellar �ares would be muheasier if stellar oronal loops ould be observeddiretly; this is not possible beause urrent in-strumentation does not provide su�ient angu-lar resolution. However, information on oro-nal loops of ool stars an be inferred froma set of sophistiated analyses. Density diag-nostis during �aring and non-�aring times arepossible through line intensity ratios in helium-like triplets suh as the Ovii and Ne ix triplet(Porquet et al. 2001). Suh an analysis makesuse of the fat that in a helium-like triplet,where a resonane, an interombination and aforbidden emission line are present, the ratio ofthe forbidden and the interombination line de-pends on the plasma density. This is beausein a high-density environment ions in the ex-ited state of the forbidden line an be exitedby ollision into the upper level of the inter-ombination line, from where the de-exite ra-diatively. So, in a high-density plasma the for-bidden line is weaker and the interombinationline is stronger than in a low-density plasma.However, some are has to be taken for starswith strong ultraviolet radiation, as the transi-tion from the forbidden to the interombinationstate an also be triggered by UV photons.Furthermore, positions of ative regions onthe stellar surfae an be obtained for elipsingbinary systems (Shmitt et al. 2003). Assumingthat a single loop is involved in a given �are, theloop length an be inferred from the deay timeof the �are lighturve (van den Oord & Mewe1989; Serio et al. 1991). Deriving more de-tailed information on �aring loops and reheat-ing during the �are is possible by investigat-ing the evolution of oronal emission measureand temperature through time-resolved spe-trosopy (Reale et al. 1997). So far, there isevidene for a variety of stellar oronal on�gu-rations, depending on the observed star: thereare small and large oronal loops, intense oro-nae loated at the poles or near the equator; the�lling fators even for ative stars seem to be

rather small, but X-ray observations are mostsensitive to dense regions of the orona, so re-gions �lled with loops of low density might goundeteted.Also the hemial omposition of stellaroronae has been studied, and signi�antprogress has been made sine the advent of thehigh-resolution spetrographs of XMM-Newtonand Chandra. The abundanes of hemial el-ements in the solar orona show a trend withthe first ionization potential, the so-alled FIPe�et: elements with low FIP, suh as iron, al-ium and silion, are enrihed with respet tohydrogen when ompared to the photospheriomposition, whereas the high-FIP elements(oxygen, neon, arbon, nitrogen) have photo-spheri abundanes (Feldman 1992). In stel-lar oronae, this e�et is ativity-related. Starsof low to moderate ativity, measured by theratio of X-ray luminosity to bolometri lumi-nosity logLX/Lbol . −5, show a solar-like FIPe�et, while very ative stars with hot oronae
T & 10 MK often show an inverse FIP e�et,where the high-FIP elements are overabundantompared to the low-FIP elements (Audardet al. 2003). The reason for the FIP e�et is notentirely lear. Some kind of frationation pro-ess takes plae in hromospheres, where low-FIP elements are already ionized and high-FIPelements are mostly neutral; they thus experi-ene magneti and eletri �elds di�erently (fora review, see Jordan et al. (1998)).
2.4 Open questionsStellar ativity in the orona and hromospherestill provides many unsolved problems. Howstellar oronae are strutured, how exatly theheating of oronae takes plae, what kind ofmagneti dynamos operate in stars of di�erentmasses, and what proesses drive stellar �areswith or without the Neupert e�et being de-teted, are just a few of the important issuesthat need to be resolved in the future. Some ofthe questions onerning oronal and hromo-spheri ativity are addressed in this thesis:



2.4. OPEN QUESTIONS 132.4.1 Maunder minimaWe know of three phases in the life of theSun when it displayd very low ativity (theMaunder, Dalton and Spörer Minima, of whihthe Maunder Minimum was the most extreme),so it is natural to expet that some other starsare in orresponding Maunder minima as well.Initially, a large number of stars (30%, laterorreted to 10 − 15%) was assumed to be ina Maunder minumum based on hromospheriativity measured in the Mount Wilson projet(Saar & Baliunas 1992). However, it was shownby Wright (2004) that most of these stars wereatually evolved stars, making their hromo-spheri ativity indies inomparable to mainsequene stars. Additionally, hromospheri a-tivity is always in�uened by a small amount ofbasal aousti heating, making X-ray and EUVmeasurements neessary to truly assess if a staris in a Maunder minimum (Judge & Saar 2007).In hapter 4, I give a detailed investigation ofthe ativity pro�le of the planet-hosting 51 Peg,deriving from X-ray and optial data that thestar is most probably in a Maunder minimumstate.2.4.2 Stellar ativity ylesAn ativity yle as the Sun displays has beenfound in hromospheri Ca ii H and K lines for amultitude of stars in the Mount Wilson projet(Baliunas et al. 1995). X-ray analogues of thesehromospheri yles have been found only fora few targets (Hempelmann et al. 2006; Ayres2009), while other stars at least show some out-liers in X-rays from the hromospheri behav-ior (Favata et al. 2008). Additionally, there areno reliable models for prediting ativity y-les from fundamental stellar parameters. Itis therefore ruial to gather more evidene fororonal ativity yles to be able to understandmagneti dynamos in ool stars. For the quitefast-rotating star τ Boo (P∗ = 3.3 d), a veryshort ativity yle of only one year durationhas been derived from magneti maps reon-struted from spetropolarimetri Zeeman sig-natures (Catala et al. 2007; Donati et al. 2008;Fares et al. 2009). In hapter 8, I present ananalysis of this star's oronal properties dur-

ing its proposed ativity yle. During 2011and 2012, more optial and X-ray data will beolleted on this star, and a omplete analy-sis will be published in a peer-reviewed journalthen. However, the existing datasets alreadyallow some interesting insights whih are de-sribed in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3. EXOPLANETS AND THEIR HOST STARS 15
Chapter 3Exoplanets and their host starsThe question if we as living beings are alonein the universe has been pondered on for en-turies. A famous formula postulated by Drake(1961) multiplies the star formation rate, thefration of stars hosting planets, the frationof habitable planets in a planetary system andother quantities relating to the development oflife forms to derive the number of hypothetialivilizations with whom ommuniation mightbe possible. In Drake's original estimates, thisresults in about two hundred ivilizations in ourgalaxy existing at a given time. After sixteenyears of exoplanet detetions, the astronomialommunity is making progress in determiningthe fration of stars whih atually host planets.However, a habitable planet dubbed "seondearth" has not yet been found. Atually, manyexoplanets deteted so far di�er signi�antlyfrom the planets in our solar system. Many gi-ant exoplanets orbit their host stars with veryshort orbital periods of less than �ve days, un-like Jupiter in the solar system. Probably itwere our own expetations that hampered thedetetion of the �rst exoplanets in the earlyyears, as sientists were looking for massive,wide-orbit planets. Also, exoplanets are oftenfound in eentri orbits or are tidally loked totheir host star, with the same side of the planetfaing the star all the time. Therefore the on-ept of the habitable zone, usually meaning theorbital range where a planet ould have waterin liquid form, needs to be modi�ed for severale�ets in exoplanets whih are negligible in thesolar system (Lammer et al. 2009; Barnes et al.2010).

Figure 3.1: Radial veloity urve of the planet-hosting star 51 Peg. The RV amplitude is
≈ ±60 ms−1, yielding a planetary mass of
Mp sin i = 0.47 ± 0.02MJ (Mayor & Queloz1995).3.1 Detetion of exoplanetsA variety of observational methods has beenemployed in the hunt for exoplanets. The mostsuessful one so far, in terms of total detetedplanets, is the radial veloity (RV) method.As a star and its hypothetial ompanion orbitaround their ommon enter of mass, there willbe a Doppler shift in the spetrum of the staras it moves towards and away from the observerduring one orbit. This periodi hange in radialveloity an be used to alulate the mass ratioof the ompanion and the star times the sine ofthe orbital inlination (see Fig. 3.1). When the



16 CHAPTER 3. EXOPLANETS AND THEIR HOST STARSstellar mass is derived from the spetral typeof the star using suited theoretial models, theremaining free parameters are the ompanion'smass and the orbital inlination. Therefore theRV method alone yields only lower limits toplanetary masses as long as the inlination ofthe system is unknown.The seond very suessful detetionmethod is the searh for planetary transits. Ifthe orbital inlination of a star-planet systemis lose to 90◦, the planet an ross the line ofsight from the observer to the star, oultinga small part of the star during this (primary)transit. From the duration, the depth andthe ingress and egress pro�les of the transit,the ratio of planetary to stellar radius anbe determined. Pratially, �nding a goodmodel for the limb darkening of the star,whih a�ets in- and egress pro�les, is one ofthe major ompliations of transit analysis.The transit method as suh is not suited toderive planetary masses, it only yields radii.Therefore all transit detetions have to beon�rmed by RV measurements to exludebrown dwarfs or low-mass stellar ompanionsas the ause for observed transits; sine theinlination is approximately known from theourene of the transit, the ompanion's massan be determined. As of February 2011, thereare 312 (released) planet andidates detetedby the Kepler spae telesope awaiting possibleon�rmation from RV observations.Other detetion methods suh as astro-metry, diret imaging, mirolensing and tim-ing analysis have been suessful as well, butyielded a far lower number of planet detetionsthan the RV or transit method.3.2 Interations between starsand planetsWe know from our own solar system that plan-ets are a�eted by their host star's ativity.A prominent example are the northern lights,aused by the solar wind hitting earth's magne-tosphere, whih guides energeti eletrons andprotons into the atmosphere where they ollidewith atomi and moleular oxygen and nitro-gen.

Figure 3.2: Coronal image of AR La, re-onstruted from an ASCA X-ray lighturve(Siarkowski et al. 1996).For exoplanets whih orbit their host starat very lose distanes, more extreme e�etsmight take plae. It has been laimed thatthe giant planet HD 209458 b undergoes atmo-spheri evaporation due to the irradiation by itshost star (Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003), althoughthis detetion is somewhat debated (Ben-Ja�el2007).Interations that lead to e�ets from theplanets on the Sun have not been observed inthe solar system. However, it is well known thatmassive ompanions, suh as in binary stars,an have severe e�ets on eah other. Binariesare often muh more ative than single stars ofthe same spetral lass, whih is aused by tidalloking and therefore faster rotation of the om-ponents of the binary. In addition, periodi �ar-ing has been observed for young binary systemsat millimeter and entimeter wavelengths, withthe �ares ouring during periastron (Massiet al. 2002; Salter et al. 2010); orresponding X-ray �aring has been observed as well (Getmanet al. 2011). Also, reonstrutions from X-raylighturves of the ative binary AR Laertaesuggest that there may be interation of thetwo stars leading to X-ray emission from thearea between them (see Fig. 3.2). These obser-vations led to the idea that stars with lose-ingiant planets, regarded as binaries with a verysmall mass ratio, might exhibit e�ets on stel-lar ativity from these kinds of interation aswell.Several theoretial models exist of how
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Figure 3.3: Chromospheri ativity, as measured by Ca ii K line emission, phase-folded with theplanetary orbital period for the planet-hosting stars HD 179949 (left) and υ And (right, thedi�erent symbols represent observations in di�erent years) (Shkolnik et al. 2005, 2008).suh star-planet interations (SPI) ould work,whih an be divided into two main lasses ofinteration types: tidal and magneti intera-tion.3.2.1 Tidal interationTidal interation may ause tidal bulges on thestar. If the planet and its host star are nottidally loked in the sense that the stellar ro-tation period equals the planetary orbital pe-riod, this will e�etively ause bulges to riseand subside on �xed areas on the stellar surfae.This may inrease turbulent motions in the stel-lar photosphere, ausing faster entanglement oforonal loops by motions of their footpoints inthe photosphere. Also, waves may be exited bythe ompression and expansion due to the tidalbulges. Finally, even an ampli�ation of wavesin outer atmospheri layers may our. Thesee�ets ould in priniple lead to inreased high-energy emission of the star. Detailed quanti-tative alulations of suh inreased emissionhave not been performed yet; however, Cuntzet al. (2000) give estimates on the height of SPI-indued tidal bulges. They alulate the gravi-tational perturbation ∆g∗
g∗

aused by the planetas
∆g∗
g∗

=
Mpl

M∗

2R3
∗

(d−R∗)3
(3.1)and the height of the indued tidal bulge as

htide =
1

2

∆g∗
g∗

R∗, (3.2)with R∗ and M∗ being the stellar radius andmass, Mpl the planetary mass, and d the dis-tane between planet and star. This typiallyyields tidal bulge heights of 0.1−10% of the re-spetive photospheri pressure sale height, orin absolute units up to a. 10 km, for stars withlose-in (d . 0.1 AU) planets.3.2.2 Magneti interationThe magneti interation senario has severalvariants. Magneti interation ould happenthrough reonnetion of planetary and stellarmagneti �eld lines. A model for this kind ofinteration has been presented by Lanza (2008,2009). The dissipated power from SPI is esti-mated in that model to be
Pdiss ∝ B2

aR
2
mvrel, (3.3)with Rm being the radius of the planetary mag-netosphere

Rm = Rpl

(

Ba

Bpl

)−1/3

, (3.4)
Ba being the stellar magneti �eld strength atthe boundary of the planetary magnetosphere,
Bpl the planetary magneti �eld strength,
Rpl the planetary radius, and vrel the relative



18 CHAPTER 3. EXOPLANETS AND THEIR HOST STARSveloity between the planet and the stellarmagneti �eld. For the system HD 179949,whih hosts a 0.95Mjup planet in a 3.1 dorbit, this yields a dissipated power of only
∼ 1024 erg s−1; this is smaller than the de-tetion limit of XMM-Newton or Chandra forX-ray luminosities of nearby stars. However,muh larger dissipated powers an theoretiallybe ahieved when the stellar oronal loopstangle up by normal ativity proesses, andare then disturbed by the planetary magneti�eld, triggering reonnetion and thus �ares.This is similar to the normal �aring proessof a star, with the di�erene that �ares wouldpreferentially our near the subplanetarypoint.Another variant was presented by Cohenet al. (2009), where the mere presene ofthe planetary magnetosphere is thought tohinder the expansion of the stellar oronalmagneti �eld, suh that �eld lines whihwould normally open up will stay losed. Inthe model, this auses loally higher oronaltemperatures and larger emission measuresine the plasma does not esape from theloop and thus yield a higher X-ray luminosityof the star. Enhaned soft X-ray emission ofup to a fator of 14 has been modelled this way.The magneti interation proess ould alsobe similar to the Jupiter-Io interation in thesolar system, where Jupiter displays auroralfeatures aused by Io, and, somewhat weaker,by Europa and Ganymede. These auroral foot-prints are aused by two �ux tubes whih on-net Io to the polar regions of Jupiter. Iodisplays strong volanism that auses an iono-sphere; Io itself therefore is a good ondu-tor, and through the relative motion of the�ux tubes with respet to Jupiter's magneti�eld, an eletri urrent along the �ux tubesis generated in the way of a unipolar indutor(Goldreih & Lynden-Bell 1969). The parti-les arrying the urrent then produe the au-roras by ollisions with Jupiter's atmosphere.For this spei� mehanism to be applied tostars and their planets it is neessary that thehost star rotates faster than the planetary or-

bit (f. Jupiter's rotation period of ≈ 10 h andIo's orbit of ≈ 1.8 d), whih is not the ase formost of the exoplanetary systems known today.For systems where these onditions apply, theresulting dissipated power has been alulatedas (Shmitt 2009)
Pdiss ∝ (

2π

Porb
)13/3

B2
∗R

6
∗R

2
pl

(GM∗)5/3
(
Porb

P∗

− 1), (3.5)with Porb being the planetary orbital period, P∗the stellar rotation period, and B∗ the the mag-neti �eld strength at the stellar surfae. Withrealisti values for these quantities, dissipatedpowers of up to 1029 erg s−1 an be reahed.Other models take into aount the stellar windin suh systems to explain planet-indued hotspots whih have a phase lag with respet tothe subplanetary point (Preusse et al. 2006).3.2.3 Observing SPI signaturesGaining observational evidene of star-planetinterations has proven to be a subtle busi-ness. The �rst detetion of suh signatures waslaimed in 2005, when two out of thirteen starsmonitored for hromospheri ativity showedhanges that were ompatible with their re-spetive innermost planet's orbital period (seeFig. 3.3). Repeated observations in subsequentyears, however, yielded ativity hanges whihwere mostly ompatible with the stellar rota-tion period, not the planetary orbit.As oronal X-ray emission is a prominentfeature of stellar magneti ativity, there havebeen several attempts to identify oronal signa-tures of star-planet interations. Ativity fea-tures in single planet-hosting stars suh as X-ray �ares or elevated mean ountrates that o-inide with the position of the planet have beenobserved (Saar et al. 2008; Pillitteri et al. 2010),but attributing them unambiguously to star-planet interations is di�ult, sine late-typestars usually display a onsiderable amount ofintrinsi X-ray variability even if they do nothost planets.A onvenient way to average out short-termX-ray ativity hanges is to analyze a largesample of planet-hosting stars in order to lookfor inreased average ativity levels whih may



3.3. OPEN QUESTIONS 19orrelate with planetary parameters. This hasbeen done by several authors with the resultthat the planetary semimajor axis or, for loseplanets, the planetary mass orrelates with theX-ray luminosity of the host star (Kashyapet al. 2008; Sharf 2010). However, there anbe signi�ant seletion e�ets in dealing withsuh samples. These seletion e�ets an beaused by not aounting for X-ray �ux limitsin survey data. Other possible seletion e�etsstem from the planet detetion methods whihan introdue orrelations of several stellar andplanetary parameters.3.3 Open questionsThe young researh �eld of star-planet intera-tions presents lots of fundamental unansweredquestions, some of whih are investigated in thisthesis.3.3.1 Evidene for hromospheriSPIObservational hints for planet-indued hromo-spheri variability are available for only a smallnumber of stars (Shkolnik et al. 2005, 2008;Lenz et al. 2010). I therefore monitored thestar υ Andromedae, one of the stars laimedto exhibit suh homospheri SPI signatures(Shkolnik et al. 2005), for six months in the op-tial and in X-rays to haraterize its hromo-spheri and oronal ativity variations in detail.The results are presented in hapter 6.3.3.2 Evidene for oronal SPICoronal emission is more strongly variable withthe ativity level than hromospheri emissionis, as an be seen from the yli variations ofthe few stars for whih ativity yles have beenfound both in X-rays and hromospheri emis-sion (Hempelmann et al. 2006; Ayres 2009), andof ourse for the Sun itself. Thus one might seee�ets of SPI on the X-ray emission of a planet-hosting star. As stellar oronal emission of anindividual star is highly variable also in abseneof planets, it is favorable to work with stellarsamples here and look for trends of X-ray prop-erties with planetary mass and semimajor axis.

I present the �rst X-ray analysis of a ompletesample of all known planet-hosting stars within
30 p distane from the Sun in hapter 5.3.3.3 Seletion e�ets in samples ofplanet-hosting starsA striking orrelation between planetary massand X-ray luminosity for stars with very loseplanets has been published Sharf (2010), usingdata from the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS).If truly SPI-related, this would be an amaz-ing disovery. However, suh a orrelationis not present in the omplete sample fromPoppenhaeger et al. (2010), whih uses X-raydata from both survey and pointed observa-tions. Therefore I onduted a detailed analysisof possible seletion e�ets whih are present in�ux-limited survey data and in the sample ofknown nearby planet-hosting stars themselves,as the predominant detetion mehanism (ra-dial veloity) gives rise to severe trends whihan be interpreted as SPI signatures if not takeninto aount arefully. This is disussed inhapter 7. This hapter ontains a manusriptwhih has been submitted to The AstrophyialJournal for publiation. The manusript is stillbeing refereed at the time of writing this thesis;the omments from the referee are already in-luded, but �nal aeptane has not been givenyet. I expet to publish the paper without anysigni�ant hanges from the version whih ispresented here.
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ABSTRACT

We observed 51 Peg, the first detected planet-bearing star, in a 55 ksXMM-Newton pointing and in 5 ks pointings each withChandra
HRC-I and ACIS-S. The star has a very low count rate in theXMM observation, but is clearly visible in theChandra images due to the
detectors’ different sensitivity at low X-ray energies. This allows a temperature estimate for 51 Peg’s corona ofT <∼ 1 MK; the detected
ACIS-S photons can be plausibly explained by emission linesof a very cool plasma near 200 eV. The constantly low X-ray surface
flux and the flat-activity profile seen in optical Ca data suggest that 51 Peg is a Maunder minimum star; an activity enhancement
due to a Hot Jupiter, as proposed by recent studies, seems to be absent. The star’s X-ray fluxes in different instruments are consistent
with the exception of the HRC Imager, which might have a larger effective area below 200 eV than given in the calibration.

Key words. stars: coronae – stars: activity – stars: individual: 51 Peg– X-rays: stars – X-rays: individuals: 51 Peg

1. Introduction

The star 51 Peg (GJ 882, HD 217014) shot to fame in 1995 when
Mayor & Queloz(1995) detected an exoplanet in its orbit, the
planetary parameters being quite unexpected at that time, be-
cause 51 Peg b is a giant planet, located at only 0.05 AU dis-
tance. The star itself is a G5V star 15.4 pc away from the Sun.
Its properties are quite similar to the Sun’s, since 51 Peg isabout
4 Gyr old and its mass, radius and effective temperature are com-
parable to solar values withR = 1.27 R⊙ (Baines et al. 2008),
M = 1.11 M⊙, Teff ≈ 5790 K (Fuhrmann et al. 1997). However,
51 Peg is a metal-rich star, for which the metallicities given in
the literature vary over a wide range of+0.05≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.24,
see for exampleValenti & Fischer(2005). Enhanced metallici-
ties are a common feature of stars with giant planets (Gonzalez
1997; Santos et al. 2001).

The activity profile of 51 Peg turned out to be unspectacu-
lar. In the Mount Wilson program (Baliunas et al. 1995), which
monitors the Ca H and K line fluxes of main sequence stars,
the star shows a very low and nearly flat chromospheric activity
level from 1977 until 1989 and a slight drop in 1990 and 1991. In
the Lowell Observatory program (Hall et al. 2007), it also shows
low activity and little variability in Ca fluxes since the beginning
of the program in 1994. The star was also observed in a 12.5 ks
ROSAT PSPC pointing in 1992 and detected as a weak X-ray
source.

The coronal activity of 51 Peg is of interest not only because
the star is similar to the Sun, but also with regard to recent stud-
ies (Kashyap et al. 2008), which claim stars with close-in giant
planets to be more X-ray active than stars with far-out ones.

2. Observations and data analysis

We observed 51 Peg on two occasions in 2008. A 55 ks
XMM-Newton was carried out on June 1, 2008, and with
Chandra, we observed 51 Peg for 5 ks each using HRC-I and

ACIS-S on December 6, 2008 immediately after each other. The
specific observation details are listed in Table1.

2.1. XMM-Newton data analysis

TheXMM-Newton data were reduced using the Science Analysis
System (SAS) version 8.0.0. Standard selection criteria were ap-
plied for filtering the data. In the full-time image obtainedwith
the PN detector, the automatic source detection procedure finds
a faint X-ray source with 32 excess counts at 51 Peg’s nominal
position when using the 0.2–1 keV energy band. This choice is
motivated by 51 Peg being detected in the 1992ROSAT PSPC
pointing as a very soft X-ray source. Because of the weak sig-
nal, we merged both MOS detectors. In the RGS, no relevant sig-
nal was present. The PN observation is affected by proton con-
tamination, therefore we used only time intervals (GTI) where
the high-energy background averaged over the detector is below
0.8 cts/s, leading to a PN GTI of 29 ks.

Since spectral fitting results are not very reliable with this
low number of counts, we conducted a study in different energy
bands instead and investigated the recorded counts within the
source region, a radius of 15′′ around 51 Peg’s nominal posi-
tion for the PN and MOS instruments. The source region size of
15′′ radius was chosen because of the rather broad point spread
function, which contains 72% (68%) of the photons from a
point-like source in the PN (MOS) detector. Background counts
were extracted from source-free nearby regions, which are lo-
cated on the same chip for the MOS detector; for the PN de-
tector, two background regions were chosen, one on the same
chip as the source and one on a neighboring chip. Since 51 Peg
proved to be a very soft X-ray source in the previousROSAT
observation, we expect most X-ray photons to be produced
from the O triplet or lines with even lower energies, such as
N/ and C/. We therefore specified three energy bands
for our analysis, concentrating on a band around the O triplet
(≈570 eV); the detected photons are given in Table2. Since the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/0004-6361/200912945
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Table 1. XMM andChandra observation log of 51 Peg.

Instrument Configuration ObsID Obs. time GTI (s)
XMM MOS1 full frame/thick filter 0551020901 2008-06-01 11:57:03 2008-06-02 03:17:50 55000
XMM MOS2 full frame/thick filter 0551020901 2008-06-01 11:57:03 2008-06-02 03:17:55 55100
XMM PN full frame/thick filter 0551020901 2008-06-01 13:09:38 2008-06-02 03:18:10 29000
Chandra ACIS-S back-illuminated 10825 2008-12-06 11:03:26 2008-12-06 12:26:26 4980
Chandra HRC-I imaging 10826 2008-12-06 12:44:54 2008-12-06 14:07:54 4924

Table 2. Photons of 51 Peg inXMM andChandra; see text for details.

Energy PN MOS1+2 ACIS-S HRC
(keV) s b s b s b s b
0.15–0.2 ... ... ... ... 1+2.4

−0.4 0 ... ...
0.2–0.45 17+5.0

−3.0 9.1 7+3.6
−1.6 4.9 6+3.6

−1.6 0 ... ...
0.45–0.65 8+3.9

−1.9 3.5 6+3.5
−1.5 3.2 0+2

−0 0 ... ...
0.65–2.0 10+4.3

−1.5 10.4 21+7.2
−0.8 23.2 0+2

−0 0 ... ...
0.15–2.0 ... ... ... .... ... ... 21+5.7

−3.7 0.6

EPIC detectors have energy resolutions ofFWHM ≈ 100 eV, we
adopted this as minimum bandwidth.

In the source region we then count the number of photons
recorded in the various energy bands and detectors, listed in col-
umn “s” in Table2. Source counts are given with 1σ confidence
limits for low count numbers according toKraft et al.(1991); for
a detailed discussion, seeAyres(2004). The scaled background
counts (denoted “b”) were taken from areas much larger than the
source region, and thus the error on the background is dominated
by statistical fluctuations.

2.2. Chandra data analysis

For data reduction of theChandra observations we used
CIAO 4.1 (Fruscione et al. 2006) and applied standard selec-
tion criteria. The analysis of the data was performed in the
0.15–1 keV energy band since the back-illuminated ACIS-S chip
has nonzero effective area at X-ray energies below 300 eV. For
the HRC imager no energy cuts were used since its energy reso-
lution is low. 51 Peg is clearly detected in both instruments.

In the ACIS observation we detect eight photons in the
source region, a circle with 1.5′′ radius around 51 Peg’s nom-
inal position. This radius was chosen to contain 95% of the soft
(≤1 keV) photons from a point-like source. From nearby source-
free regions in the 150–650 eV energy band we expect only
0.03 background counts for this area, therefore we attribute all of
the recorded counts to 51 Peg. The spectral resolution of ACIS-S
is similar to the one of the EPIC detectors (≈100 eV).

In the HRC-I pointing 21 photons were detected in the source
region over a background of 0.6 photons scaled to the same area.
At any rate, also the HRC clearly detects 51 Peg.

3. Results

3.1. XMM-Newton PN and MOS

51 Peg shows a photon excess in the 0.2–0.45 keV and the
O band (0.45–0.65 keV) in PN and a very weak excess in
the same bands in the merged MOS detectors. The MOS and
PN lightcurves show no obvious variability over the whole 55ks.
As shown in Fig.1, most of PN’s excess source photons have
energies around 300 eV; another emission feature is present
around 570 eV, the energy of the O triplet. Because ofXMM’s

Fig. 1. Upper panel: effective areas ofXMM PN andChandra ACIS-S
at energies below 800 eV.Lower panel: detect cell counts (solid his-
togram) of 51 Peg in PN and ACIS-S over the respective backgrounds
(dashed; ACIS-S has practically no background).

moderate intrinsic energy resolution the nominal energiesof
the detected source photons cannot be regarded as exact val-
ues. From the absence of emission features at O energies
(≈650 eV) we can conclude that 51 Peg’s corona has an average
plasma temperature well below 3 MK.

3.2. Chandra ACIS-S and HRC-I

All the recorded counts have energies between 150 and 450 eV
and are distributed quite evenly over the observation time,sup-
porting a soft, basically constant X-ray source. Let us now in-
spect the energies of the ACIS-S photons in detail; the CIAO
software assigns a nominal energy to each recorded photon (see
Fig.1). The eight source photons have energies of 170, 206, 211,
212, 256, 227, 291 and 428 eV; they are hence very soft and
obviously none of these photons can be attributed to O or
even O emission. This supports our hypothesis of a very low
plasma temperature evoked by theXMM data.

The ACIS-S detector is prone to optical contamination, so
we have to check whether the extremely soft events could be
induced by optical photons. The threshold for optical contam-
ination in the ACIS-S detector is atV ≈ 7.8 for stars with
an effective temperature between 5000 and 6500 K; a star this
bright would cause a bias level shift of one Analog-to-Digital-
Unit (ADU) of 3.4 eV during the standard 3.2 s time frame for
the central pixel of the source. 51 Peg’s visual magnitude is5.5,
so we expect ca. 8 ADUs per time frame. Since the event thresh-
old lies at 20 ADUs, optical contamination can be ruled out as
explanation for the detected events.

Also in the HRC the recorded events are distributed evenly
throughout the observation time. The intrinsic energy resolu-
tion of the HRC detector is low so that little information on the

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912945&pdf_id=1
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Table 3. X-ray fluxes of 51 Peg with 1σ errors, calculated with
WebPIMMS using a 1 MK thermal plasma model.

Instrument Flux (0.1–1.0 keV) logLX (0.1–1.0 keV)
(erg s−1 cm−2) (erg s−1)

XMM PN 1.2+1.0
−0.5 × 10−14 26.3–26.8

XMM MOS1+2 1.1+1.4
−0.6 × 10−14 26.1–26.8

Chandra ACIS-S 1.7+0.9
−0.4 × 10−14 26.5–26.8

Chandra HRC-I 4.2+1.1
−0.7 × 10−14 27.0–27.2

ROSAT PSPC 2.1+0.3
−0.3 × 10−14 26.7–26.8

spectral energy distribution can be derived; because the HRC-I
observation was carried out immediately after the ACIS-S ob-
servation, we assume that the 21 detected HRC-I source photons
have similar energies as the photons in the ACIS-S detector.

3.3. Determination of coronal temperature

To estimate the coronal temperature, we evaluate the
temperature-dependent hardness ratios of several energy bands,
viz. HRPN = HPN/S PN with HPN and S PN covering
0.45–0.65 keV and 0.2–0.45 keV for PN; for ACIS-S, we use
HRACIS 1 = HACIS 1/S ACIS 1 andHRACIS 2 = HACIS 2/S ACIS 2 with
the energy bandsHACIS 1: 0.25–0.45 keV,S ACIS 1: 0.15–0.25 keV,
HACIS 2: 0.45–0.65 keV andS ACIS 2: 0.25–0.45 keV. The energy
bands for ACIS-S were chosen to obtain quite an even distribu-
tion of source photons.

We derive the temperature-dependence of the hardness ra-
tios with Xspec v12, using the instrument responses and effec-
tive areas as shown in Fig.1 and simulating spectra for a one-
temperature thermal plasma model with solar abundance in the
temperature range between logT = 5.6 and 6.6 (see Fig.2). The
possible plasma temperature of 51 Peg is then constrained bythe
observed hardness ratios for ACIS-S and PN. Assuming 1σ er-
rors for low count numbers as defined in Table2, we find that
HRPN = 0.6+1.1

−0.4, HRACIS 1 = 0.6+1.0
−0.4 andHRACIS 2 = 0+1

−0. The ob-
served PN ratio yields the temperature limits 5.85≤ logT ≤ 6.3.
The ACIS-S ratios yield a lower temperature limit fromHR2 and
an upper limit fromHR3: 5.8 ≤ logT ≤ 6.05, so that the likely
temperature range for 51 Peg’s corona is 5.85≤ logT ≤ 6.05.

Since there are virtually no background photons in ACIS-S,
we can use the energies of the eight recorded source photons
to validate our temperature constraints by identifying themost
likely emission lines of their origin. Strong emission at temper-
atures near 1 MK comes from the Si and S emission line com-
plexes around 200 eV, some strong Si lines around≈230 eV, the
C triplet around 300 eV and the N triplet around 426 eV.
These emission lines match well with the observed photons,
which can be considered as a rough plausibility check. So, both
the temperature constraints from hardness ratios and the identi-
fication of possible emission line complexes point to a plasma
temperature ofT <∼ 1 MK.

3.4. Comparison with ROSAT data

To investigate the long-term X-ray behavior of 51 Peg, we re-
analyzed a 12.5 ksROSAT PSPC observation from December
1992. Using the conversion factorec f = (5.30× HR1 + 8.31)×
10−12 erg count−1 cm−2 with HR1 being the hardness ratioHR1 =

(H−S )/(H+S ) (S: 0.1–0.4 keV, H: 0.5–2.0 keV) (Schmitt 1997),
the luminosity derived from the observed count rate of 7 cts/ks
is logLX = 26.75 erg s−1. The observation is split in two parts,

(a) HRACIS−S 1 (b) HRACIS−S 2

(c) HRPN (d) HRPSPC

Fig. 2. Hardness ratios as a function of temperature (see text for details).
Observed ratios are given as crosses with 1σ error.

interrupted for ca. 70 ks. 51 Peg emits mainly soft X-ray photons
below 500 eV (HR1 ≈ −1.0) and showed a low and constant X-
ray activity level without any obvious variability.

We can constrain the coronal temperature of 51 Peg in this
observation in the same way as for theXMM and Chandra
pointings. We use the temperature-dependent hardness ra-
tio HRPSPC = HPSPC/S PSPC with the energy bandsHPSPC:
0.1–0.3 keV, S PSPC: 0.3–0.65 keV. The observation yields
HRPSPC= 0.12+0.10

−0.06 from which lower and upper limits for the
temperature can be derived, namely 5.65 ≤ logT ≤ 6.05 (see
Fig. 2). This again leads to a temperatur estimate ofT <∼ 1 MK.

3.5. Consistency of measured count rates and fluxes

The observed count rates inXMM PN and MOS andChandra
ACIS-S are, considering the low photon numbers and therefore
large statistical fluctuation, in reasonably good agreement. That
ACIS-S detects no photons in the O band is no surprise given
the shorter exposure in ACIS-S and its smaller effective area in
that energy range (see Fig.1). At energies below 300 eV, we
find that the PN and MOS counts numbers are smaller than ex-
pected from what we see in ACIS-S. This might be explained
by statistical fluctuations, errors in the effective area determina-
tion or energy redistribution effects in the CCD detectors (EPIC
“low-energy shoulder”). Given these uncertainties for very low
energies, we use only the O counts (0.45–0.65 keV) of PN
and MOS for our flux calculations and then extrapolate the flux
to a common energy range of 0.1–1 keV for comparison. For the
other instruments, we use 0.65 keV as the upper bound of the
energy range and their low-energy sensitivity limits as thelower
bound (0.15 keV for ACIS-S/HRC, 0.1 keV for PSPC) and then
extrapolate to the common energy range.

The fluxes normalized to the 0.1–1 keV energy band and the
corresponding X-ray luminosities are consistent within 1σ er-
rors except for the HRC-I flux, which seems to be larger (see
Table 3). The count rate measured by the HRC instrument is
higher by a factor of ca. 2.5 compared to the ACIS-S count
rate. The nominal effective areas of the two instruments are very
similar at low energies, with the HRC having somewhat larger

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912945&pdf_id=2
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Fig. 3. X-ray luminosity (crosses) and S index seasonal mean of
51 Peg’s Ca H and K line flux; reliable Ca data given as filled tri-
angles with typical standard deviations of<∼±0.005, open triangles are
less reliable values derived from only a small number of observations.

effective area below 200 eV (∆A ≈ 10 cm2 or 17% at 200 eV,
44% at 150 eV). The additional counts might arise from photons
at these energies, but considering the small difference in effective
areas, it does not seem likely that this is the case for all excess
HRC photons. This mismatch is further validated by compar-
ing ACIS-S and HRC count rates with WebPIMMS: assuming a
thermal plasma with solar abundances andT = 1 MK, 8 counts
in the 0.15–0.65 keV energy band in ACIS-S translate into 9
expected counts in the same energy band in HRC-I, which is
obviously inconsistent with the 21 recorded HRC photons only
15 min after the ACIS-S observation. The photon count estimate
changes by<20% if one assumes a plasma temperature of 0.8
or 1.25 MK, so a slightly different plasma temperature does not
cure the substantial mismatch in the count rates.

Mismatches between HRC andXMM count rates have been
reported before forα Cen (Robrade et al. 2005; Ayres et al.
2008). This mismatch between almost simultaneous HRC and
ACIS-S count rates can be explained reasonably by two pos-
sibilities: either the effective area of the HRC at low energies
is underestimated in the current calibration or the effective ar-
eas ofXMM MOS and PN (while using the thick filter) as well
asChandra ACIS-S are overestimated in that energy range. A
detailed cross-calibration effort, preferably with a soft coronal
source, could help to resolve any systematic errors in the effec-
tive areas of the instruments.

4. Discussion

4.1. Low activity – 51 Peg a Maunder minimum candidate?

We found 51 Peg to be a rather constant, weak and soft X-ray
source over the last 15 years. Another available long-term ac-
tivity indicator is Ca. In the Ca H and K line flux moni-
toring programs carried out at the Mount Wilson and Lowell
Observatories (Baliunas et al. 1995; Hall et al. 2007), 51 Peg
was found to have a very low chromospheric activity level
(〈R′HK〉 = −5.01,S MW ≈ 0.16). In Fig.3 we plot the star’s Mount
Wilson S index measured since 1996 together with the average
of older data. Clearly, the overall chromospheric activityis low,
with some variations in the older set of data which is also seen in
the more recent observations. Apart from one data point which
is derived from a very small number of observations, 51 Peg’s

S indices are at the lower end of or even below the Sun’s respec-
tive data during a solar minimum (data taken fromBaliunas et al.
1995). Other stellar properties like radius, mass, age and effec-
tive temperature are similar to the Sun’s respective parameters.

The steady low-activity behavior of 51 Peg’s Ca H and
K line fluxes is also reflected by its X-ray properties. Compared
to estimates for the solar X-ray luminosity in theROSAT RASS
band (0.1–2.4 keV) during a solar cycle (Judge et al. 2003),
51 Peg’s luminosity is also at the lower end of the Sun’s val-
ues. The ratio of the star’s X-ray to bolometric luminosity is also
rather low withLX/Lbol = 1×10−7. The X-ray surface flux of F to
M stars was shown to be constrained at the lower end by the sur-
face flux level of a solar coronal hole;FX (hole) ≈ 104 erg s−1 cm−2

for the ROSAT and Chandra energy band, which translates to
≈103.8 erg s−1 cm−2 for XMM’s 0.2–12 keV band (Schmitt 1997).
51 Peg’s surface flux, calculated from the ACIS-S data, is oneof
the lowest so far detected withFX = 103.7 erg s−1 cm−2; the coro-
nal hole surface flux seems to be a good description of this star’s
X-ray flux, with regards to the flux level as well as the plasma
temperature.

There has been some discussion on how to identify a
Maunder minimum (MM) star over the last years. The orig-
inal criterion of chromospheric activity levels〈R′HK〉 < −5.1
was derived byHenry et al.(1996), but relied on a stellar sam-
ple contaminated with evolved stars, which have significantly
lower chromospheric activity levels compared to main sequence
stars.Wright (2004) reanalyzed these data, excluding evolved
stars with luminosities more than one magnitude larger thanthe
Hipparcos average main sequence for the respectiveB−V value,
and found that most stars previously identified as MM candi-
dates are evolved stars and therefore not comparable to the Sun’s
Maunder minimum state. This ledJudge & Saar(2007) to the
question if the minimum〈R′HK〉 level for main sequence stars to
qualify as an MM candidate should be higher than−5.1, and also
to consider flat-activity time profiles and UV- and X-ray datato
identify MM candidates. A recent study byHall et al. (2009)
suggests that minimum levels ofR′HK depend on stellar metal-
licity, with metal-poor stars from the examined sample having
a higher minimalR′HK . In this picture, 51 Peg as a metal-rich
star still has low chromospheric activity as measured byR′HK ,
but this alone does not necessarily qualify it to be a Maunder
minimum candidate. However, as recent results show (Hall et al.
2007, 2009), the absolute magnetic excess flux∆FHK seems to
be a more reliable indicator for stellar activity thanR′HK . In terms
of this quantity, 51 Peg’s activity level is even lower compared
to the quiescent Sun than indicated byR′HK or the S index, sup-
porting our interpretation of 51 Peg as being extremely inactive.

The strongest line of evidence for 51 Peg being a Maunder
minimum candidate is its flat activity profile as seen over
decades in the Mount Wilson program (Baliunas et al. 1995)
and in observations at Lowell Observatory (Hall et al. 2007),
as well as the extremely low X-ray surface fluxes, which have
not changed significantly since the 1992ROSAT observations.
That 51 Peg is a slow rotator withP⋆ ≈ 30−40 d (Baliunas et al.
1996; Mayor & Queloz 1995) fits the picture, making 51 Peg the
first MM candidate star with a close-in giant planet.

A statistical analysis of the X-ray luminosities of planet-
bearing host stars has recently been conducted (Kashyap et al.
2008). Its authors claim that stars with close-in giant planets,
such as 51 Peg, are on average X-ray brighter by a factor of two
compared to stars with far away planets. Apparently, 51 Peg’s
overall activity is not enhanced by the presence of its Hot Jupiter.
However, at a distance of order of 50RJup only a weak interac-
tion between an inactive star and its planet might be expected.

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912945&pdf_id=3
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5. Conclusions

We have detected X-ray emission from 51 Peg in a 55 ks obser-
vation with XMM-Newton and 5 ks observations withChandra
ACIS-S and HRC-I each. The detection of 51 Peg with a low
count rate in theXMM pointing and the clear source signal in
the much shorterChandra observations can be explained by the
different effective response of the detectors at low energies and
51 Peg having an extremely cool corona. Our main results are
summarized as follows:

1. 51 Peg shows weak emission in the O triplet and emission
around 200 eV which can be explained most likely by cool
silicon emission lines.

2. A coronal temperature of<∼1 MK is consistent with the de-
tected hardness ratios in different energy bands in both the
XMM and theChandra pointing as well as in theROSAT ob-
servation carried out 16 years earlier.

3. The Chandra HRC-I count rate is higher than can be ex-
plained by differences in the effective areas of HRC and
ACIS-S; HRC’s effective area might be larger at low ener-
gies than given in the calibration so far.

4. The constant and very low surface X-ray flux level together
with a flat-activity behavior in chromospheric Ca H and
K line fluxes suggests 51 Peg to be a Hot Jupiter-bearing
Maunder minimum candidate.
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ABSTRACT

Context. Do extrasolar planets affect the activity of their host stars? Indications for chromospheric activity enhancement have been
found for a handful of targets, but in the X-ray regime, conclusive observational evidence is still missing.
Aims. We want to establish a sound observational basis to confirm orreject major effects of Star-Planet Interactions (SPI) in stellar
X-ray emissions.
Methods. We therefore conduct a statistical analysis of stellar X-ray activity of all known planet-bearing stars within 30 pc distance
for dependencies on planetary parameters such as mass and semimajor axis.
Results. In our sample, there are no significant correlations of X-rayluminosity or the activity indicatorLX/Lbol with planetary
parameters which cannot be explained by selection effects.
Conclusions. Coronal SPI seems to be a phenomenon which might only manifest itself as a strong effect for a few individual targets,
but not to have a major effect on planet-bearing stars in general.

Key words. planet-star interactions – stars: activity – stars: coronae – stars: statistics – X-rays: stars

1. Introduction

The detection of extrasolar planets is one of the outstanding
achievements in astronomy during the last 20 years. The firstde-
tected exoplanet revealed properties which were very surprising
at that time:51 Peg (Mayor & Queloz 1995) hosts a Jupiter-like
planet at a distance of only 0.05 AU, thus the planet orbits its
host star in less than five days. Since then, more than 400 other
exoplanets have been found at the time of writing (see for ex-
ample the Exoplanet Database atwww.exoplanet.eu), both in
very close orbits and in such more familiar from our own Solar
system.

With the existence of extrasolar planets established, the
question arises what the environmental properties of such plan-
ets may be and if they might even allow the existence of life.
The physical properties of planets, especially in close orbits, are
crucially determined by the irradiation from their host stars. The
evaporation rate of a planetary atmosphere depends on its ex-
ospheric temperatureT∞, i.e., the regions where particles can
escape freely (Lammer et al. 2003). Thus, the host star’s EUV
and X-ray radiation is the key property determining a plan-
ets exospheric temperature. Evaporation of the planetary atmo-
sphere has been observed for the transiting planetHD 209458b
(Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003): the planet loses hydrogen which is
observable in absorption spectra during the transit.

At very close distances, one might expect also planets to in-
fluence their host stars, in analogy to binary stars which show a
higher activity level compared to single stars. Two different pro-
cesses for Star-Planet-Interaction (SPI) have been put forward
(Cuntz et al. 2000). Planets can induce tidal bulges on the star
with an interaction strength depending on the planetary semima-
jor axis (∝a−3

pl ), which might lead to enhanced coronal activity
via increased turbulence in the photosphere. Planetary magnetic
fields can also interact with the stellar magnetic field (∝a−2

pl ) and

might also induce enhanced activity via Jupiter-Io-like interac-
tion, i.e. flux tubes which connect star and planet and heat up
their footpoints on the stellar surface, or magnetic reconnection.
Some observational campaigns have been conducted to investi-
gate the existence of possible SPI:Shkolnik et al.(2005) mon-
itored the chromospheric activity of 13 stars via Ca H and
K line fluxes and found indications for cyclic activity enhance-
ments in phase with the planetary orbit for two of these stars. The
activity enhancements appeared once per planetary orbit, sug-
gesting magnetic instead of tidal interaction. However, measure-
ments obtained three years later (Shkolnik et al. 2008) showed
that the activity enhancements had switched to a cycle in phase
with the stellar rotation period instead.

Thecoronal activity of planet-bearing stars has been inves-
tigated in a first systematic study byKashyap et al.(2008). The
authors claim an over-activity of planet-bearing stars of afactor
of four compared to stars without planets, but their study had to
include upper limits for a large number of stars since less than
one third of the stars in their original sample were detectedin
X-rays at that time. A dedicated campaign to search for magnetic
SPI in the case ofHD 179949, one of the stars whichShkolnik
et al.(2005) found to have cyclic activity changes in the chromo-
sphere, was conducted bySaar et al.(2008). These authors found
spectral and temporal variability phased with the planetary orbit,
but some of that might also be induced by intrinsic stellar activ-
ity variations, since the stellar rotation period is poorlyknown
(P∗ = 7−10 d).

Up to now, the observational basis of stellar coronal activ-
ity enhancements due to close-in planets is not sound enough
to establish or reject the possibility of coronal SPI. In order to
adress this issue we conducted an X-ray study of all planet-
hosting stars within a distance of 30 pc with XMM-Newton
which have not been studied with ROSAT before. In this fashion
a volume-limited complete stellar sample can be constructed.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/0004-6361/201014245
http://www.aanda.org
www.exoplanet.eu
http://www.edpsciences.org
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2. Observations and data analysis

As of December 1st 2009, a total of 72 stars within 30 pc
distance have been detected which are known to to harbor
one or more planets. For some of these, X-ray properties are
known from previous ROSAT or XMM-Newton observations,
but for a large number of these stars X-ray characteristics were
not or only poorly known. Therefore we observed a total of
20 planet-hosting stars with XMM-Newton between May 2008
and April 2009 to determine X-ray luminosities for stars which
had not been detected before in other X-ray missions, and to de-
rive coronal properties from spectra recorded with EPIC (both
MOS and PN CCD detectors) especially for stars with close-in
planets. We reduced the data with SAS version 8.0, using stan-
dard criteria for filtering the data. We extracted counts from the
expected source regions with radii between 10′′ and 30′′, de-
pending on the source signal, background conditions and the
presence of other nearby sources. Background counts were ex-
tracted from much larger, source-free areas on the same chipfor
the MOS detectors and at comparable distances from the hori-
zontal chip axis for the PN detector.

For hitherto undetected stars, which showed only a weak
source signal in our observations, we used the source detection
package “edetect-chain” of SAS v8.0. As stars with low X-ray
luminosities in general have lower coronal temperatures and thus
softer spectra, we used energy bands of 0.2–1 keV in PN and
0.15–1 keV in MOS and merged all EPIC detectors for source
detection.

For the subsequent analysis of all stars we use the four
energy bands 0.2–0.45 keV, 0.45–0.75 keV, 0.75–2 keV and
2–5 keV, because not all of our sample stars were detected with
sufficient signal to noise ratio to allow spectral fitting. With the
four energy bands, we can calculate the stellar fluxes via ECFs
(energy conversion factors) for each band more accurately than
by just assuming a single ECF for all counts. Above 5 keV, there
is very little to no signal present in comparison to softer energies
for all of our stars. We calculated these ECFs by simulating spec-
tra in Xspec v12.5 for different coronal temperatures with the re-
spective instrumental responses and effective areas of the detec-
tors folded in. This yields reliable ECFs which vary about 25%
for coronal temperatures above 1 MK for thin and medium fil-
ters. For the thick filter, the small effective area below 350 eV
introduces larger errors in the ECFs already for temperatures be-
low logT [K] = 6.2.

For the error estimate on our derived luminosities, we use
Poissonian errors on the total number of source counts, and an
additional error of 30% to account for uncertainties in the ECFs
and stellar variability. For stars which were not observed with
XMM-Newton, we use the published X-ray luminosities from
Kashyap et al.(2008) and add an extra error of 40% on top of
their Poissonian errors, sinceKashyap et al.(2008) used a single
ECF for their flux calculations.

When comparing X-ray luminosities derived from
XMM-Newton and ROSAT observations, one has to take
into account the different energy bands accessible to the detec-
tors (0.2–12 keV for XMM-Newton, 0.1–2.4 keV for ROSAT).
For coronal temperatures between logT = 6.2 and 7.0, the
flux in the ROSAT band is larger by a factor of 1.1 compared
to the XMM-Newton band. For lower coronal temperatures
between logT = 6.0–6.2 and logT = 5.8–6.0, the flux in
the ROSAT band is larger by a factor of≈1.5 and ≈4.0,
respectively, rising steeply towards even lower temperatures,
since the spectrum shifts to energies which are inaccessible
to XMM-Newton. With these factors, we can transform the

XMM-Newton fluxes to the ROSAT band, identifying stars with
coronal temperatures below logT = 6.2 and 6.0 by a hardness
ratio of HR = (H − S )/(H + S ) < +0.19 and−0.34 respectively,
with H and S being the source counts in the energy bands
450–750 eV and 200–450 eV, respectively.

We did not exclude flaring periods of individual stars when
doing comparisons of X-ray luminosities or activity indicators,
since we cannot identify flares in stars which are barely de-
tectable and do not allow lightcurve analysis. We do, however,
distinguish between flaring and quiescent phases for spectral
analyses of individual stars.

When conducting intra-sample comparisons, we will use
only detections for Kolmogorov-Smirnov and correlation tests,
but we will include upper limits when doing linear regres-
sions of X-ray luminosities or activity indicators over planetary
properties.

3. Sample properties

Now we characterize our sample of planet-bearing stars within
30 pc with respect to X-ray detection rates and X-ray surface
fluxes of ROSAT- and XMM-Newton-detected stars as well as
in comparison with field stars. Tables4 and 5 list stellar and
planetary parameters as well as X-ray properties of the sample
stars which have been detected with XMM-Newton and ROSAT,
respectively.

3.1. X-ray detection rate

In total, 72 stars planet-bearing stars have been detected within a
distance of 30 pc. 36 of these were observed with XMM-Newton
over the last years, yielding 32 X-ray detections. For 24 addi-
tional stars, which have not been observed with XMM-Newton,
X-ray luminosities are known from ROSAT observations. This
yields 56 stars with knownLX out of the total sample of 72 stars.
In our further sample analysis, we will leave three detectedstars
out of our analysis, namelyγ Cep, Fomalhaut andβ Pic; the for-
mer being a spectroscopic binary which cannot be resolved in
X-rays, the two latter being A-type stars for which the produc-
tion process of X-ray emission is supposedly very different from
later-type stars with a corona and therefore also any planetary in-
fluence on X-ray properties should be determined by a different
mechanism compared to stars of spectral type F and later.

The stars within 30 pc around which planets have been de-
tected are mainly of spectral type G or later. Figure1 gives
the rate of X-ray detections versus spectral type, being 75%for
F stars,>65% for G stars and>85% for K and M stars.

3.2. X-ray surface flux

For a subsample of our stars excluding giants, we examined
the X-ray surface flux. The lowest flux level of XMM-Newton-
detected stars seems to be systematically lower than for ROSAT-
detected stars. This is not surprising, since both X-ray tele-
scopes have different accessible energy bands (0.2–12.0 keV
for XMM-Newton, 0.1–2.4 keV for ROSAT) and the integrated
X-ray flux depends strongly on the lower energy cutoff espe-
cially for cool coronae as in our stars.

Gauged to the same energy band (as described in Sect.2),
both XMM-Newton- and ROSAT-detected stars show a limit-
ing X-ray surface flux level near logFsurf [erg s−1 cm−2] >∼ 4.0
(see Fig.2). For the calculation ofFsurf, we use the stel-
lar radii given in the exoplanet.eu database. If we compare
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Fig. 1. Spectral types of planet-bearing stars within 30 pc (solid); X-ray
detections marked as dotted lines.

Fig. 2. X-ray surface flux of planet-bearing stars vs. planetary distance.
XMM-Newton fluxes are shown as triangles, ROSAT fluxes as squares.
XMM-Newton fluxes scaled to the ROSAT energy band; the flux level
of a solar coronal hole (logFsurf ≈ 4) is indicated by the dotted line.

the XMM-Newton and ROSAT surface flux sample with the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we find that both populations are
significantly different. This is due to the selection effect that
we proposed planet-bearing stars which were previously unde-
tected with ROSAT (and therefore have low X-ray luminosi-
ties) for detection pointings with XMM-Newton. This leads to
a higher concentration of stars near the limiting surface flux
level of logFsurf [erg s−1 cm−2] ≈ 4. For the XMM-Newton
and ROSAT subsamples of stars with a surface flux above
logFsurf [erg s−1 cm−2] ≥ 4.5, we find that these populations
are statistically indistinguishable (probability for both samples
stemming from the same distribution 71%).

3.3. Comparison with field stars

To check for systematic differences, we compare our sample of
planet-bearing stars with a sample of field stars of spectraltype F
and G as available fromSchmitt(1997) from ROSAT observa-
tions. In Fig.3we show the X-ray luminosities of these stars over
B−V of both the planet-bearing and non-planet-bearing sample.
A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test yields that the probability thatboth
samples are drawn from the same parent distribution is 74%.
The values of the activity indicatorLX/Lbol yield a probability of
23% to be from the same distribution; this can be explained by

Fig. 3. X-ray luminosity of F and G type stars. Planet-bearing stars:
squares, stars without planets: crosses.

Table 1. Correlation of X-ray luminosity andLX/Lbol with planetary
parameters; X/R: XMM-Newton/ROSAT detections.

Parameters Data set Spearman’sρ Probabilityp
LX with apl X –0.05 0.81

X + R –0.02 0.91
LX/Lbol with apl X –0.12 0.54

X + R –0.11 0.43
LX with Mpl X 0.11 0.55

X + R 0.22 0.13
LX/Lbol with Mpl X 0.18 0.37

X + R –0.02 0.88
LX with a−1

pl × Mpl X 0.21 0.25
X + R 0.31 0.03

LX/Lbol with a−1
pl × Mpl X 0.33 0.08

X + R 0.09 0.51

the fact that stars of low activity are generally chosen for planet
search programs.

4. Star-planet interactions

Now we investigate our sample in detail for possible correlations
of X-ray properties with planetary parameters.

One expects that possible effects which giant planets might
have on their host stars will strongly increase with decreasing or-
bital distance. Also, tidal as well as magnetic intercations should
increase with the exoplanet’s mass, assuming that larger exo-
planets are capable of producing a stronger planetary magnetic
field. Note that closer-in planets may rotate more slowly since
they synchronize with their orbit, weakening their abilityto gen-
erate magnetic fields (Grießmeier et al. 2004); however, the de-
tails of planetary dynamos are not fully understood.

The most interesting quantity with regards to SPI in the
X-ray regime is the activity indicatorLX/Lbol. The X-ray lumi-
nosity alone varies with stellar radius independently of the ac-
tivity level, but LX/Lbol is independent of such radius-induced
effects. Any planet-induced activity changes should therefore be
evident inLX/Lbol; a planet-induced variation inLX which would
leave the ratio unchanged is rather unphysical, sinceLX/Lbol has
typical values of 10−6 for our stars. A change inLbol would there-
fore need 106 times more energy than the X-ray variation alone.

We study both the X-ray luminosityLX as well as the
activity indicator LX/Lbol for correlations with the inner-
most planet’s semimajor axis and mass. In Table1 we give

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/201014245&pdf_id=1
http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/201014245&pdf_id=2
http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/201014245&pdf_id=3
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Spearman’sρ rank correlation coefficient for various combina-
tions. A value of 1 (−1) means a perfect correlation (anticorrela-
tion), 0 means no correlation. The correspondingp-value gives
the probability that the observed value ofρ can be obtained by
statistical fluctuations.

For the correlation analysis ofLX/Lbol, we exclude giants
from our sample (HD 27442 and HD 62509), since they have
very low LX/Lbol values due to their optical brightness. As well
as for XMM-Newton detections alone as for XMM-Newton and
ROSAT detection combined, we find no correlation of the semi-
major axis with the stellar X-ray luminosity.

We find two possible correlations here: one of planetary mass
with LX and a stronger one fora−1

pl × Mpl with LX . Stars with gi-
ant and close-in planets have higher X-ray luminosities than stars
with small far-out planets. ForLX/Lbol. there is a correlation with
a−1

pl ×Mpl present in the sample of XMM-Newton detections, but
not in the larger sample of ROSAT and XMM-Newton detec-
tions, pointing towards the possibility that this correlation might
be a statistical fluctuation. The probable reason for strongcorre-
lations inLX , but weaker or absent ones inLX/Lbol is that there is
also a strong (>2σ) correlation betweenMpl andLbol: stars with
larger Lbol are more massive, and around massive stars, giant
planets are detected much more easily compared to small ones.
Both correlations of planetary mass withLX and alsoLbol seem
to cancel out inLX/Lbol.

Another significant correlation worth mentioning exists be-
tween the planetary mass and the spectral type of the host star:
small planets are prone to be found around stars of later types.
This is basically the same trend we see betweenMpl andLbol,
since small planets are more easily detected around low-mass
and therefore late-type stars.

To visualize these (non-)correlations, we perform linear
regressions of logLX and log(LX/Lbol) with either logapl or
log(a−1

pl × Mpl) by using the “linmix_err” routine implemented
in IDL. As already seen in the correlation analysis, we obtain
slopes which are compatible with zero at 1σ level for all of the
pictured cases except for logLX over log(a−1

pl ×Mpl) (see Fig.5).

Independently of any linear trend, we can test if theLX val-
ues of stars with close-in and far-out planets stem from the same
distribution. Figure4 shows the logarithmic X-ray luminosities
of stars with planets withinapl ≤ 0.2 AU and stars with planets
beyondapl ≥ 0.5 AU. The means of both distributions are very
similar and not distinguishable at 1σ level: 〈log LX close−in〉 =

27.52± 0.72 erg s−1 and〈logLX far−out〉 = 27.70± 0.80 erg s−1. A
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test yields a probability of 84% for both
samples being from the same distribution. However, the com-
parison of stars withclose-in, heavy planets compared tofar-out
light ones yields that the probability for both samples to have
the same parent distribution is very small with<1%; the average
X-ray luminosity is higher for stars with close-in, heavy plan-
ets with 〈logLX close−in heavy〉 = 27.91± 0.76 erg s−1 compared
to 〈logLX far−out light〉 = 27.41± 0.73 erg s−1, but the means are
compatible within 1σ errors.

5. Properties of individual targets

In the following, we give a short overview on our newly ob-
served stars and their spectral properties. The stellar, planetary
and X-ray properties of all planet-bearing stars which wereob-
served with XMM-Newton are listed in Table4.

Fig. 4. Histograms of X-ray luminosities for X-ray detected stars within
30 pc with close-in (apl ≤ 0.2 AU, upper panel) and far-out (apl ≥

0.5 AU, lower panel) planets. Mean logLX values are indicated by dot-
ted lines for both samples.

5.1. Individual targets

Between May 2008 and April 2009 we observed a total
of 20 planet-bearing stars in X-rays. One of these stars,
SCR 1845, turned out to harbor a brown dwarf and not a planet;
the X-ray characteristics ofSCR 1845 are discussed in a sepa-
rate publication (Robrade et al. 2010). The X-ray properties of
the remaining 19 stars are described briefly now.

GJ 674, GL 86, GL 876, HD 102195, GJ 317, 55 Cnc and
HD 99492 yielded sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for spectral
fitting of the obtained EPIC spectra. They are all characterized
by coronae with cool to moderate temperatures (details listed in
Sect.5.2). GJ 674 shows one large and several smaller flares on
timescales of ca. 5 ks. AlsoGL 876 shows several short flares.
The other stars show some variability around 15–25% level. As
an example, we show the EPIC spectrum and the corresponding
two-temperature fit ofGL 86 in Fig. 6.

HD 154345, HD 160691, HD 4308, HD 52265, HD 93083,
51 Peg, HD 27442, HD 114386 andHD 114783 were detected in
our exposures, but did not yield enough photons for spectralfit-
ting. Where meaningful hardness ratios could be calculatedfrom
the numbers of counts, the stars proved to be soft X-ray sources,
as one expects for nearby stars with low X-ray luminosities.Two
of these targets show interesting characteristics:

HD 99492 is part of a binary system, consisting of a
K2 dwarf, which is the planet-bearing starHD 99492, and a
K0 subgiant,HD 99491. Previously,HD 99492 was assigned an

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/201014245&pdf_id=4
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Fig. 5. X-ray luminosity and activity indicator log(LX/Lbol) as a function of logapl and log(a−1
pl × Mpl), respectively. XMM-Newton detections:

triangles, ROSAT detections: squares.
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Fig. 6. Typical EPIC spectra (upper: PN, lower: MOS) of a planet-
bearing star; here shown:GL 86.

X-ray luminosity of 27.56 erg s−1 (Kashyap et al. 2008), since
the double system was unresolved in the corresponding ROSAT
pointing. Our XMM-Newton pointing shows thatHD 99492 is
actually the X-ray fainter part of the pair with an X-ray luminos-
ity of only 26.93 erg s−1.

51 Peg is, despite a moderate X-ray luminosity of
26.8 erg s−1 which it exhibited in a ROSAT pointing from
1992, barely detected in a deep XMM-Newton observation.
The XMM-Newton source photons are extremely soft, which
explains its better visibility in ROSAT and additional recent
Chandra data, since these instruments have a larger effective area
at very low X-ray energies. Detailed analysis (Poppenhäger et al.
2009) showed that the star is possibly in a Maunder minimum
state.

The stars16 Cyg B, HD 111232,HD 217107 andHD 164922
could not be detected in X-rays in our exposures. The upper lim-
its for these stars were calculated for a confidence level of 99%,
following the lines ofAyres (2004) and point also towards low
activity levels for these targets.

5.2. Spectral properties

Seven of the stars we observed yielded sufficient signal to noise
ratio for spectral fitting of their XMM-Newton EPIC data. The
spectra of six stars can be adequately described by a thermal
plasma with two temperature components and solar abundances;
the spectral fitting was performed with Xspec v12.5 andapec
models. The derived spectral properties are listed in Table2.
They are mostly dominated by very cool plasma (T ≈ 1 MK)
with small contributions from hotter plasma, onlyHD 102195
andGL 86 have stronger contributions from a hotter component
around 4–5 MK.

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/201014245&pdf_id=5
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Table 2. Spectral modeling results derived from EPIC data; emissionmeasure given in units of 1050 cm−3.

Parameter GL 86 GL 876 HD 102195 GJ 317 55 Cnc HD 99492
T1 (keV) 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.09
EM1 1.63 0.42 8.54 0.19 1.39 1.02
T2 (keV) 0.33 0.39 0.45 0.50 0.48 0.39
EM2 1.27 0.06 8.07 0.06 0.19 0.20

χ2
red (d.o.f.) 1.02 (120) 1.44 (85) 0.95 (152) 0.77 (22) 1.2 (11) 0.99 (8)

log LX (0.2–2.0 keV) 27.6 26.4 28.3 26.5 27.1 27.0

Table 3. Spectral modeling results forGJ 674 derived from EPIC data;
emission measure given in units of 1050 cm−3.

Parameter GJ 674 quiescence GJ 674 flare
T1 (keV) 0.14 0.32
EM1 0.71 3.57
T2 (keV) 0.40 0.81
EM2 2.52 1.61
O 0.41± 0.07 0.38± 0.05
Ne 0.66± 0.13 0.38± 0.18
Mg 0.34± 0.14 0.51± 0.25
Fe 0.29± 0.05 0.37± 0.12

χ2
red (d.o.f.) 1.12 (204) 1.00 (197)

logLX (0.2–2.0 keV) 27.5 27.7

The spectrum ofGJ 674 cannot be fitted satisfactorily when
assuming solar abundances, therefore we fit its EPIC spectra
with two-temperaturevapec models.GJ 674 exhibits a flare dur-
ing our observation, so we conducted the spectral analysis for
the time interval of the flare as well as for quiescent times. The
results are given in Table3. The temperature of both components
rises considerably during the flare, as well as the total emission
measure. Coronal abundances of the given elements are below
solar values, consistent with the low photospherical iron abun-
dance [Fe/H] = −0.28.

The X-ray luminosities derived from spectral modelling fit
the ECF-derived results in Table4 well, justifying our error es-
timate of≈30%, which we assumed in addition to statistical
errors.

6. Discussion

6.1. Interaction or selection?

In our data, we do not see any significant trend of the activity
indicatorLX/Lbol with the planetary semimajor axis, mass or a
combination of both, in contrast to recent studies (Kashyap et al.
2008). The only significant trend, as shown in Sect.4, is seen
in the X-ray luminosity which is higher for stars with heavy
close-in planets. Trying to explain this trend inLX without an
accompanying trend inLX/Lbol by SPI is problematic. The sam-
ple stars have typicalLX/Lbol values of 10−6. If planets induced
higherLX levels, but constantLX/Lbol ratios, the amount of en-
ergy introduced by SPI would have to be 106 times higher in
Lbol than inLX . TheLX excess of stars with close-in heavy plan-
ets compared to stars with far-out light ones is of the order of
5×1027 erg s−1. Thus, the energy excess inLbol would have to be
∼1033 erg s−1. Comparing this to the typical orbital energy of a
Hot Jupiter (∼1044 erg), this would lead to obviously unpyhsical
timescales for the planet’s orbital decay of only several thousand
years.

Fig. 7. Linear regression of logLX over log(a−1
pl ×Mpl) for close-in heavy

planets (solid) and far-out light planets (dotted). Both regressions over-
lap at 1σ level.

However, there is also the possibility that the trend inLX
is caused by selection effects: all but three of the planets in our
sample have been detected with the radial velocity (RV) method.
Stellar activity can mask the RV signal. Since the RV signal is
strongest for close-in, heavy planets, we have a selection effect
which favors detection of such planets around active stars.The
key question is, do the data show anadditional trend ofLX with
a−1

pl and Mpl which is not induced by the selection effect and
could be attributed to SPI?

To investigate this, we conduct two separate regression anal-
yses on logLX over log(a−1

pl × Mpl) for close-in heavy planets
and far-out light planets, respectively. We define close-inheavy
planets by log(a−1

pl × Mpl) > 0.5 (corresponding to a Jupiter-like
planet at a maximum orbital distance of≈0.3 AU, for example)
and far-out light planets by log(a−1

pl ×Mpl) < 0 (corresponding to
a Jupiter-like planet at 1 AU or a Saturn-like planet at 0.3 AU).
As shown in Fig.7, both regressions overlap well at 1σ level,
indicating that there is no additional activity enhancement effect
measurable in this sample for close-in heavy planets other than
the selection trend which also manifests itself in the subsample
with far-out light planets.

6.2. Is there evidence for coronal SPI?

There are two different scenarios for SPI: tidal and magnetic in-
teraction (see for exampleCuntz et al. 2000). Tidal interaction
will affect motions in the stellar convection zone as well as the
flow of plasma in the outer atmospheric layers. If stellar rota-
tion and the planetary orbital motion are not synchronous, tidal
bulges should rise and subside on the star, causing additional
turbulence at the footpoints of magnetic loops, leading to higher
flaring rates, or causing outer layers of the star to corotatewith
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Table 4. Stellar and planetary parameters of planet-bearing stars within 30 pc, as observed by XMM-Newton.

Star Type Dist. mV B − V P∗ [Fe/H] apl Mpl GTI Net countratea FX log LX log LX
Lbol

(pc) (d) (AU) (MJ) (s) (cts/ks) (erg s−1 cm−2) 0.2–2 keV
ǫ Eri K2.0 V 3.2 3.73 0.88 11.2 –0.10 3.39 1.55 10385 5611.5± 23.3b 1.38E-11 28.22± 0.12 –4.88
GJ 674 M2.5 4.5 9.38 1.53 35.0 –0.28 0.04 0.04 15183 1102.6± 8.6 2.16E-12 27.73± 0.12 –3.80
GL 876 M4.0 V 4.7 10.17 1.67 41.0 –0.12 0.02 0.02 23436 48.9± 1.5 1.13E-13 26.48± 0.13 –5.11
VB 10 M8.0 V 5.8 9.91 0.00 – 0.00 0.36 6.40 10810 23.2± 1.5 4.91E-14 26.30± 0.14 –1.79
GJ 317 M3.5 9.2 12.00 1.53 – –0.23 0.95 1.20 11245 14.3± 1.5 3.30E-14 26.52± 0.14 –4.57
HD 62509 G5.0 IV-V 10.3 1.15 1.00 130.0 0.19 1.69 2.90 28759 31.2± 1.1 1.01E-13 27.11± 0.13 –6.63
GL 86 K1.0 V 11.0 7.40 0.77 31.0 –0.24 0.11 4.01 13071 116.8± 3.1 2.94E-13 27.63± 0.12 –5.04
55 Cnc G8.0 V 13.0 5.95 0.87 42.7 0.29 0.04 0.03 8505 18.6± 1.6 5.77E-14 27.07± 0.14 –6.36
47 UMa G0.0 V 14.0 5.10 0.56 74.0 0.00 2.11 2.60 6196 2.6± 0.7 1.07E-14 26.40± 0.21 –7.34
51 Peg G5.0 V 14.7 5.49 0.67 37.0 0.20 0.05 0.47 25299 0.4± 0.2 1.70E-15 26.28± 0.18 –7.37
τ Boo M8.0 V 15.0 4.50 0.48 3.3 0.28 0.05 3.90 38251 1252.1± 5.7 3.21E-12 28.94± 0.12 –6.14
HD 160691 G3.0 IV-V 15.3 5.15 0.70 – 0.28 0.09 0.04 7046 3.6± 1.2 1.06E-14 26.47± 0.16 –7.36
HD 190360 G6.0 IV 15.9 5.71 0.73 – 0.24 0.13 0.06 2888 2.2± 1.4 5.23E-15 26.20± 0.21 –7.45
HD 99492 F7.0 V 18.0 7.57 1.01 45.0 0.36 0.12 0.11 19928 7.1± 0.6 2.44E-14 26.98± 0.15 –5.97
14 Her K0.0 V 18.1 6.67 0.90 – 0.43 2.77 4.64 5532 14.6± 2.9 3.25E-14 27.11± 0.14 –6.33
HD 154345 G8.0 V 18.1 6.74 0.76 – –0.11 4.19 0.95 3845 18.6± 2.4 5.46E-14 27.33± 0.16 –6.03
HD 27442 K2.0 III 18.1 4.44 1.08 – 0.20 1.18 1.28 4636 3.7± 1.3 1.23E-14 26.68± 0.18 –7.72
β Pic A6.0 V 19.3 3.86 0.17 0.7 0.00 8.00 8.00 54896 0.2± 0.1c 6.00E-16 25.40± 0.15 –9.09
HD 189733 K1.5 19.3 7.67 0.93 13.4 –0.03 0.03 1.13 36271 110.3± 1.8 4.11E-13 28.26± 0.12 –4.84
HD 217107 G8.0 IV 19.7 6.18 0.72 37.0 0.37 0.07 1.33 5576 <6.0 <1.55E-14 <26.86 <–6.79
HD 195019 G3.0 IV-V 20.0 6.91 0.64 22.0 0.08 0.14 3.70 8333 2.8± 0.8 6.44E-15 26.49± 0.17 –6.86
16 Cyg B G2.5 V 21.4 6.20 0.66 31.0 0.08 1.68 1.68 10768 <1.6 <5.42E-15 <26.47 <–7.22
HD 164922 K0.0 V 21.9 7.01 0.80 – 0.17 2.11 0.36 6955 <3.5 <1.21E-14 <26.84 <–6.59
HD 4308 G0.0 V 21.9 6.54 0.65 – –0.31 0.11 0.05 7837 2.1± 0.7 7.89E-15 26.66± 0.19 –6.02
HD 114783 K0.0 22.0 7.57 0.93 – 0.33 1.20 0.99 3583 2.1± 1.5 6.72E-15 26.59± 0.19 –6.66
HD 216437 G4.0 IV-V 26.5 6.06 0.63 – 0.00 2.70 2.10 3329 8.2± 1.9 1.89E-14 27.20± 0.18 –6.73
HD 20367 G0.0 27.0 6.41 0.52 – 0.10 1.25 1.07 8861 1404.8 ± 12.6 2.76E-12 29.38± 0.12 –4.40
HD 114386 K3.0 V 28.0 8.80 0.90 – 0.00 1.62 0.99 3601 2.7± 1.2 7.19E-15 26.83± 0.21 –6.13
HD 52265 K0.0 III 28.0 6.30 0.54 – 0.11 0.49 1.13 6954 5.6± 1.0 1.82E-14 27.23± 0.17 –6.92
HD 75289 K3.0 V 28.9 6.35 0.58 16.0 0.29 0.05 0.42 6681 3.0± 0.7 1.21E-14 27.09± 0.20 –6.75
HD 93083 K2.0 V 28.9 8.33 0.94 48.0 0.15 0.48 0.37 7789 7.4± 1.3 1.67E-14 27.22± 0.16 –6.79
HD 102195 K0.0 V 29.0 8.06 0.83 12.0 0.05 0.05 0.45 13043 145.9± 3.4 2.87E-13 28.46± 0.12 –4.81
HD 111232 G8.0 V 29.0 7.61 0.68 30.7 –0.36 1.97 6.80 6996 <3.2 <9.72E-15 <26.99 <–6.41
HD 70642 G0.0 V 29.0 7.18 0.71 – 0.16 3.30 2.00 10935 3.0± 0.7 6.68E-15 26.83± 0.17 –8.08
HD 130322 K0.0 V 30.0 8.05 0.78 8.7 –0.02 0.09 1.08 4194 16.7± 2.2 3.87E-14 27.62± 0.16 –5.66

Notes. Stellar and planetary parameters taken fromwww.exoplanet.eu, bolometric luminosities calculated frommV with bolometric corrections
from Flower(1996).
(a) PN, 0.2–2 keV.(b) MOS1 countrate given, since PN detector suffered from pile-up for this observation.(c) Data taken fromHempel et al.(2005),
combined MOS countrate given, since PN detector was optically contaminated.

the planet, which might enhance the stellar dynamo ifPorb > P∗.
Magnetic interaction is thought to be able to enhance the stellar
activity in several ways: if planets are close enough to their host
stars to be located inside the star’s Alfvén radius, a Jupiter-Io-
like interaction can form where the planet is connected withthe
star via fluxtubes which heat the stellar atmosphere at theirfoot-
points. Alternatively, magnetic reconnection events of the stellar
and planetary magnetic field lines might supply additional en-
ergy to the stellar atmosphere. Also the mere presence of the
planetary magnetic field itself might affect stellar wind forma-
tion and coronal densities, as a recent study (Cohen et al. 2009)
suggests.

Indications for SPI signatures in stellarchromospheres were
found byShkolnik et al.(2005) for two out of 13 stars, namely
HD 179949 andυ And, both stars with Hot Jupiters. The spectra
of those stars showed periodic peaks in the Ca H and K line
emissions, common chromospheric activity indicators. Theam-
plitude of the variation was 2.5% forHD 179949 and 0.7% for
υ And in the K line flux compared to a mean spectrum of the re-
spective star and appeared once per orbital period of the planet in

several years. However, the peaks changed to a once-per-stellar-
rotation cycle in other years, suggesting an “On/Off”-behavior
of chromospheric SPI. The fact that those peaks appeared only
once per orbital period points towards magnetic SPI, since in
a tidal SPI scenario one would expect two peaks in that time,
which is not backed up by the Shkolnik data.

A first statistical study on possible X-ray flux enhancements
due to Hot Jupiters has been conducted byKashyap et al.(2008).
They claim to have found strong evidence that stars with Hot
Jupiters are on average more X-ray active than stars with dis-
tant planets. Their study uses main-sequence planet-bearing stars
which were known at the time of writing, but the X-ray detection
rate among these stars was only approximately one third, so that
the authors had to include a large number of upper limits in their
analysis and used Monte Carlo simulations on the X-ray lumi-
nosities of their sample. Their analysis suggests that stars with
planets closer than 0.15 AU have on average four times higher
X-ray luminosity than stars with planets at distances larger than
1.5 AU. They try to account for selection effects by regarding the
trend ofLX/Lbol with apl as selection-induced and the remaining

www.exoplanet.eu
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Table 5. Stellar and planetary parameters of planet-bearing stars within 30 pc, as observed by ROSAT.

Star Type Dist. mV B − V P∗ [Fe/H] apl Mpl log LX log LX
Lbol

(pc) (d) (AU) (MJ) 0.1–2.4 keV
GJ 832 M1.5 4.9 8.67 1.46 – –0.31 3.40 0.64 26.77± 0.21 –9.09
GL 581 M3.0 6.3 10.55 1.60 84.0 –0.33 0.04 0.05 <26.89 <–4.57
Fomalhaut A3.0 V 7.7 1.16 0.09 – 0.00 115.00 3.00 <25.90 <–8.88
GJ 849 M3.5 8.8 10.42 1.52 – 0.00 2.35 0.82 27.25± 0.26 –6.73
HD 285968 M2.5 V 9.4 9.97 1.51 38.9 –0.10 0.07 0.03 27.48± 0.28 –6.13
GJ 436 M2.5 10.2 10.68 1.52 45.0 –0.32 0.03 0.07 27.16± 0.34 –6.36
HD 3651 K0.0 V 11.0 5.80 0.92 – 0.05 0.28 0.20 27.25± 0.23 –5.66
HD 69830 K0.0 V 12.6 5.95 0.79 – –0.05 0.08 0.03 27.47± 0.30 –4.84
HD 40307 K2.5 V 12.8 7.17 0.93 – –0.31 0.05 0.01 26.99± 0.28 –7.36
HD 147513 G3.0 V 12.9 5.37 0.60 – –0.03 1.26 1.00 29.01± 0.16 –3.80
υ And F8.0 V 13.5 4.09 0.54 12.0 0.09 0.06 0.69 28.11± 0.22 –6.86
γ Cep K2.0 V 13.8 3.22 1.03 – 0.00 2.04 1.60 26.96± 0.20 –7.34
HR 810 G0.0 V 15.5 5.40 0.57 7.0 0.25 0.91 1.94 28.74± 0.21 –7.45
HD 128311 K0.0 16.6 7.51 0.99 11.5 0.08 1.10 2.18 28.52± 0.21 –4.57
HD 7924 K0.0 V 16.8 7.19 0.82 – –0.15 0.06 0.03 27.45± 0.29 –6.75
HD 10647 F8.0 V 17.3 5.52 0.53 – –0.03 2.10 0.91 28.21± 0.17 –4.88
ρ CrB G0.0 V 17.4 5.40 0.61 19.0 –0.24 0.22 1.04 <27.69 <–6.13
GJ 3021 G6.0 V 17.6 6.59 0.75 – 0.20 0.49 3.32 29.02± 0.21 –7.00
HD 87833 K0.0 V 18.1 7.56 0.97 – 0.09 3.60 1.78 27.58± 0.20 –6.79
HD 192263 K2.0 V 19.9 7.79 0.94 27.0 –0.20 0.15 0.72 28.03± 0.35 –4.81
HD 39091 G1.0 IV 20.5 5.67 0.58 – 0.09 3.29 10.35 27.33± 0.20 –6.03
HD 142 G1.0 IV 20.6 5.70 0.52 – 0.04 0.98 1.00 <28.20 <–5.63
HD 33564 F6.0 V 21.0 5.08 0.45 – –0.12 1.10 9.10 27.84± 0.30 –6.66
HD 210277 G0.0 V 21.3 6.63 0.71 – 0.19 1.10 1.23 <27.85 <–5.68
70 Vir G4.0 V 22.0 5.00 0.69 31.0 –0.03 0.48 7.44 27.42± 0.28 –6.33
HD 19994 F8.0 V 22.4 5.07 0.57 – 0.23 1.30 2.00 28.16± 0.28 –6.41
HD 134987 G5.0 V 25.0 6.45 0.70 – 0.23 0.78 1.58 <27.99 <–5.75
HD 16417 G1.0 V 25.5 5.78 0.67 – 0.19 0.14 0.07 <28.28 <–5.73
HD 60532 F6.0 IV-V 25.7 4.45 0.48 – –0.42 0.76 3.15 <26.98 <–7.53
HD 181433 K3.0 IV 26.1 8.38 1.04 – 0.33 0.08 0.02 <27.08 <–6.05
HD 30562 F8.0 V 26.5 5.77 0.63 – 0.24 2.30 1.29 <26.97 <–7.07
HD 179949 F8.0 V 27.0 6.25 0.50 9.0 0.22 0.05 0.95 28.61± 0.25 –4.40
HD 150706 G0.0 27.2 7.03 0.57 – –0.13 0.82 1.00 28.88± 0.19 –5.04
HD 82943 G0.0 V 27.5 6.54 0.62 – 0.27 0.75 2.01 <28.01 <–5.75

Notes. Stellar and planetary parameters taken fromwww.exoplanet.eu, bolometric luminosities calculated frommV with bolometric corrections
from Flower (1996). X-ray luminosities taken fromKashyap et al.(2008), except for upper limits forHD 16417, HD 30562, HD 181433 and
HD 60532, which were calculated from original data.

trend inLX with apl as planet-induced, which leads to remaining
LX-ratio of stars with close-in and far-out planets of≈2, with an
overlap of the (simulated)LX-distributions at 1σ level.

We do not see a significant difference ofLX-distributions in
dependence onapl in our sample as shown in Fig.4. There is also
no significant trend ofLX/Lbol with apl evident in our data. We
do not try to correct artificially for selection effects, since these
are various and interdependent: since stellar activity masks the
planet-induced radial-velocity signal, small far-out planets are
more easily detected around very inactive stars. Similarly, those
planets are also easier to detect around low-mass and therefore
late-type stars, but very late-type stars have again higherLX/Lbol
values than earlier-type and therefore heavier stars. A quantita-
tive estimate of activity-related selection effects is therefore ex-
tremely difficult. But as shown in Sect.6.1, there is no significant
additional effect on activity visible in our data which can be at-
tributed to the influence of massive close-in planets.

There has also been an effort to measure coronal SPI for
an individual target: the starHD 179949 by Saar et al.(2008),
which showed the largest SPI signatures in chromospheric data
so far. The star’s X-ray flux was measured several times during
May 2005; in September 2005, the star was in an “On”-state of
SPI as seen in the chromosphere. The measured X-ray fluxes

above 0.3 keV vary by±15%, a typical level also for intrinsic
stellar X-ray variability. When folded with the orbital period,
the profile of X-ray variability does not match the one seen in
chromospheric data very well; interpretations of variability with
the stellar rotation period are also possible. To see how chro-
mospheric and coronal variability compare with each other for
this star, we can do a rough estimate: a variation of 2.5% in the
Ca K line compared to the mean stellar spectrum should trans-
late into something of the same relative order of magnitude for
the Mount Wilson S index. The S index variation should even be
a bit smaller than 2.5%, since the S index averages over the H
and K line, and the H line is less sensitive to activity effects. If we
compare this to stars with known activity cycles such as61 Cyg,
one finds there (Hempelmann et al. 2006) that the S index dur-
ing one stellar activity cycle varies by±15%, while the X-ray
flux in the 0.2–2.0 keV band varies by±40%. A similar ratio of
X-ray to Ca fluxes yields forHD 179949 an expected X-ray
variation of≈7%, less than a typical intrinsic variability level
for late-type main-sequence stars. However, this ratio between
X-ray and Ca fluxes should only apply if activity enhancement
via SPI works via similar mechanisms as normal stellar activity
does, which is not necessarily the case given the possibility of
Jupiter-Io-like interaction scenarios.

www.exoplanet.eu
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A basic quantitative scenario for coronal magnetic SPI has
been proposed byCohen et al.(2009), suggesting that the pres-
ence of a close-in planetary magnetosphere hinders the expan-
sion of the stellar magnetic field and the acceleration of thestel-
lar wind, causing a higher plasma density in a coronal “hot spot”.
In their model, the hot spot leads to variations of the X-ray flux
of ≈30% when rotating in and out of view, and compared to a
setting without a planet, the overall X-ray flux is enhanced by a
factor of≈1.5 for a stellar dipole field and a factor of≈15 for a
stellar magnetic field like the Sun’s in an activity maximum.If
we compare this to our sample, we can conclude that an activ-
ity enhancement of more than one order of magnitude is not a
common effect in stars with Hot Jupiters, since such an activity
overshoot for stars with Hot Jupiters would yield significantly
different results in our sample’s trend ofLX with log(a−1

pl ×Mpl).
In summary, we can conclude from our analysis that there

is no major average activity enhancement in the corona of stars
which is induced by their planets. Any trends seen in our sample
seem to be dominated by selection effects.

6.3. Promising individual targets

SPI has been claimed for a handful of targets in chromospheric
emissions at selected times. Even if there has been no stringent
detection of corresponding coronal SPI yet for these stars,si-
multaneous observations in the optical and X-ray regime yield
precious insight into the interplay of stellar and planetary mag-
netic fields. The most promising candidates for such coordi-
nated searches are stars with close-in and massive planets which
are rather X-ray bright to allow feasible observation plans. This
identifies the starsHD 102195, HD 130322, HD 189733, τ Boo,
υ And, HD 179949 as promising targets. Four of these, namely
HD 189733, τ Boo, υ And andHD 179949, have been investi-
gated for chromospheric SPI before (Shkolnik et al. 2005). Out
of these,υ And and HD 179949 did show chromospheric ac-
tivity enhancement in phase with the planetary orbit; the other
two stars showed indications for increasedvariability of chro-
mospheric activity withPorb (Walker et al. 2008; Shkolnik et al.
2005). The remaining two stars,HD 102195 andHD 130322,
have not been analyzed in detail for chromospheric SPI yet, but
might as well be interesting targets for combined chromospheric
and coronal SPI searches.

7. Conclusions

We analyzed a sample of all known planet-bearing stars in the
solar neighborhood for X-ray activity and possible manifesta-
tions of coronal Star-Planet-Interactions (SPI) in dependence of

the planetary parameters mass and semimajor axis. Our main
results are summarized as follows:

1. In our sample of 72 stars, there are no significant correla-
tions of the activity indicatorLX/Lbol with planetary mass or
semimajor axis.

2. However, we do find a correlation of the X-ray luminosity
with the product of planetary mass and reciprocal semimajor
axis. Massive close-in planets are often found around X-ray
brighter stars.

3. This dependence can be ascribed to selection effects: the ra-
dial velocity method for planet detections favors small and
far-out planets to be detected around low-activity, X-ray dim
stars. Additionally, if SPI induced an excess inLX without
changing theLX/Lbol ratio, SPI would need to cause ex-
tremely high energy input inLbol, leading to unrealistically
short decay times for the planetary orbit.

4. There is noadditional effect detectable inLX which could be
attributed to coronal manifestations of SPI.

5. Coronal SPI might still be observable for some individual
promising targets, preferably in coordinated observations of
the targets’ coronae and chromospheres.

Acknowledgements. K.P. and J.R. acknowledge financial support from DLR
grants 50OR0703 and 50QR0803. This work is based on observations obtained
with XMM-Newton and makes use of theROSAT Data Archive.
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ABSTRACT

A correction for some wrongly sorted data entries in two tables is given.

Key words. Planet-star interactions – Stars: activity – Stars: coronae – Stars: statistics – X-rays: stars – errata, addenda

In Table 4 and 5 of our previous publication (Poppenhaeger
et al. 2010), the columns containing the logLX/Lbol values for
our sample stars and the spectral types in Table 4 were sorted
incorrectly.

For all figures and other analyses in the paper, the correct
data was used. The corrected tables are given below.
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Star Type Dist. mV B − V P∗ [Fe/H] apl Mpl GTI net countratea FX log LX log LX

Lbol

(pc) (d) (AU) (Mjup) (s) (cts/ks) (erg s−1 cm−2) 0.2-2 keV

ǫ Eri K2.0 V 3.2 3.73 0.88 11.2 -0.10 3.39 1.55 10385 5611.5± 23.3b 1.38E-11 28.22± 0.12 -4.88
GJ 674 M2.5 4.5 9.38 1.53 35.0 -0.28 0.04 0.04 15183 1102.6± 8.6 2.16E-12 27.73± 0.12 -3.80
GL 876 M4.0 V 4.7 10.17 1.67 41.0 -0.12 0.02 0.02 23436 48.9± 1.5 1.13E-13 26.48± 0.13 -5.11
VB 10 M8.0 V 5.8 9.91 0.00 - 0.00 0.36 6.40 10810 23.2± 1.5 4.91E-14 26.30± 0.14 -3.94
GJ 317 M3.5 9.2 12.00 1.53 - -0.23 0.95 1.20 11245 14.3± 1.5 3.30E-14 26.52± 0.14 -4.57
HD 62509 K0.0 III 10.3 1.15 1.00 130.0 0.19 1.69 2.90 28759 31.2± 1.1 1.01E-13 27.11± 0.13 -8.08
GL 86 K1.0 V 11.0 7.40 0.77 31.0 -0.24 0.11 4.01 13071 116.8± 3.1 2.94E-13 27.63± 0.12 -5.04
55 Cnc G8.0 V 13.0 5.95 0.87 42.7 0.29 0.04 0.03 8505 18.6± 1.6 5.77E-14 27.07± 0.14 -6.36
47 UMa G0.0 V 14.0 5.10 0.56 74.0 0.00 2.11 2.60 6196 2.6± 0.7 1.07E-14 26.40± 0.21 -7.34
51 Peg G5.0 V 14.7 5.49 0.67 37.0 0.20 0.05 0.47 25299 0.4± 0.2 1.70E-15 26.28± 0.18 -7.37
τ Boo F7.0 V 15.0 4.50 0.48 3.3 0.28 0.05 3.90 38251 1252.1± 5.7 3.21E-12 28.94± 0.12 -5.09
HD 160691 G3.0 IV-V 15.3 5.15 0.70 - 0.28 0.09 0.04 7046 3.6± 1.2 1.06E-14 26.47± 0.16 -7.36
HD 190360 G6.0 IV 15.9 5.71 0.73 - 0.24 0.13 0.06 2888 2.2± 1.4 5.23E-15 26.20± 0.21 -7.45
HD 99492 K2.0 V 18.0 7.57 1.01 45.0 0.36 0.12 0.11 19928 7.1± 0.6 2.44E-14 26.98± 0.15 -6.14
14 Her K0.0 V 18.1 6.67 0.90 - 0.43 2.77 4.64 5532 14.6± 2.9 3.25E-14 27.11± 0.14 -6.33
HD 154345 G8.0 V 18.1 6.74 0.76 - -0.11 4.19 0.95 3845 18.6± 2.4 5.46E-14 27.33± 0.16 -6.03
HD 27442 K2.0 III 18.1 4.44 1.08 - 0.20 1.18 1.28 4636 3.7± 1.3 1.23E-14 26.68± 0.18 -7.72
β Pic A6.0 V 19.3 3.86 0.17 0.7 0.00 8.00 8.00 54896 0.2± 0.1c 6.00E-16 25.40± 0.15 -9.09
HD 189733 K1.5 19.3 7.67 0.93 13.4 -0.03 0.03 1.13 36271 110.3± 1.8 4.11E-13 28.26± 0.12 -4.84
HD 217107 G8.0 IV 19.7 6.18 0.72 37.0 0.37 0.07 1.33 5576 < 6.0 < 1.55E-14 < 26.86 < -6.79
HD 195019 G3.0 IV-V 20.0 6.91 0.64 22.0 0.08 0.14 3.70 8333 2.8± 0.8 6.44E-15 26.49± 0.17 -6.86
16 Cyg B G2.5 V 21.4 6.20 0.66 31.0 0.08 1.68 1.68 10768 < 1.6 < 5.42E-15 < 26.47 < -7.22
HD 164922 K0.0 V 21.9 7.01 0.80 - 0.17 2.11 0.36 6955 < 3.5 < 1.21E-14 < 26.84 < -6.59
HD 4308 G5.0 V 21.9 6.54 0.65 - -0.31 0.11 0.05 7837 2.1± 0.7 7.89E-15 26.66± 0.19 -6.92
HD 114783 K0.0 22.0 7.57 0.93 - 0.33 1.20 0.99 3583 2.1± 1.5 6.72E-15 26.59± 0.19 -6.66
HD 216437 G4.0 IV-V 26.5 6.06 0.63 - 0.00 2.70 2.10 3329 8.2± 1.9 1.89E-14 27.20± 0.18 -6.73
HD 20367 G0.0 27.0 6.41 0.52 - 0.10 1.25 1.07 8861 1404.8± 12.6 2.76E-12 29.38± 0.12 -4.40
HD 114386 K3.0 V 28.0 8.80 0.90 - 0.00 1.62 0.99 3601 2.7± 1.2 7.19E-15 26.83± 0.21 -6.13
HD 52265 G0.0 V 28.0 6.30 0.54 - 0.11 0.49 1.13 6954 5.6± 1.0 1.82E-14 27.23± 0.17 -6.63
HD 75289 G0.0 V 28.9 6.35 0.58 16.0 0.29 0.05 0.42 6681 3.0± 0.7 1.21E-14 27.09± 0.20 -6.79
HD 93083 K3.0 V 28.9 8.33 0.94 48.0 0.15 0.48 0.37 7789 7.4± 1.3 1.67E-14 27.22± 0.16 -5.97
HD 102195 K0.0 V 29.0 8.06 0.83 12.0 0.05 0.05 0.45 13043 145.9± 3.4 2.87E-13 28.46± 0.12 -4.81
HD 111232 G8.0 V 29.0 7.61 0.68 30.7 -0.36 1.97 6.80 6996 < 3.2 < 9.72E-15 < 26.99 < -6.41
HD 70642 G5.0 IV-V 29.0 7.18 0.71 - 0.16 3.30 2.00 10935 3.0± 0.7 6.68E-15 26.83± 0.17 -6.75
HD 130322 K0.0 V 30.0 8.05 0.78 8.7 -0.02 0.09 1.08 4194 16.7± 2.2 3.87E-14 27.62± 0.16 -5.66

Table 1. Stellar and planetary parameters of planet-bearing stars within 30 pc, as observed by XMM-Newton.
a PN, 0.2-2 keV
b MOS1 countrate given, since PN detector suffered from pile-up for this observation
c combined MOS countrate given, since PN detector was optically contaminated
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Star Type Dist. mV B − V P∗ [Fe/H] apl Mpl log LX log LX

Lbol
(pc) (d) (AU) (Mjup) 0.1-2.4 keV

GJ 832 M1.5 4.9 8.67 1.46 - -0.31 3.40 0.64 26.77± 0.21 -5.04
GL 581 M3.0 6.3 10.55 1.60 84.0 -0.33 0.04 0.05 < 26.89 < -4.57
Fomalhaut A3.0 V 7.7 1.16 0.09 - 0.00 115.00 3.00 < 25.90 < -8.88
GJ 849 M3.5 8.8 10.42 1.52 - 0.00 2.35 0.82 27.25± 0.26 -4.43
HD 285968 M2.5 V 9.4 9.97 1.51 38.9 -0.10 0.07 0.03 27.48± 0.28 -4.42
GJ 436 M2.5 10.2 10.68 1.52 45.0 -0.32 0.03 0.07 27.16± 0.34 -4.54
HD 3651 K0.0 V 11.0 5.80 0.92 - 0.05 0.28 0.20 27.25± 0.23 -6.11
HD 69830 K0.0 V 12.6 5.95 0.79 - -0.05 0.08 0.03 27.47± 0.30 -5.90
HD 40307 K2.5 V 12.8 7.17 0.93 - -0.31 0.05 0.01 26.99± 0.28 -5.95
HD 147513 G3.0 V 12.9 5.37 0.60 - -0.03 1.26 1.00 29.01± 0.16 -4.56
υ And F8.0 V 13.5 4.09 0.54 12.0 0.09 0.06 0.69 28.11± 0.22 -6.00
γ Cep K2.0 V 13.8 3.22 1.03 - 0.00 2.04 1.60 26.96± 0.20 -7.67
HR 810 G0.0 V 15.5 5.40 0.57 7.0 0.25 0.91 1.94 28.74± 0.21 -4.97
HD 128311 K0.0 16.6 7.51 0.99 11.5 0.08 1.10 2.18 28.52± 0.21 -4.54
HD 7924 K0.0 V 16.8 7.19 0.82 - -0.15 0.06 0.03 27.45± 0.29 -5.69
HD 10647 F8.0 V 17.3 5.52 0.53 - -0.03 2.10 0.91 28.21± 0.17 -5.54
ρ CrB G0.0 V 17.4 5.40 0.61 19.0 -0.24 0.22 1.04 < 27.69 < -6.13
GJ 3021 G6.0 V 17.6 6.59 0.75 - 0.20 0.49 3.32 29.02± 0.21 -4.37
HD 87833 K0.0 V 18.1 7.56 0.97 - 0.09 3.60 1.78 27.58± 0.20 -5.52
HD 192263 K2.0 V 19.9 7.79 0.94 27.0 -0.20 0.15 0.72 28.03± 0.35 -5.05
HD 39091 G1.0 IV 20.5 5.67 0.58 - 0.09 3.29 10.35 27.33± 0.20 -6.52
HD 142 G1.0 IV 20.6 5.70 0.52 - 0.04 0.98 1.00 < 28.20 < -5.63
HD 33564 F6.0 V 21.0 5.08 0.45 - -0.12 1.10 9.10 27.84± 0.30 -6.24
HD 210277 G0.0 V 21.3 6.63 0.71 - 0.19 1.10 1.23 < 27.85 < -5.68
70 Vir G4.0 V 22.0 5.00 0.69 31.0 -0.03 0.48 7.44 27.42± 0.28 -6.79
HD 19994 F8.0 V 22.4 5.07 0.57 - 0.23 1.30 2.00 28.16± 0.28 -6.00
HD 134987 G5.0 V 25.0 6.45 0.70 - 0.23 0.78 1.58 < 27.99 < -5.75
HD 16417 G1.0 V 25.5 5.78 0.67 - 0.19 0.14 0.07 < 28.28 < -5.73
HD 60532 F6.0 IV-V 25.7 4.45 0.48 - -0.42 0.76 3.15 < 26.98 < -7.53
HD 181433 K3.0 IV 26.1 8.38 1.04 - 0.33 0.08 0.02 < 27.08 < -6.05
HD 30562 F8.0 V 26.5 5.77 0.63 - 0.24 2.30 1.29 < 26.97 < -7.07
HD 179949 F8.0 V 27.0 6.25 0.50 9.0 0.22 0.05 0.95 28.61± 0.25 -5.23
HD 150706 G0.0 27.2 7.03 0.57 - -0.13 0.82 1.00 28.88± 0.19 -4.67
HD 82943 G0.0 V 27.5 6.54 0.62 - 0.27 0.75 2.01 < 28.01 < -5.75

Table 2. Stellar and planetary parameters of planet-bearing stars within 30 pc, as observed by ROSAT.
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ABSTRACT

Context. Close-in, giant planets are expected to influence their hoststars via tidal or magnetic interaction. But are these effects in
X-rays strong enough in suitable targets known so far to be observed with today’s instrumentation?
Aims. Theυ And system, an F8V star with a Hot Jupiter, was observed to undergo cyclic changes in chromospheric activity indicators
with its innermost planet’s period. We aim to investigate the stellar chromospheric and coronal activity over several months.
Methods. We therefore monitored the star in X-rays as well as at optical wavelengths to test coronal and chromospheric activity
indicators for planet-induced variability, making use of theChandra X-ray Observatory as well as the echelle spectrographsFOCES
andHRS at Calar Alto (Spain) and the Hobby-Eberly Telescope (Texas, US).
Results. The stellar activity level is low, as seen both in X-rays as inCaii line fluxes; the chromospheric data show variability with
the stellar rotation period. We do not find activity variations in X-rays or in the optical that can be traced back to the planet.
Conclusions. Gaining observational evidence of star-planet interactions in X-rays remains challenging.

Key words. Planet-star interactions – Stars: activity – Stars: coronae – Stars: chromospheres – X-rays: stars – Stars: individual:
upsilon Andromedae – X-rays: individuals: upsilon Andromedae

1. Introduction

Interactions between stars and their giant planets have received
considerable attention during the last years. Since the discovery
of 51 Peg b, a Jupiter-like planet in a four-day orbit around a
solar-like star, the influence of stellar irradiation on planetary at-
mospheres has been investigated by various authors (cf. Lammer
et al. 2003; Lecavelier Des Etangs 2007; Erkaev et al. 2007),as
have possible effects that giant planets may have on their host
star’s activity. These star-planet interactions (SPI) arethought to
happen via one of two major scenarios (Cuntz et al. 2000), either
tidal or magnetic interaction. In the tidal interaction process, the
planet induces tidal bulges on the surface of the star, whichcan
cause enhanced stellar activity through increased turbulence in
the photosphere. Magnetic interactions can increase stellar ac-
tivity via magnetic reconnection of planetary and stellar mag-
netic field lines (Lanza 2008), or via Jupiter-Io-like interaction,
i.e. flux tubes that connect star and planet and heat the stellar
atmosphere at their footpoints (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1969;
Schmitt 2009).

There have been dedicated searches for observational signa-
tures of SPI in stellar chromospheres. Shkolnik et al. (2005) in-
vestigated 13 stars and found for two stars variations in theCaii
K line core fluxes, a common chromospheric activity indicator,
which were in phase with the planetary orbit. That flux excesses
appeared once per orbit and not twice suggests that magnetic
and not tidal interaction might have been at work. A follow-up
study (Shkolnik et al. 2008) found variability with the planetary
orbit only for one of the targets during 2005; for other obser-
vation times and other targets, only a variability with the stellar
rotation period was found. This was interpreted as on/off behav-

ior of SPI; theoretical considerations also show that possible SPI
signatures can be variable in time given the changing magnetic
configurations in stellar atmospheres (Cranmer & Saar 2007).

Other studies extended the search for SPI signatures into
the X-ray regime to test for coronal activity changes in addition
to the chromospheric hints found before. A statistical study by
Kashyap et al. (2008) claimed that stars with close-in planets are
over-active by a factor of four in X-rays, but these authors had to
use a large number of upper limits. Poppenhaeger et al. (2010)
investigated a complete sample of all planet-bearing starswithin
30 pc distance and found no correlation between stellar activity
and planetary distance or mass that could not be traced back to
selection effects. Scharf (2010) investigated a smaller sample of
planet-hosting stars at distances of up to 60 pc and found a cor-
relation of stellar X-ray luminosity and planetary mass forvery
close planets; however, selection effects could not be ruled out
for the low-mass planets (Mp < 0.1MJ) in the sample.

We here investigate theυ And (HD 9826) system for SPI
signatures in chromospheric as well as coronal data. The sys-
tem is one of the star-planet systems with available observations
of time-variable (in terms of on/off behavior) SPI signatures as
published in Shkolnik et al. (2005, 2008).υ And is an F8V star,
orbited by a massive planet (0.69MJ) in a 4.6 d (a = 0.059 AU)
orbit, as well as by two other planets at much larger distances.
This makesυ And a very suitable candidate to search for SPI
signatures.

To look for signatures of SPI, we observed theυ And sys-
tem for the first time nearly simultaneously at optical and X-ray
wavelengths, thus testing for chromospheric as well as coronal
variability. Because stellar activity in general and expected SPI
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Table 1. Optical and X-ray observations ofυAnd, sorted by observation
date. Integrated Caii K line residuals are given for optical data, but the
absolute scales of FOCES and HRS data are not comparable (seetext);
extrapolated SPI state according to Shkolnik et al. (2005) given for X-
ray data (see text).

Instrument MJD Caii K residual exp. SPI state
FOCES (15µ) 55014.12 −0.05± 0.14 -
FOCES (15µ) 55015.12 −0.03± 0.19 -
FOCES (15µ) 55016.12 −0.05± 0.11 -
FOCES (15µ) 55017.12 −0.01± 0.11 -
FOCES (15µ) 55018.12 0.10± 0.14 -
FOCES (15µ) 55020.13 0.36± 0.14 -
FOCES (15µ) 55021.13 0.07± 0.11 -
FOCES (15µ) 55022.13 −0.03± 0.13 -
FOCES (15µ) 55023.13 −0.39± 0.20 -
FOCES (15µ) 55024.14 −0.24± 0.14 -
FOCES (15µ) 55025.13 −0.13± 0.14 -
FOCES (15µ) 55027.13 0.36± 0.09 -
FOCES (15µ) 55028.13 0.37± 0.09 -
FOCES (15µ) 55029.12 0.27± 0.14 -
HET / HRS 55049.37 0.50± 0.54 -
HET / HRS 55083.27 −0.05± 0.49 -
HET / HRS 55090.25 −0.76± 0.53 -
FOCES (24µ) 55096.19 0.03± 0.17 -
FOCES (24µ) 55099.20 −0.08± 0.13 -
FOCES (24µ) 55100.20 −0.05± 0.17 -
FOCES (24µ) 55105.21 −0.02± 0.14 -
FOCES (24µ) 55107.20 −0.01± 0.18 -
FOCES (24µ) 55108.17 −0.01± 0.16 -
FOCES (24µ) 55109.17 −0.08± 0.16 -
FOCES (24µ) 55110.19 −0.17± 0.16 -
HET / HRS 55110.44 −1.10± 0.53 -
Chandra ACIS-S 55124.72 - maximum
Chandra ACIS-S 55126.56 - minimum
Chandra ACIS-S 55131.29 - minimum
Chandra ACIS-S 55133.50 - maximum
HET / HRS 55135.12 −0.22± 0.47 -
HET / HRS 55139.34 −0.43± 0.49 -
HET / HRS 55141.33 0.72± 0.47 -
HET / HRS 55142.35 1.00± 0.49 -
HET / HRS 55146.33 0.35± 0.48 -
FOCES (24µ) 55169.00 0.13± 0.20 -

signatures in particular do not have to be constant in time, it
is important to observe the stellar chromosphere and coronaat
close time epochs.

2. Observations and data analysis

Our optical data were obtained with the FOCES echelle spec-
trograph (Pfeiffer et al. 1998) at Calar Alto, Spain, and with
HRS (Tull 1998), the echelle spectrograph mounted at HET in
Texas, US. The X-ray data were collected with the Chandra X-
ray Observatory. A complete list of our observations is given in
Table 1.

2.1. Optical data from FOCES

We obtained 23 spectra ofυ And with the FOCES echelle spec-
trograph installed at the 2.2m telescope at Calar Alto from July
to December 2009, when one spectrum per night was taken. The
14 spectra obtained during July were recorded with the LOR#11i
detector with 15µm pixel size, the other 9 spectra were recorded
with the Site#1d detector with 24µm pixel size, all with an ex-

Fig. 1. Typical spectrum ofυ And recorded with FOCES. The reversals
in the Caii H and K line cores (dashed boxes) are weak.

posure time of 900s. The covered wavelength range was 3900–
9500 Å.

The data were reduced with Calar Alto’s standard echelle ex-
traction routine d2.pro written in IDL (available from the Calar
Alto data server ftp.caha.es). Mean dark frames were subtracted
from the nightly spectra, which were then normalized using
mean flat fields taken prior to the observations. Wavelength cal-
ibration was done with Thorium-Argon frames taken during the
same night. The spectral resolution as inferred from the FWHM
of ThAr lines isR ∼ 30000. Since not all of our spectra have
ThAr frames taken directly before or after the observation,we
cross-correlated the spectra around the Caii H and K lines and
shifted the wavelength axis correspondingly. This deprives us of
the possibility to study RV shifts, but does not interfere with our
analysis of flux excesses in the Caii H and K line cores.

A typical spectrum of the Caii H and K lines ofυ And is
shown in Fig. 1. The reversals in the two line cores are weak, but
clearly visible. Because of the very small emission peaks and
since activity affects the K line profile more strongly than the H
line profile (see for example Hall et al. (2007)), we concentrate
on the K line here. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the final
spectra is at≈ 150 pixel−1 (≈ 860 Å−1) in the quasi-continuum
between the H and K line and at≈ 40 pixel−1 (≈ 230 Å−1) in the
line cores, summing up toS/N ≈ 150 in the complete line cores,
which stretch over ca. 33 pixels each.

The spectra were normalized by setting the flux of one tem-
plate spectrum at 3929.5 Å to unity, giving a comparable nor-
malization to the one used by Shkolnik et al. (2005). The re-
maining spectra were normalized by minimizing the scatter of
the flux in two areas to the left and right of the Caii K line re-
versal, specifically in the 3930-3932Å and 3934-3936Å range.
Later on, a mean spectrum was subtracted from the individual
spectra to determine the flux variations in the line cores (see sec-
tion 3.1). We tested that shifting the normalization areas by 1-2Å
outward from the line cores does not significantly change our
results. To further test if our normalization method might intro-
duce false variability signals, we also applied our procedure to
the Al i line near 3944Å, a photospheric line that should show no
activity-related variations. In that part of the spectra, the multi-
tude of lines present makes the normalization less exact, causing
a higher overall scatter between the normalized spectra, specif-
ically a noise level of 1σ ≈ 0.03 in the chosen normalization.
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However, the magnitude of the residuals of the individual spec-
tra compared with the mean spectrum does not change near the
Al I line, although it has a comparable depth to the Caii lines, in-
dicating that the method itself does not produce false variability
signals between the two normalization areas.

For the subsequent analysis, the residuals at the Caii K line
core were integrated over a central range of 1Å. The correspond-
ing error bars were calculated by estimating the statistical error
in each bin to be the standard deviation of the residuals in the
normalization ranges, and then calculating the 2σ error in the
integrated area under the Caii K line center by Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations.

2.2. Optical data from HRS

Nine spectra were taken with the HRS instrument at the HET
with a resolution ofR ∼ 60000. The data reduction was similar
to the FOCES data reduction except for the use of flatfields. The
HRS flatfields are taken with a separate, wider calibration fiber
to allow 2D-flatfielding. However, the orders of the calibration
fiber overlap in the Caii K region of the flatfields and thus could
not be used. We tried to use standard star data as a surrogate
for a flatfield, but this added a lot of noise because of their rel-
atively low data quality. To preserve the signal-to-noise ratio of
the spectra (S/N ≈ 90 pixel−1 ≈ 520 Å−1 in the Caii K core) we
reduced the data without flatfielding.

A consequence of the lacking flatfields is that a direct com-
parison between the data from FOCES and HRS is not possible.
We experimented with artificial, polynomial fits to the continua
to obtain comparable line shapes in the Caii K line, but did not
achieve an acceptable solution. As a result the two data setshad
to be analyzed individually.

The HRS spectra were normalized by first setting their flux
at 3929.5 Å to unity. Then a reference spectrum was chosen
and a polynomial was fitted to the quotient of each spectrum and
the reference spectrum that represents the missing flatfield. The
Caii K line was omitted from the fitting to avoid removing any
variability in the line core. Each spectrum was divided by its fit
to receive the normalized spectra.

2.3. X-ray data

We observed theυ And system with theChandra X-ray tele-
scope in four pointings of 15 ks (≈ 4 h) each. These observa-
tions were scheduled in a way that two of them cover the pro-
jected maximum and two the projected minimum SPI-activity
times, as inferred from optical observations done by Shkolnik
et al. (2005) (see Table 1). Because SPI can depend on numerous
factors such as the stellar magnetic field configuration, SPIsig-
natures are expected to be time-variable (Cranmer & Saar 2007;
Shkolnik et al. 2008). It is unlikely, consequently, that wewill
find SPI in exactly the same configuration as the system exhib-
ited in the chromospheric data from 2005; however, our obser-
vational schedule of two observations each that are spaced apart
one half of an orbital period is suited to uncover signaturesof
planet-induced coronal hot spots.

The data were reduced using standard procedures of the
CIAO v.4.2 software package.υ And emits soft X-ray radia-
tion with practically all photons having energies below 2 keV,
its mean X-ray count rate is≈ 0.025 cts/s in the 0.4-2 keV en-
ergy band. We produced light curves with 1 ks binning to obtain
acceptable error bars as well as sufficient time resolution to iden-
tify possible flares. For the spectra we used energy bins withat

Fig. 2. Variability in Caii K line cores of the FOCES 15µ data.upper
panel: normalized mean spectrum;middle panel: residual flux with the
same normalization;lower panel: flux variation in standard deviations.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for HRS data.

least 15 counts per bin for decent statistics. The spectral fitting
was performed with Xspec v12.5.

Becauseυ And is an optically rather bright star (mV = 4.09),
the data were collected with a reduced frame time of 0.74s.
Additionally, we only use data at energies above 400 eV to ex-
clude possible optical contaminations at the low-energy sensitiv-
ity end of the detector.

3. Results

3.1. Chromospheric activity

Following Shkolnik et al. (2005), we computed separate me-
dian spectra for the FOCES and the HRS data and computed
the residual fluxes of each spectrum compared with the respec-
tive median spectrum by subtracting the median spectra bin-
wise from the individual spectra. We also computed the varia-
tion measured in standard deviations by dividing the residuals
by the poissonian flux error of each bin of the individual spec-
tra, neglecting the error in the median spectra. The resultsfor the
15µ data, smoothed by 15 bins (≈ 0.45Å), are shown in Fig. 2.
For the 15µ data, which were recorded in July 2009 under very
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48 CHAPTER 6. A SEARCH FOR SPI IN THE UPSILON ANDROMEDAE SYSTEM
favorable weather conditions, we find variations in the Caii K
line core at≈ 2σ levels; the HRS data show similar variation
(Fig. 3), while for the 24µ data, the overall noise level is so high
that no additional variability in the line core can be identified by
naked-eye inspection.

The HRS residuals show variations over a region broader
than the Caii K line core. To the sides of the cores, the resid-
uals also exhibit some broad, wave-like structure. This pattern is
probably caused by our normalization; we had to use a polyno-
mial fit to substitute the missing flatfields that apparently does
not entirely capture the region around the K line. Nevertheless,
the residuals at the K line core exceed the variations outside the
core, and therefore we believe that at least some of the core vari-
ation is real. Varying the footpoints chosen for the polynomial
fit does not significantly change the residuals. Thus, the signal
of the K residuals is stable against normalization, but the total
uncertainty in the Caii K line core residuals may contain quite
large errors. To estimate the magnitude of these errors, we note
that the variation outside the K line core is at a flux level of
±0.01; integrated over the 33 pixels line core, this yields an ad-
ditional uncertainty of 0.33, which we add to our nominal errors
of the integrated residuals.

The magnitude of the K line fluctuations, measured in rela-
tive flux deviations, is at a±0.02 level in our chosen normaliza-
tion, with an overall noise level of±0.01. Shkolnik et al. (2005)
found forυ And a variation at a±0.01 level and an overall noise
level of±0.002. Our noise level is much higher with±0.01, and
so we interpret our±0.02 variation in the core to be consistent
with the previously found level of±0.01; however, given the
time-dependence of activity features in stellar chromospheres,
one could also expect a differing level of variability.

The Caii K line core fits into an interval of≈ 1Å width,
see for example Hall et al. (2007) and our data in Fig. 2. We
therefore integrate the K line residuals from 3932.5-3933.5Å to
obtain a measure for the total variation per spectrum. The crucial
question now is whether there is a periodicity in this signal, and
if there is, which period can be associated with it.

The timeseries of our integrated residuals is shown in Fig. 4.
The FOCES 15µ data show already by naked-eye inspection a
variability that tracks slightly more than one cycle of a presum-
ably sinusoidal variation with a periodicity of about eightto nine
days. As discussed in section 2.2, the spectra from FOCES and
HET cannot be absolutely calibrated with respect to each other,
and therefore the calculated residuals are not comparable on an
absolute scale either. Thus we proceeded as follows: First,we
calculated a Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Lomb 1976; Scargle
1982) of the collected optical data from FOCES, weighting the
data points with their respective errors (see Gilliland & Baliunas
1987). This yields three significant peaks with false-alarmprob-
abilities (FAP) below 5%, corresponding to periods ofP = 9.3 d,
8.7 d, and 8.2 d, sorted by descending significance. Then, we cal-
culated a weighted Lomb-Scargle periodogram for the HRS data
alone. This yields no significant periods with FAP below 20%,
which could be expected because there are only nine data points
from HRS, distributed over more than three months. Finally,we
tried to combine the HRS and FOCES residualsad hoc by scal-
ing down the HRS residuals by a factor of 0.4 so that the highest
and lowest values approximately match in both datasets. This is a
crude approximation at best; in the Lomb-Scargle periodogram,
a possibly wrong scaling will lead to incorrect FAPs, but promi-
nent peaks should still be reproduced reliably. We note herethat
this scaling also roughly fits with the additional variationlevel
outside the line core that is present in the HRS data mentioned

Fig. 4. Time series of Caii residuals with the highest probability period
(9.5 d) indicated by the dotted line; red triangles and orange diamonds
are 15µ and 24µ data from FOCES, green boxes are scaled-down HRS
data with the same periodicity indicated.Chandra observation dates are
indicated by vertical solid lines.

Fig. 5. Lomb-Scargle periodogram of Caii K line residuals (weighted
by their respective errors) with nominal false-alarm probabilities given
by the horizontal lines (see text).

above. The result of our periodicity test is shown in Fig. 5. The
periodogram of the combined data exhibits the strongest peak at
P = 9.5 d with a nominal FAP of 0.9% (keeping in mind that
the FAPs may be unreliable for the combined data set). The im-
portant point here is that we see a single, isolated main peakat a
period that is also found in the FOCES data alone. In contrastto
this, near the planetary orbital period of 4.6 d, or half its value,
no significant peak appears in any of the periodograms. The peri-
odicities are also clearly reflected in Fig. 6 and 7, where we show
the variability of the residuals over the stellar rotation period and
the planetary orbital period.

For testing purposes, we subtracted the 9.5 d periodicity
from our data to see if the remaining residuals exhibit other
periodicities (such as with the orbital period). However, ape-
riodogram of these residuals does not yield other significant pe-
riods. Given the expected variability of SPI signatures with time
(Shkolnik et al. 2008), we also tried searching for periodicities
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in subgroups of our data, but the number of data points is not
high enough to allow for significant period detection then.

If one chooses to interpret these findings as signatures of pe-
riodic activity variations, they are probably associated with the
stellar rotation period. The star’s rotational velocityv sini was
measured to be 9.5 ± 0.4 km/s by Gonzalez et al. (2010), its
radius is computed by Henry et al. (2000) from stellar parame-
ters as 1.6R⊙, yielding a rotation period of≈ 8.5 d, with rather
large, but difficult to quantify errors, since the stellar radius was
not determined observationally. Wright et al. (2004) give arota-
tional period of 12 d from spectroscopic monitoring; Henry et al.
(2000) find only weak signatures of rotational modulation with
periods of 11 d and 19 d respectively in two different data sets.
They also state that the difference of the spectroscopically de-
rived periods to the estimate derived fromv sini measurements
might be caused by differential rotation. Still, this stellar rotation
period fits the possible periodic signal in our data better than the
orbital period of the Hot Jupiter of 4.6 d. Additionally, we have
a subset of our data consisting of nightly measurements in July
2010, which closely tracks one complete sinusoidal variation of
≈ 9 d period, making it rather unlikely that we see an alias of
the planetary period here, but not the period of 4.6 d itself. This
suggests that we see typical low-level stellar activity variations
with the stellar rotation period that are not induced by SPI.

3.2. Coronal activity

We extracted X-ray lightcurves ofυ And with 1 ks binning in the
0.4-2.0 keV energy band. The lightcurves (see Fig. 8) show vari-
ability at 50% level, but no large flares. The mean count rate is
constant in observations 1, 2, and 4; the third observation’s mean
count rate is somewhat lower by 25%. Applying the concept of
mean average deviation (MAD) that was used in Shkolnik et al.
(2008), we find that the MADs of all but the third observation are
similar (0.0063, 0.0060 and 0.0070), whereas the third observa-
tion has a MAD that is also lower by≈ 25% compared with the
rest (0.0046).

A typical X-ray spectrum ofυ And is shown in Fig. 9; these
spectra have a total amount of≈ 450 source counts, binned by
15 counts as a minimum to allowχ2 statistics. The spectra of all
four pointings cannot be satisfactorily fitted with thermalplasma
models with solar abundances and one or two temperature com-
ponents, while a one-temperature model with variable elemental
abundances yields acceptable fits. The results of the spectral fit-
ting performed in Xspec v.12.5 are given in Table 2; the abun-
dances are given with regard to Grevesse & Sauval (1998). The
modeled elemental abundances are interdependent with the de-
rived emission measure, and different combinations of both pa-
rameters lead to very similar results. For example, the bestfits of
the first and last observation give lower abundances and higher
emission measures than the fits of the other two pointings, but
fixing the abundances to the values of the other observations
yields comparable emission measures and almost the same fit
quality.

Within errors, the spectral properties of all four observations
are similar. The plasma temperature is fairly low with≈ 3 MK.
The elemental abundances show a FIP effect, because elements
with high first ionization potentials such as oxygen and neon
are underabundant compared with iron with a low FIP. This is
typical for stars with low to moderate coronal activity, which is
determined by the activity indicator logLX/Lbol < −4. υ And’s
mean X-ray luminosity in these observations is 27.6 erg s−1, its
bolometric luminosity is calculated according to Flower (1996)
from mV = 4.09 andB − V = 0.54 to be 3.3 Lbol⊙ and therefore

Fig. 6. Caii K line residuals phase-folded with a period of 9.5 d, pre-
sumably the stellar rotation period. Red triangles and orange diamonds
are FOCES 15µ/24µ data, green squares are HRS data.

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but folded with the planetary orbital period of
4.6 d.

its activity indicator isLX/Lbol = −6.5, markingυAnd as a fairly
inactive star.

If the chromospheric data really track the stellar rotation,
one might expect to see variability with that period in X-rays
as well. This is different from the expected minima and maxima
mentioned in Table 1, since we are now dealing with the chro-
mospheric variability from our nearly-simultaneous optical data
with a period of 9.5 d. We indicated the times of theChandra
pointings as solid vertical lines in Fig. 4; they correspondto ro-
tational phases of 0.64, 0.83, 0.33, and 0.57 as given in Fig. 6.
This means that the first, third, and last observation took place
at times where the chromospheric activity was (by comparison)
high, while the second observation was conducted at moderate
chromospheric activity. The mean count rate and mean X-ray lu-
minosity is lower in observation three, but observation twoyields
values comparable with the first and last observation. We con-
clude that the coronal activity seems to be dominated by short-
term statistical variations and not by the periodicity seenin the
chromospheric data.
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Table 2. Spectral modeling results with 1σ errors; emission measure given in units of 1050 cm−3.

Parameter obs. 1 obs. 2 obs. 3 obs.4 all
T1 (MK) 2.7± 0.1 3.1± 0.1 3.0± 0.2 2.8± 0.1 2.9± 0.1
EM1 8.1± 1.6 4.4± 0.7 4.1± 0.9 6.2± 1.0 5.2± 0.5
O 0.15± 0.06 0.34± 0.10 0.24± 0.09 0.16± 0.05 0.23± 0.04
Ne 0.22± 0.08 0.26± 0.10 0.25± 0.10 0.18± 0.09 0.23± 0.05
χ2

red (d.o.f.) 0.81 (21) 0.79 (20) 0.78 (14) 1.47 (19) 1.19 (86)
expected SPI state maximum minimum minimum maximum -

log LX (0.25-2.0 keV) 27.80 27.62 27.56 27.69 27.65

Fig. 8. Background-subtracted X-ray lightcurves ofυ And, taken with
Chandra ACIS-S in the 0.4-2.0 keV energy band, with expected SPI
states according to Shkolnik et al. (2005) and MAD values indicated.
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Fig. 9. Chandra ACIS-S spectrum ofυ And extracted from a single
15 ks exposure. Strong emission in the iron line complexes around
800 eV is visible.

4. Discussion

Searching for signatures of SPI in stellar coronae has proven to
be a subtle task. Initial chromospheric measurements indicated
that HD 179949’s andυ And’s chromospheric Caii fluxes varied
with the respective planetary period, but follow-up observations
detected dominant variability with the stellar rotation period for
several observational epochs. Previous attempts to observe pos-

sible SPI signatures in X-rays yielded detections of some activity
features such as flares or elevated mean countrates, but attribut-
ing these effects unambiguously to SPI is difficult (Pillitteri et al.
2010; Saar et al. 2008).

Theυ And system was one of the prime suspects for observ-
ing SPI at work in individual star-planet systems based upon
chromospheric observations (Shkolnik et al. 2005). However,
our observations of the system do not show any significant varia-
tions that could be attributed to planetary effects. The variations
in the chromospheric Caii K line cores are small and are consis-
tent with the stellar rotation period. The magnitude of the vari-
ations is≈ 0.6% of the flux in the pseudo-continuum between
the Caii H and K line. From optical and X-ray monitoring of
stars such as 61 Cyg (Hempelmann et al. 2006) we know that
changes in the S-index (counts in Caii H and K lines normalized
by counts in continuum stretches) of±15% translate to changes
in the 0.2− 2.0 keV X-ray band of±40%. Accordingly, the ex-
tremely small chromospheric variations ofυAnd should, if ruled
by the same activity effects, cause coronal variations of less than
two percent over one stellar rotation period. This is much lower
than the typical intrinsic variation level of a late-type star. One
would only expect strong SPI signatures in X-rays here if the
SPI mechanism is fundamentally different from normal activity
processes, for example, if SPI happened via Jupiter-Io-like in-
teractions where the star and its close planet are connectedby
flux tubes (which cannot be the case for theυ And system since
the stellar rotation period is longer than the planetary orbital pe-
riod). If therefore SPI signatures are ruled by similar processes
as general stellar activity, it is expected that for low-activity stars
possible X-ray SPI effects can hide in the intrinsic stellar vari-
ability level. For the corona and the chromosphere ofυ And we
see that the star does not show any signs of planet-induced activ-
ity at the epoch of our observations; it is instead a low-activity
star with some indication for rotational modulation in chromo-
spheric emissions.

From this data and other searches for SPI signatures, it seems
that stars with low to moderate activity do only exhibit verylow
levels of SPI effects. To unambiguously detect SPI signatures
in the future, stars with extremely close-in planets (< 2 d) will
be the most promising candidates. According to recent models
(Lanza 2009), magnetic SPI can occur not only through recon-
nection between the stellar and planetary magnetic field lines,
but also by the planetary field that disturbs stellar magnetic loops
that have stored energy by normal stellar activity processes and
triggers the release of energy. The analysis of observational data
(Shkolnik et al. 2008) has also shown that signatures of SPI may
be detectable only at certain time epochs, presumably depend-
ing on the changing configuration of stellar and planetary mag-
netic fields. Stars with higher activity levels and larger coronal
loops could be rewarding targets for SPI searches if observed
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with good phase coverage and higherS/N to enable a differenti-
ation between intrinsic stellar variability and SPI effects.

5. Conclusions

Our main results are summarized as follows:

1. υ And is a star of low chromospheric activity, with the coro-
nal activity consistently being at a low level as well, indi-
cated by the coronal activity indicator logLX/Lbol = −6.5.

2. Our data show variations of the Caii K line core emission
compared to the mean spectrum. These variations have a pe-
riod of≈ 9.5 d, close to the stellar rotation period of≈ 8.5 d.

3. The X-ray data do not show significant changes between ex-
pected SPI maximum and minimum states, neither in the
lightcurves nor in the spectra. The spectra show a FIP effect,
with iron being overabundant by a factor of≈ 4 compared to
neon, typical for stars with low to moderate X-ray activity.

4. In our observations, theυ And system does not show sig-
natures of star-planet interactions. The periodicity observed
in chromospheric activity indicators is very close to the cal-
culated stellar rotation period and is therefore probably in-
duced by non-SPI-related active regions on the star. Gaining
observational evidence for star-planet interactions in X-rays
remains a challenge.
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ABSTRACT

The activity levels of stars are influenced by several stellar properties, such as stellar rotation, spectral
type and the presence of stellar companions. In analogy to binaries, planetary companions are also
thought to be able to cause higher activity levels in their host stars, although at lower levels. Especially
in X-rays, such influences are hard to detect because coronae of cool stars exhibit a considerable amount
of intrinsic variability. Recently, a correlation between the mass of close-in exoplanets and their host
star’s X-ray luminosity has been detected, based on archival X-ray data from the ROSAT All-Sky Survey.
This finding has been interpreted as evidence for Star-Planet Interactions. We show in our analysis that
this correlation is caused by selection effects due to the flux limit of the X-ray data used and due to
the intrinsic planet detectability of the radial velocity method, and thus does not trace possible planet-
induced effects. We also show that the correlation is not present in a corresponding complete sample
derived from combined XMM-Newton and ROSAT data.

Subject headings: stars: planet-star interactions — stars: activity — stars: coronae — X-rays: stars

1. introduction

The possibility of interactions between stars and their
planets, causing an activity enhancement of the host star,
is currently a debated issue. Possible mechanisms for such
Star-Planet Interaction (SPI) are tidal and magnetic in-
teraction scenarios (Cuntz et al. 2000); also, planets trig-
gering the release of energy, which has been built up in
tangled coronal loops by normal stellar activity processes,
is possible (Lanza 2009). While chromospheric and photo-
spheric observations have yielded some hints for such in-
teractions (Shkolnik et al. 2005, 2008; Lanza et al. 2010),
the analysis of possible coronal signatures of SPI has led to
differing results (Kashyap et al. 2008; Poppenhaeger et al.
2010b; Scharf 2010; Poppenhaeger et al. 2010a).
In a recent study, Scharf (2010) analyzes a stellar sam-

ple derived from archival ROSAT X-ray data and derives
a correlation of exoplanetary mass Mp with the host star’s
X-ray luminosity for planets closer to their host star than
0.15 AU, which is interpreted as a lower floor of possible
stellar X-ray luminosity caused by the presence of mas-
sive, close planets. We replot the data from that sample
in Fig. 1; it indeed shows an amazing correlation of plane-
tary mass and stellar X-ray luminosity. This would be an
extremely interesting finding if the correlation was really
caused by SPI. We therefore conduct an in-depth analysis
of possible factors able to cause such a correlation, using
both the sample from Scharf (2010) as well as a complete
sample of planet-hosting stars within 30 pc distance, which
we presented in Poppenhaeger et al. (2010b). We specif-
ically investigate possible sample selection effects, deter-
mine suitable variables which should be tested for correla-
tions with each other, and compare the results derived for
the two samples mentioned above.

2. sample properties

Scharf (2010) selected a stellar sample consisting exclu-
sively of X-ray detections (and upper limits) derived from
ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) data. This sample has two

shortcomings when compared to the wealth of data avail-
able from today’s X-ray missions XMM-Newton and Chan-
dra: First, Scharf (2010) uses no pointed observations, ar-
guing that in RASS a given star was scanned several times,
yielding a time-averaged X-ray luminosity. However, this
is only true for stars close to the ecliptic poles, as Scharf
(2010) points out correctly. Stars near the ecliptic equator
are nominally scanned several times only over a two-day
period, and most of the given stars with close-in planets
are located at latitudes of ≈ ±45◦ or lower. Additionally,
the orbital periods of planets in the given close-in sub-
sample range from 2.2− 8.7 d, yielding phase coverage of
substantially less than one orbit for almost all cases. Thus
there is no specific advantage of the RASS data compared
to XMM-Newton or Chandra data, especially given the
higher sensitivity and spatial accuracy of these two X-ray
telescopes (Jansen et al. 2001; Weisskopf et al. 2000) and
the short total observation time of RASS sources which
is usually well below 1 ks, compared to typical exposure
times in pointings which are in the 10 − 100 ks domain,
depending on the target.
Second, the two stars in the close-in sample with

the highest X-ray luminosities, i.e., HD 41004B and
HD 162020, are not comparable to the rest of the sample.
HD 41004AB is a binary system consisting of a K star and
an M star in a close orbit with a projected distance of
0.5′′, the M star being the component with the substellar
companion which is at the boundary of planet and brown
dwarf. The RASS data does not allow to determine the
X-ray luminosity of each of the two stars individually be-
cause of ROSAT’s rather broad FWHM; however, M stars
usually have lower average X-ray luminosities than K stars
(Schmitt & Liefke 2004), so that the complete X-ray lu-
minosity of the system should not be attributed soleley to
the M star with the planetary companion. Scharf (2010)
notes that unresolved binarity contributes to the errors
in his sample, however in this case the binary nature of
HD 41004 is known and can be accounted for. The other

1
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Fig. 1.— Left: LX vs. planetary mass for stars with close-in planets, data from Scharf (2010). The two incomparable data points form
the original sample are shown as red solid squares. For comparison, X-ray data for 51 Peg is inserted as blue open triangles. Right: Activity
indicator LX/Lbol vs. planetary mass for stars with close-in planets, data from Scharf (2010).

star, HD 162020, might be a young star as is discussed in
Udry et al. (2002); however, the age determination for this
star is not entirely clear. If it is a pre-main sequence star,
it would not be comparable to the rest of the sample, since
such stars are known to have much higher X-ray luminosi-
ties than their main-sequence counterparts (Feigelson &
Montmerle 1999).

3. methodological caveats

When testing for correlations of stellar activity with
other quantities, an appropriate proxy for stellar activ-
ity has to be chosen. Choosing X-ray luminosity as this
proxy has two disadvantages: First, there is a correla-
tion between stellar radii and stellar X-ray luminosities, at
least for stars with outer convection zones (Schmitt 1997;
Raassen & Kaastra 2006). This is why one usually normal-
izes the X-ray luminosity with the bolometric luminosity
of the star to make the activity levels of stars with different
spectral types comparable. As a rule of thumb, stars with
LX/Lbol < −5 are dubbed ”inactive”, while stars with
LX/Lbol > −4 are dubbed ”active”, regardless of spectral
type. So, an analysis of X-ray activity for a sample with
a variety of stellar masses should also test for correlations
of planetary parameters with LX/Lbol to check whether
some stellar mass distribution causes a fake signal in cor-
relations with LX .
Second, in flux-limited survey data there is usually a cor-

relation between detected luminosities (and upper limits)
and the distance d of the targets. This is a consequence of
the approximately constant exposure time in a survey and
the strength of the source signal of targets which scales
as 1/d2. So, when dealing with survey data, one should
carefully check for dependencies on distance.

4. results

The considerations above lead to two complementary
analyses of the results presented in Scharf (2010): re-
analyzing the original ROSAT sample as given in Ta-
ble 1 in Scharf (2010) for dependencies on distance d and
LX/Lbol, and testing for such dependencies in the much

larger complete sample used in our previous SPI study
(Poppenhaeger et al. 2010b).

4.1. The RASS data revisited

In Fig. 1, we show the X-ray luminosities of planet-
hosting stars with ap < 0.15 AU from the ROSAT sample
as a function of the innermost planet’s mass. The data
points for HD 41004B and HD 162020 are plotted in red
for comparison. We would like emphasize the special case
of 51 Peg, a star not included in the original sample: this
star has been observed in several pointed X-ray observa-
tions with ROSAT, XMM-Newton and Chandra, covering
different phases of the planetary orbit; it remained unde-
tected in the RASS data and was therefore included by
Scharf (2010) only as an upper limit. A detailed anal-
ysis of these data has shown (Poppenhäger et al. 2009)
the star’s X-ray flux to be constant and at a very low level
over 16 years, indicating that the star might be in a Maun-
der minimum state despite its close-in heavy planet. This
system is a significant outlier of the LX vs. Mpl relation
presented in Scharf (2010) (see Fig. 1), although it fulfills
the criterion of having a determined phase-averaged X-ray
luminosity.
To test for dependencies on the distance d of the stars,

we conduct a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Pear-
son 1901) on the three logarithmic variables logLX , logMp

and log d from the full Scharf (2010) sample. We use the
two eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues as the feature
vectors; the third eigenvalue is very small by comparison
(0.05 vs. 0.95 and 0.14), meaning that one looses only very
little data variance in this analysis. After reprojecting the
data, all three variables show a strong linear trend with
respect to each other (see Fig. 2). This is a clear indica-
tion that the stellar distance is a crucial parameter in this
sample which cannot be ignored. It is important to note
that in an unbiased sample, LX and Mp must not depend
on stellar distance; if they do as in this sample, a selec-
tion effect is present. This provides an explanation for the
apparent dependence of LX on Mp: the detection limit of
LX increases with increasing distance. The detectability
of planets is somewhat intricate, and we investiagte depen-
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Fig. 2.— Principal Component Analysis results for the Scharf (2010) sample, stars with close-in planets given as filled symbols. All three
parameters (d, MP , LX) show linear trends with respect to each other, indicating that the stellar distance has a crucial influence in this
sample.

dencies in detail in section 4.3. In short, a dependency of
planetary mass on stellar distance is present. So, at larger
distances, the radial velocity method favours the detection
of heavier planets, and low X-ray luminosities cannot be
detected any more in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey, which
yields the observed trend of LX with Mp without having
to invoke effects from supposed Star-Planet Interactions.
Also without performing a PCA on this sample, the de-

pendencies of LX and Mp on d are revealed by rank corre-
lation tests. We calculate Spearman’s ρ, a rank correlation
coefficient which displays a perfect correlation by a value
of 1, perfect anticorrelation by −1 and no correlation by
0. For the full Scharf (2010) sample, we find strong cor-
relations of both LX and Mp with d, indicated by ρ val-
ues of 0.49/0.54 respectively, translating to probabilities of
0.6/0.2% that such a correlation can be reached by pure
chance. This correlation analysis yields the same result as
the PCA; the stellar distance is the crucial parameter in
this sample which causes the LX/Mp correlation.
This is also reflected in the behavior of LX/Lbol, where

there is no significant correlation with planetary mass for
stars with close-in planets, see Fig. 1. We also checked
this visual result with a Spearman’s ρ test while exclud-

ing the data from the two incomparable stars. This yields
ρ = 0.05, i.e. a very weak positive correlation; the prob-
ability that such a ρ value is reached by chance is 87%.
This is not surprising: if the trend in LX is a distance
selection effect and not related to the stellar activity level,
then the quantity Lbol/Lbol, which measures the intrin-
sic stellar activity level, should be independent from the
planetary mass.

4.2. The correlation as seen with XMM-Newton

In our further analysis, we use the data presented in
Poppenhaeger et al. (2010b), which consists of all known
planet-hosting stars within a distance of 30 pc from the
Sun, with X-ray properties derived from XMM-Newton
and ROSAT data. The errors given are Poissonian er-
rors plus an additional uncertainty of 30% on the X-ray
luminosity to account for short-time variations, since a
large part of our sample consists of pointed XMM-Newton
obervations. We use the same sample selection criterion
on these data as was used in Scharf (2010) (planets at
a < 0.15 AU). We show the relation between LX and Mpl

in Fig. 3; data from stars which are also present in the sam-
ple from Scharf (2010) are plotted as green filled symbols.
These stars lie close to a straight line, similar to Fig. 1,
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Fig. 3.— Left: LX vs. planetary mass for stars with close-in planets, data from Poppenhaeger et al. (2010b). The higher sensitivity of
XMM-Newton yields many additional X-ray detections in the lower right corner of the diagram, compared to Fig. 1. Stars which are also
present in the sample from Scharf (2010) are plotted as green filled symbols. Right: Activity indicator LX/Lbol vs. planetary mass for stars
with close-in planets, data from Poppenhaeger et al. (2010b). No significant correlation is present.

Fig. 4.— Same as Fig. 3, but for stars with planets at semimajor axes ≥ 0.15 AU.

although the data was collected in single pointings and
not averaged over larger portions of the planetary orbit.
This shows that the averaging process is not crucial for
this kind of analysis; the LX values derived from XMM-
Newton pointings are very similar to the ones from the
RASS data. The main difference to Fig. 1 is that there
are many additional X-ray detections in the lower right
corner of the diagram. This is contrary to the assumption
that massive, close-in planets cause a lower floor for the
X-ray luminosity of their host stars.
Additionally, in this sample there is no significant corre-

lation in the relation between the X-ray activity indicator
LX/Lbol vs. planetary mass (see Fig. 3); testing for rank
correlation yields ρ = 0.003, i.e. practically no correla-
tion at all. This is also true for stars with far-out plan-
ets, for which no SPI-related effects are expected (Fig. 4).
The only significant correlation present in the whole sam-
ple is one between X-ray luminosity and the product of
planetary mass and inverse semimajor axis. For the in-
trinsic X-ray activity measured by LX/Lbol no such cor-

relation is present. As discussed in Poppenhaeger et al.
(2010b), the LX correlation is equally strong in a subsam-
ple of stars with small, far-out planets as well as in stars
with heavy, close-in planets. Poppenhaeger et al. (2010b)
conclude that the correlation is caused by selection effects
from planet detection; if it was caused by SPI, it should
be strong in the second subsample and weak in the first
subsample.
For the sake of completeness, we also conducted a PCA

for this sample. Here we find for the reprojected data that
there is a strong linear trend of Mp with d, but no appar-
ent trends of LX with d or Mp. This is due to the fact that
we also use data from pointed observations in our sample,
where observations of more distant targets usually have
longer exposure times. This prevents the correlation of
LX with d which is present in the sample of Scharf (2010),
and therefore also no correlation between LX and Mp is
present here.
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4.3. The nature of the correlation between distance and
planetary mass

In the above section, we used a volume-limited sample of
planet-hosting stars in which most of the stars have been
detected in X-rays. In that sense, the sample is complete
with regard to X-ray flux. However, the sample is most
probably not complete regarding the detection of planets.
The portion of planets which are detected by transits is
quickly growing since the start of the CoRoT and Kepler
observations, but for stars in the solar neighborhood, the
dominant detection mechanism still is the radial velocity
method. Selection effects in RV studies need to be iden-
tified carefully (O’Toole et al. 2009; Hartman 2010). We
now provide an investigation of trends in the basic plan-
etary and stellar parameters that are present the sample
used here.
The RV-detectability of a planet depends on several

properties: first, on the brightness of the star itself and
therefore the quality of the signal in which one searches
for RV variations; and second, on the stellar mass M∗, the
planetary mass Mp, and the planetary period P . Other
influences such as eccentricity of the planetary orbit are
ignored here. Specifically, the RV semi-amplitude is pro-

portional to P−1/3
× Mp × M

−2/3
∗ . Thus it should be

easier to detect low-mass planets around low-mass stars
for a given (fixed) sensitivity.
Our hypothesis is that the detectability decreases as the

stellar distance d increases, since the apparent brightness
of the star decreases. This means that at larger distances,
planets should be found around intrinsically brighter stars.
On the main sequence, this implies earlier and therefore
more massive stars. To obtain a large enough RV variation

for a detection, one would expect that the planets around
these stars are more massive compared to the ones around
low-mass stars. We test this with Spearman’s ρ for the
sample from Poppenhaeger et al. (2010b) and find that
both stellar mass and distance as well as planetary mass
and stellar mass are strongly positively correlated with
Pfalse < 0.5% for both cases; the correlation between stel-

lar mass and the quantity P−1/3
×Mp is even stronger with

Pfalse = 0.1% (ρ = 0.44). This confirms our detectabil-
ity considerations given above. The correlation between
stellar distance and planetary mass which we have found
in our PCA is therefore caused by the detectability of the
radial velocity signal.
As a consequence, the correlation of LX and Mp is

then a combined selection effect of X-ray flux limits in
the ROSAT All-Sky Survey and planet detectability. In
the sample that is not X-ray flux limited, the correlation
of planetary mass and X-ray activity is consequently not
present, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.

5. conclusions

We conclude that there is no detectable influence of
planets on their host stars, causing a lower floor for X-
ray activity of these stars. Rather, possible planet-star
interactions seem to induce only small effects on the host
stars, which will however provide valuable information on
stellar and planetary magnetic fields if measured in X-rays.

K. P. acknowledges financial support from DLR grant
50OR0703.
Facilities: XMM, ROSAT.
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CHAPTER 8. A SHORT ACTIVITY CYCLE OF τ BOOTIS? 61
Chapter 8A short ativity yle of τ Bootis?8.1 IntrodutionIn this hapter, I present an analysis of reentlyreorded X-ray and optial data on τ Boo,a star whih has been suspeted to have avery short ativity yle of approximatelyone year duration. The observations of thisstar will ontinue throughout 2011 and 2012,and a paper will be prepared when theseobservations have been performed. However,as there is already a deent amount of dataavailable whih is su�ient for prelimi-nary interpretation, I will present my analysisof the data on τ Boo already here in this thesis.

τ Boo is a planet-hosting main sequene starof spetral type F7 loated at 15.6 p distanefrom the Sun. Its age has been estimated bySa�e et al. (2005) to be roughly 3 Gyr, es-timated from isohrones, lithium abundanesand hromospheri Ca ii ativity. For this age,the star rotates rather fast with a mean rota-tion period of P∗ = 3.23 d; it also displays quitestrong di�erential rotation with Peq = 3 d and
Ppole = 3.9 d at the equator and the poles, re-spetively (Donati et al. 2008). It has beenspeulated if this fast rotation stems from atidal spin-up indued by the giant planet thatorbits the star with a period of 3.3 d (Barnes2001).Even if magneti ativity is not under-stood well enough to predit durations andstrengths of ativity yles from fundamen-tal stellar parameters, a short ativity ylemight be expeted for τ Boo as stellar rota-tion and magneti ativity are related in late-type stars. In the Mount Wilson program(Baliunas et al. 1995), the star did not ex-

Table 8.1: XMM-Newton and optial obser-vations of τ Boo with expeted ativity stateas extrapolated from magneti �eld reonstru-tions.ObsID Obs. date GTI (ks) state0144570101 2003-06-24 70.5 min.0651140201 2010-06-19 12.7 min.(optial) 2010-06-19 2.2 min.0651140301 2010-07-23 7.7 min.(optial) 2010-07-24 1.7 min.0651140401 2010-12-19 9.7 max.0651140501 2011-01-22 13.3 max.hibit any obvious periodi ativity hanges overseveral years. However, during the last years,the large-sale magneti �eld of τ Boo was re-onstruted from spetropolari measurementsusing Zeeman Doppler Imaging (Catala et al.2007; Donati et al. 2008; Fares et al. 2009).These reonstrutions suggested that the po-larity of the large-sale magneti �eld swithedtwie during a period of two years, indiatingan ativity yle of only one year duration.If these reonstrutions really haraterizethe atual magneti �eld on�guration of thestar, it an be expeted in analogy to the Sunthat τ Boo is in a state of minimum ativityduring the phases of a stable, poloidal �eld on-�guration. During the polarity swithes, whentoroidal �eld on�gurations are dominant, theativity level should be at a maximum. Theavailable ZDI data suggest that the polarityswithes our yearly in winter; this is why weobserved the star twie in summer 2010 andwinter 2010/11 in X-rays and additionally in
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Figure 8.1: Bakground-subtrated X-ray lighturves of τ Boo in 2003 and 2010/11 with 100 stime binning, observed with the XMM-Newton PN amera.the optial in summer 2010.8.2 Observations and dataanalysisX-ray dataWe monitored τ Boo's X-ray emission withthe XMM-Newton telesope in four observa-tions. The observation dates were sheduledso that two of them over the expeted a-tivity maximum of the magneti yle andtwo the expeted minimum, as extrapolatedfrom the magneto-spetropolarimetri observa-tions performed by Catala et al. (2007); Donatiet al. (2008); Fares et al. (2009), see Table 8.1.Additionally, there is an arhival XMM-Newtonobservation of the star from June 2003. Thedata from this observation has been analyzedin detail by Maggio et al. (2011); however, wewill re-analyze the dataset along the same linesas we do for our new observations from 2010/11for better omparability. All observations wereperformed with the thik �lter, as τ Boo is anoptially bright target with mV = 4.5. Thisis also the reason why the optial monitor ofXMM-Newton had to be bloked and ould notbe used for sienti� analysis.We redued the data using standard proe-dures of the SAS10.0 software pakage. τ Boohas a mean X-ray ountrate of ≈ 0.8 ts/s,pratially all photons having energies below5 keV, exept for the observation in 2003 wherealso (few) X-ray soure photons of higher ener-

gies were olleted. We produed light urveswith 100 s binning to obtain aeptable errorbars as well as enough time resolution to iden-tify possible �ares. For the spetra, we usedenergy bins with at least 15 ounts per bin fordeent statistis. Signi�ant bakground signalwas present for the 2003 observation, so in an-alyzing this exposure we used good time inter-vals with low bakground signal to extrat thesoure spetra. The spetral �tting was per-formed with Xspe v12.5.
τ Boo has a stellar ompanion at an angulardistane of 2.8′′ (Patiene et al. 2002) whih isunresolved in the XMM-Newton observations.This ompanion, GJ 527 B, is a low-mass main-sequene star of spetral type M2. The major-ity of early M dwarfs (≈ 80%) have luminosi-ties below logLX = 27.5 (Shmitt et al. 1995).This amounts to a fration of only 5% of the de-teted X-ray �ux of both τ Boo and GJ 527 Btogether, so that we an safely hoose to negletthe ontribution of the low-mass ompanion tothe X-ray emission in our observations.Optial data from FLWOThe Fred Lawrene Whipple Observatory inArizona hosts the TRES spetrograph at its1.5 m telesope. TRES is a ross-dispersedehelle spetrograph with a resolution of

≈ 20 000−40 000 (depending on the used �ber)in a bandpass overing 3900 − 9100Å. For ourobservations the medium �ber was used, yield-ing a spetral resolution of ≈ 30 000. The rawspetra were �at�elded and the wavelength al-



8.3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 63ibration was onduted through ThAr refereneframes, using the TRES redution pipeline.Optial data is available for June and July2010; in June, a total exposure time of 37 minsplit into ten exposures was reahed; in July,the total exposure time was 28 min split intoseven individual exposures.8.3 Preliminary results8.3.1 X-ray lighturvesThe X-ray lighturves of τ Boo, olletedin summer 2003, summer 2010 and winter2010/11, are shown in Fig. 8.1. The lighturveswere extrated from the PN detetor in the
0.2− 5 keV energy band with a time binning of100 s. The median ountrate in the 2003 obser-vation was higher than in any of the later obser-vations with a. 1.0 ps. The 2010/11 observa-tions displayed median ountrates of 0.90, 0.69,0.79, and 0.85 ps, respetively. All lighturvesdisplay some short-term variability of 10-30%.The 2003 observation exhibits several small�ares, and also the 2010/11 observations showa few �are-like variations, however on a lowerlevel. However, the �ares are too small to allowa detailed loop analysis.The lighturve variability an be quanti�edby the MAD, whih is the median of the devi-ation from the median in eah lighturve. TheMAD values for the observations are, in hrono-logial order, 0.090, 0.072, 0.050, 0.072, and0.069.8.3.2 Ativity levelsA good indiator for oronal ativity is the ra-tio of X-ray and bolometri luminosity. Inativestars typially display values of logLX/Lbol <
−6; the Sun's ativity index varies between
−6.8 and −5.8 during an ativity yle (Judgeet al. 2003).We ompute the mean X-ray luminosity of
τ Boo in eah of the �ve observations by �ttingMOS, PN and RGS spetra in Xspe 12.0 witha VAPEC model with four temperature om-ponents and variable abundanes for the mostprominent elements; the �tting proess is de-sribed in detail in setion 8.3.3. We alulate

Figure 8.2: Ca II K line of τ Boo in June 2010.Weak emission in the line ore (dashed box) isvisible.Table 8.2: X-ray luminosity (0.2-10 keV) andativity indiator LX/Lbol during the �ve ob-servations of τ Boo.Date LX log LX

Lbol
state(erg s−1 m−2)June 2003 7.6× 1028 -5.22 min.June 2010 6.5× 1028 -5.29 min.July 2010 5.1× 1028 -5.39 min.De. 2010 5.6× 1028 -5.35 max.Jan. 2011 6.1× 1028 -5.32 max.the X-ray luminosity in the 0.2−10 keV energyband and the ativity indiator from the spe-tral model, the results are given in Table 8.2. Inool stars, the ativity indiator typially spansvalues of −7 to −3, plaing τ Boo at a moder-ate level of ativity whih is higher than thesolar ativity level at the maximum of the so-lar yle. The highest X-ray ativity level wasdeteted in summer 2003, where the X-ray lu-minosity was higher by 50% ompared to thelowest ativity level deteted in July 2010.The hromospheri ativity level an be de-termined from the optial spetra we reordedin June and July 2010. More spetra will betaken during 2011, but as of now, these arethe only optial spetra available whih werereorded near-simultaneously to our X-ray ob-servations. The ore of the Ca ii K line, lo-ated at wavelengths around 3933Å, is depited



64 CHAPTER 8. A SHORT ACTIVITY CYCLE OF τ BOOTIS?Table 8.3: Spetral properties of τ Boo's orona during the �ve observations given with 1σ errorsobtained from the �ts. Emission measure given in units of 10−50 m−3.observation 06/2003 06/2010 07/2010 12/2010 01/2011
EM1 (kT1 = 0.2 keV) 9.4 ± 0.9 7.9 ± 1.8 6.7 ± 1.2 6.0 ± 2.3 9.7 ± 1.4

EM2 (kT2 = 0.35 keV) 34.3 ± 1.8 38.7 ± 2.6 33.6 ± 6.0 36.0 ± 4.3 27.0 ± 2.9

EM3 (kT3 = 0.6 keV) 10.3 ± 0.7 4.9 ± 1.2 2.7 ± 1.5 4.0 ± 1.3 5.4 ± 0.9

EM4 (kT4 = 2 keV) 1.73 ± 0.17 0.13 ± 0.28 0.0 ± 0.07 0.0 ± 0.24 0.14 ± 0.28O 0.37 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.03Ne 0.44 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.06 0.33 ± 0.08 0.35 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.08Mg 0.66 ± 0.05 0.63 ± 0.09 0.48 ± 0.08 0.47 ± 0.10 0.63 ± 0.11Si 0.99 ± 0.08 0.88 ± 0.16 0.66 ± 0.24 0.88 ± 0.24 1.33 ± 0.26Fe 0.96 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.04 0.83 ± 0.10 0.81 ± 0.10 1.02 ± 0.07

χ2 red. (d.o.f.) 1.48 (1025) 1.35 (449) 1.12 (329) 1.05 (351) 1.28 (426)state min. min. min. max. max.in Fig. 8.2. There is a small amount of emis-sion in the line ore, typial for a low to mod-erate level of ativity. To quantify this emis-sion, we alulate the equivalene width of theCa ii K line ore, ontained in a 1Å part ofthe spetrum entered around the minimum ofthe ore, with respet to the pseudo-ontinuumpresent between 3945 and 3955Å. The valuesare very similar for the optial observations inJune and July 2010 with EWJune = 0.938 and
EWJuly = 0.925. Further observations to beobtained in 2011 will give more insight intothe variability of τ Boo's hromospheri ativ-ity (see also setion 8.5).8.3.3 Spetral propertiesWe extrated X-ray spetra from eah obser-vation of τ Boo, yielding CCD spetra fromMOS1, MOS2 and PN (see Fig. 8.3) as wellas grating spetra from RGS1 and RGS2 (seeFig. 8.4). We �tted all �ve spetra from a singleobservation simultaneously in Xspe12.5, usinga thermal plasma model with variable elemen-tal abundanes (VAPEC) and four tempera-ture omponents. To make the di�erent ob-servations omparable, we de�ned a �xed gridof temperatures for all exposures with valuesof kT = 0.2, 0.35, 0.6, 2.0 keV, orrespondingto T = 2.3, 4.0, 6.9, 23 MK. We then de�nedthe abundanes of iron, neon, oxygen, magne-sium and silion to be equal in eah tempera-
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Energy (ks)Figure 8.4: X-ray grating spetrum of τ Boo,obtained with RGS1 (blak) and RGS2 (red)in January 2011. In this exposure of 13.3 ksduration, the strong emission line omplexesof Fexvii near 15 and 17 Å, the Oviii linenear 19 Å and the Ovii triplet near 22 Å (vis-ible only in RGS1 beause of a broken CCD inRGS2) produe the most remarkable features.ture omponent, but allowed said abundanesto vary for eah observation. As other elementsdo not produe omparably prominent emissionlines in the aessible X-ray spetra, all remain-ing abundanes were �xed at solar photospherivalues taken from Grevesse & Sauval (1998).For some of the elements whih we allow to varyin the oronal �ts, photospheri abundanes of
τ Boo are available, namely for iron, oxygen,and silion. However, these abundanes are allvery similar to eah other with [X/H] ≈ 0.3(Gonzalez & Laws 2007), so that an additionalnormalization of these elements with the pho-tospheri abundane of τ Boo is not neessarygiven the magnitude of the errors in our spe-tral �ts.In �tting oronal spetra, espeially ones ofonly moderate spetral resolution suh as theMOS and PN spetra, there is an interdepen-dene of elemental abundanes and emissionmeasure. Fits with high emission measure of-ten produe lower elemental abundanes andvie versa, while the �t quality essentially staysthe same. When we ompare the emission mea-sures or abundanes of the individual observa-tions of τ Boo (for example in Fig. 8.5 and 8.6),

we therefore normalize the abundanes with thetotal emission measure of eah �t, or, if deal-ing with emission measures, normalize themwith the added abundane of iron, oxygen andneon as these are the most preisely determinedabundanes in our �ts.Coronal abundanesIn the Sun, oronal elemental abundanes dif-fer systematially from the photospheri abun-danes (Feldman 1992). Elements with a low�rst ionization potential (FIP) are enhanedompared to suh with a high FIP. In stars,it has been found that the nature of the FIP ef-fet often depends on the ativity level (Audardet al. 2003). For rather inative stars with
logLX/Lbol < −5, the FIP e�et is solar-like,while very ative stars with dominant oronaltemperature omponents of > 10 MK show aninverse FIP e�et with the high-FIP elementsbeing overabundant.As the ativity levels of τ Boo are slightlydi�erent in the �ve observations, we analyze theoronal abundanes of elements whih are well-determined from the EPIC and RGS spetrafor eah observation. The silion abundane de-rived form our spetral �ts has larger error barsthan the abundanes of oxygen, neon, magne-sium and iron, due to the fat that no promi-nent silion lines are aessible in the energyband overed by RGS, while in EPIC, the gen-erally soft spetra do not yield a large numberof ounts at energies around 2 keV where Sixiii-xv lines are loated.In the ase of τ Boo, we �nd that all spe-tra of τ Boo show a FIP e�et in the elemen-tal abundanes (see Fig. 8.5). Elements witha low FIP suh as iron, silion and, somewhatless pronouned, magnesium are overabundantompared to the high-FIP elements oxygen andneon, see Table 8.3. However, the magne-sium abundane is systematially lower thanthe abundanes of the other low-FIP elements,iron and silion. As the photospheri abun-dane of magnesium has not been measured for
τ Boo, it might be that the star is generallymagnesium-poor; in any ase, the magnesiumabundane is still higher than the orrespond-ing oxygen and neon abundanes in eah ob-
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Figure 8.5: Coronal elemental abundanes of
τ Boo during the �ve observations, relative tosolar photospheri abundanes from Grevesse& Sauval (1998) and normalized to the oronaloxygen abundane.servation, �tting the piture of the FIP e�et.We also �nd that hanges of the FIP patternwith respet to the ativity state in the individ-ual observations are not present on a signi�antlevel.Emission measure and oronal tempera-tureThe abundane-normalized emission measuredistribution over the four di�erent temperaturebins is shown in Fig. 8.6. This distribution istypial for stars of moderate ativity, as thepeak of the distribution is loated at a tem-perature of ≈ 4 MK. For the four observa-tions with lower ativity (2010/11), the emis-sion measure beomes small already at a tem-perature of 7MK, and it negligible at > 10MK.Only the observation form 2003 displays signi�-ant emission measure at these higher tempera-tures, whih �ts with the overall higher ativitystate of τ Boo during that time.Also the total emission measure summedover the temperature bins and normalized bythe elemental abundanes orrelates with thestellar ativity. It is largest for the 2003 ob-servation with 5.9 × 1051 m−3, and beomessmaller with dereasing ativity, with the low-est ativity observation in July 2010 having atotal emission measure of 3.9× 1051 m−3.

Figure 8.6: Emission measure distribution ofthe �ve observations of τ Boo, derived from the4-T model. Emission measures are saled bythe summed abundanes of oxygen, neon andiron for eah observation.
As I have hosen to �t the X-ray data toa grid of �xed temperatures for better ompa-rability, the dominant oronal temperatures ineah observation are not obvious at �rst glane.However, the mean oronal temperatures anbe alulated from the �ts by weighting thegrid temperatures with the emission measure ofeah temperature bin. The mean temperaturein eah �t is of the order 4− 5× 106 K. Similarto the emission measure, also the mean oronaltemperature rises with inreasing ativity level.As oronal emission is thought to stem froma superposition of �aring loops with di�er-ent sizes, this is not surprising. In the stan-dard �are piture, reonnetion of magneti�eld lines in a oronal loop aelerates eletronsdownwards into the hromosphere, where theirenergy dissipates and heats the hromospheriplasma. The hromospheri plasma evaporatesand �lls the oronal loop, inreasing the plasmadensity and thus the emission measure in thatloop, ausing it to brighten up in soft X-rays.The ativity state of τ Boo as determined by

logLX/Lbol orrelating with the mean oro-nal temperature and emission measure on�rmsthis piture ompletely.



8.5. FUTURE OBSERVATIONS 678.4 Disussion of preliminaryresultsOur observations have shown that τ Boo isa moderately ative star whih displays somesmall-sale variability in X-rays. A FIP patternin the oronal elemental abundanes, typial forstars with low to moderate ativity, is presentas well. However, using the data available up tonow, we do not �nd evidene for a short ativityyle of ≈ 1 yr duration. Espeially an elevatedativity state in winter 2010/11 as extrapolatedfrom spetropolarimetri measurements is notpresent in the stellar oronal emission.This is not a problem of identifying stel-lar ativity yles in X-ray emission. It hasbeen shown for two stars other than the Sun,namely HD 81809 and 61 Cyg (Favata et al.2008; Hempelmann et al. 2006), that the quasi-quiesent oronal emission in general followsthe hromospheri ativity behavior. For thesestars, the ativity yles with a. 8 and 10 yrare muh longer than the one that was proposedfor τ Boo.This leaves two main reasons why the oro-nal emission does not show the expeted long-term variability. On the one hand, the samplingof our data available so far is quite sparse withonly four pointings distributed over one year.It might be that we inidentally aught τ Booin short phases of low ativity during winter2010/11, while the general ativity level dur-ing that period was signi�antly higher. Forthe observations from 2003, a low ativity statewas extrapolated from the spetropolarimetridata. If truly a 1-year yle is present, thenthere are seven yles between that dataset andthe 2010/11 observations. We know from theSun that di�erent ativity yles an be moreor less pronouned, so the higher ativity levelin 2003 does not neessarily ontradit this �rstpossibility of an interpretation.On the other hand, the magneti polarityswithes reontruted from spetropolarimetrimeasurements might not be aused by a shortmagneti yle in the �rst plae. In those ob-servations, the Stokes I and V omponents weremeasured, whih ontain information on the netmagneti �eld of the stellar hemisphere that

is visible during the individual observations.Areas on the stellar surfae whih have oppositepolarity "anel out" in the Stokes V signal andan therefore usually not be reonstruted bymeasuring only these two omponents. If theseareas and their magneti �elds do not math inmagnitude ompletely, the Stokes V signatureappears as that of the net �eld strength of bothareas, and thus does not allow a distintion be-tween global net �elds and a loally di�ering�eld strength of opposite polarity.In the ase of τ Boo, a net radial magneti�eld with a strength of up to 10 G has been re-onstruted (Fares et al. 2009). In the Sun, themagneti �eld strength in sunspots is of the or-der of several kilogauss, while the global polar�eld of the Sun is muh weaker with only a fewGauss. Even if sunspots usually are present inpairs, it is well possible that a snapshot of onestellar hemisphere of τ Boo ontains loal mag-neti �elds in suh a way that their integral overthe stellar disk yields a net �eld strength equals
10 G. Therefore, a global magneti �eld swithis not neessarily the only possible explanationfor the spetropolarimetri data.8.5 Future observationsIn any ase, our future observations of τ Boowill allow more insight into the question of thisstar's ativity yle.For 2011/12, several observations of τ Boo'soronal and hromospheri emission are shed-uled. The oronal X-ray emission will be mon-itored almost every month from April 2011to April 2012, using the X-ray observatoriesXMM-Newton, Chandra, and Swift.In addition, we will also ollet more optialdata to determine τ Boo's hromospheri a-tivity state near-simultaneously to the oronalativity. We will again use data from FLWO inArizona; so far, observations are sheduled forspring and summer 2011, and additional obser-vations overing the period to April 2012 areproposed for.This loser data sampling will allow us todetermine if the low oronal ativity in win-ter 2010/11 is an outlier or just represents theoverall ativity state of τ Boo. This would



68 CHAPTER 8. A SHORT ACTIVITY CYCLE OF τ BOOTIS?strengthen our seond interpretation of thedata, indiating that no one-year ativity y-le is present in this star.
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Chapter 9Summary and future workHere I summarize the sienti� results of mythesis and omment on future researh possibil-ities.9.1 Summary of sienti� re-sultsMost of the work disussed in this thesishas been published in refereed journals suhas Astronomy and Astronphysis and TheAstrophysial Journal and has been presentedat international onferenes. This was done toallow the international ommunity to partii-pate in my results as early as possible. All ofthese publiations deal with the magneti a-tivity of planet-hosting stars, and several newand original results have been derived.Maunder minimum states: The planet-hosting star 51 Peg is in a Maunderminimum state, haraterized by lowand onstant X-ray and hromospheriativity pro�les over more than 16 years.Its oronal temperature is very low with

T . 1 MK, whih is similar to thetemperature of a solar oronal hole. Ashromospheri ativity indiators alonean only hint at Maunder minima, thisis the �rst time that substanial obser-vational evidene for a stellar Maunderminimum state has been presented, byusing both hromospheri and oronaldata.
τ Boo's ativity yle: τ Boo, a fast rotat-ing star with a Hot Jupiter in a syn-hronous orbit, does not show modula-tions of its X-ray ativity with a pe-

riod of ≈ 1 yr, as had been antii-pated from Zeeman Doppler Imaging. Thestar exhibits low to moderate ativity dur-ing my observations in 2010/11; in X-raydata from 2003 the ativity level was onlyslightly higher. The elemental abundanesshow a FIP e�et in all X-ray observations,whih is often seen in stars with low tomoderate ativity. These results are pre-liminary in the sense that more monitor-ing observations in the optial and in X-rays will be arried out in 2011/12, whihwill allow to searh for ativity modula-tions with longer periods.Chromospheri SPI: The planet-hostingstar υ And, whih has been laimed toundergo hromospheri ativity hangeswith the orbital period of its planet,does not exhibit suh modulations dur-ing my observations in 2009. Instead,
υ And showed periodi variability withthe stellar rotation period, indiative ofative regions being present on the starwhih were not assoiated with the planet.Near-simultaneous X-ray observationson�rmed this behavior. SPI thereforeindues only small e�ets in this star, ifany.Coronal SPI: In a omplete sample of allknown planet-hosting stars within 30 pdistane from the Sun, there are no de-tetable SPI-related e�ets present in thestellar X-ray emission. The only signi�antorrelation whih is present is between stel-lar X-ray luminosity and the produt ofplanetary mass and reiproal semimajoraxis. This orrelation an be traed bak



70 CHAPTER 9. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKto a seletion e�et from planet detetion,sine it is present both for massive, lose-inplanets where one expets to see SPI sig-natures as well as for small, far-out planetsfor whih SPI e�ets should be negligible.Seletion e�ets in planet-hosting stars:There are strong seletion e�ets presentin samples of planet-hosting stars whihan mimik trends as expeted fromSPI manifestations. I investigated suhseletion e�ets in detail for the radialveloity detetion method, whih is thedominant method for disovering planetsaround nearby stars. The detetability ofthe RV signal depends on the apparentbrightness of the star itself (brighter starsyield higher signal-to-noise ratio in optialspetra), as well as on the RV amplitude,whih is a funtion of planetary massand reiproal stellar mass and planetaryorbital period. This auses small planetsto be mostly found around stars with lowX-ray luminosity, whih an be mistakenfor massive planets ausing higher X-rayluminosities.9.2 Future workThe results of my work have shown that star-planet interations do not produe a major on-tribution to stellar ativity. Any hypothetiallyindued e�ets are small ompared to intrin-si stellar variability, judging from the observa-tional evidene whih is available today.For binary stars, ativity features whihhave been interpreted as related to magnetiinterations have been observed (Salter et al.2010; Siarkowski et al. 1996; Peterson et al.2010); as they are apparently negligible forplanet-hosting stars, the question arises atwhih mass range suh interations beome sig-ni�ant. Suitable targets for further inves-tigations are therefore M dwarf binaries, asthey provide a link in the mass range betweenplanet-hosting stars and binaries of the RS CVnor BY Dra type. I have submitted a proposalto observe the newly disovered lose M dwarfbinary GJ 3240 B whih has a orbital period

of only 0.4 d; the analysis of X-ray and optialdata from this system will show if this binarydisplays, apart from high ativity due to tidalloking and therefore fast rotation, additonalaitivity features in the form of "star-star in-terations".Also single stars are suited to gain moreinsight into magneti ativity proesses. Twomain-sequene stars of intermediate mass,namely τ Boo and ι Hor, reently showed in-diations of very short ativity yles (1 yr and
1.6 yr, respetively). In the ase of τ Boo,I have already shown that its ativity yleas indiated in X-ray emission is most proba-bly longer than the 1 yr duration derived fromZeeman Doppler Imaging. Additional observa-tions in X-rays and in the optial regime will beperformed in 2011/12 with loser time samplingto investigate the nature of τ Boo's ativity inmore detail. For the star ι Hor, the evidene forthe short yle is stronger than for τ Boo sinehromospheri ativity measurements are avail-able from more than one yle, thus one doesnot need to rely on spetropolarimetri reon-strutions of magneti �elds. For ι Hor, severalX-ray observations to be performed by XMM-Newton will beome available in 2012, allowingto test the hromospheri ativity yle in thestellar oronal emission.The in�uene of planets on their host stars'ativity may be negligible, but the e�et thatstellar ativity and thus high-energy irrationhas on lose-by planets is ertainly not. Asplanetary evaporation has been observed forHD 209458b, the question arises how suh eva-poration takes plae. There are di�erent mod-els explaining muh larger evaporation ratesthan those emerging from pure Jeans' esape,whih make use of the high-energy irradiationof the planetary atmosphere. However, thereare no observational onstraints for the mostruial parameter in suh models, the planetaryradius in X-rays. For in�ated massive plan-ets, some models assume the X-ray radius tobe larger than the optial radius by a fator of
2 − 4. I will test the planetary X-ray radiusin the system HD 189733, whih is similar toHD 209458, but loated at a loser distane; theChandra X-ray observations of this system will



9.2. FUTURE WORK 71be arried out in fall 2011. To derive the radius,I will use both folded X-ray lighturves of theplanetary transits as well as a hardness ratioanalysis. Normal stellar variability produes alinear relationship between hardness ratio andountrate, sine �ares of all sizes produe hotterplasma whih is both X-ray brighter and has aharder spetrum than ooler plasma. A plan-etary transit will ause outliers from this rela-tionship, sine the transit lowers the X-ray �uxby oultation without lowering the deteted ef-fetive plasma temperature. This may yieldobservation-based estimates of planetary X-rayradii for the �rst time.A seond important question arises from theHD 209458 system: although the star is appar-ently able to drive planetary evaporation, it isnot deteted in X-ray so far. As the system isloated at 47 p distane, this is not surprisingfor the ROSAT All-Sky Survey; however, evenin more sensitive XMM-Newton observations, asigni�ant X-ray detetion ould not be made.Together with HD 209458's low hromospheriativity derived from optial spetra, this hintstowards a Maunder minimum state of this star.However, the far UV emission of HD 209458,measured in a band spanning 1350−1750 Å bythe GALEX spae observatory, is stronger thanthe emission of the Maunder minimum star51 Peg by a fator of three. Clearly, HD 209458provides some puzzles onerning stellar ativ-ity and its in�uene on the planetary atmo-sphere. Therefore I have proposed a new X-rayobservation of HD 209458 with Chandra ACIS-S to derive the stellar oronal temperature fromonly a few neessary soure ounts in a similarway as I have done for 51 Peg in this thesis.If HD 209458 really is in a Maunder minimumstate, this an indiate that the planetary evap-oration might be dominantly driven by stellarwind instead of irradiation for this system.This shows that - even if star-planet intera-tions indue only minor e�ets - the magnetiativity of planet-hosting stars is a rih �eld ofresearh awaiting deeper understanding in thefuture.
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